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The ROCK project sees historic city centres as laboratories to demonstrate how Cultural Heritage can be an
engine of regeneration, sustainable development and economic growth. ROCK approach foresees the systemic
and flexible application of a series of role-model practices in the testing sites of three Replicator cities, to turn
historic city centres afflicted by physical decay, social conflicts and poor life quality into Creative and Sustainable
Districts.
This book provides an overview of the project, extracting themes, material and final remarks from the Open
Knowledge Week “Cultural Heritage Leading Urban Futures”, held on 27-30 October 2020. Over the past three years,
ten ROCK cities – Athens, Bologna, Cluj-Napoca, Eindhoven, Lisbon, Liverpool, Lyon, Skopje, Turin, and Vilnius
– together with service providers and knowledge brokers have tested and advanced numerous soft and hard
tools, collaborative approaches aimed at shaping sustainable, heritage-led urban futures. This book shows their
shared results, best practices and lessons learnt from interdisciplinary research, innovative action, dissemination
of knowledge and creation of new synergies at European level.

DISCLAIMER
The sole responsibility for the content of this publication lies with the ROCK project and in no way reflects the views of the
European Union.
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and Knowledge cities”–(grant agreement n° 730280) is a Horizon 2020
project, funded under the Work Programme 2016-2017 Climate action,
environments, resource efficiency and raw materials, topic Cultural Heritage
as a driver for sustainable growth (SC5-21) as part of the call Greening
0/5%A@')'>2*%0/"4=%B'4"$')%0/5>#0"@%.",,#4%')%C'@"50#,%6/#,,5)-5D%E"0/")%
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its almost four years of activities, the ROCK project engaged 33 partners
across 13 different European countries, ranging from institutions such as
>?)"@".#,"0"5(%#)=%?)"854("0"5(*%45(5#4@/%@5)054(*%,'@#,%#(('@"#0"')(*%@"0"5(%
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the Municipality the project coordinator and the University the scientific
-?"=#)@5*%0/?(%(045)-0/5)")-%#)%#,45#=2%.4'85)%@',,#1'4#0"')D
Within this framework, the project’s field of investigation foresaw the
release of CH from purely financial logics (e.g., support for heritage in
054>(%'9%.#04')#-5%')%0/5%')5%/#)=*%0/5%(?1'4=")#0"')%'9%#)2%#@0"')%')%
heritage to an immediate economic advantage on the other) in order to
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economy and increase in knowledge, creativity and overall quality of life.
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laboratories where demonstrating how Cultural Heritage (CH) can become
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the complexity of cities, CH is dynamic and its inclusion in urban policies
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The ROCK project chose the city as a field of action and research,
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valorisation and conservation. More specifically, it has focused on historic
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processes of metropolisation and gentrification of any urban reality. A
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historic city centres by implementing a repertoire of successful CH-led
regeneration initiatives, already tested in the Role-Model cities and
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but with a guided mentoring approach. A series of role-model practices
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and Skopje, supporting the transformation of historic city centres afflicted
by physical decay, social conflicts and poor life quality, into Creative and
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of CH-led regeneration processes implying a new attitude in re-building
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capturing in every act of urban modification a dynamic construction of
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Indeed, the undertaken actions do not affect specific cultural realities, but
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and non-specialists.
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creation of arenas of intercultural negotiation and dialogic co-creation,
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")(0"0?0"')(*%0/5%7)"854("0"5(%#)=%@"0"$5)(%0/5>(5,85(D
M/5% >#")% 45(?,0% '9% &:6;% @')("(05=% ")% 0/5% =585,'.>5)0% 1'0/% '9% #%
>50/'=','-2% #)=% '9% #)% '.54#0"')#,% 94#>5F'4G% S@?,0?4#,*% 05@/)','-"@#,*%
managerial), valuable and effective in different urban realities. The
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application of these two shared elements has started and will continue
to facilitate the comparison and collaboration between the 10 ROCK
cities without inhibiting the site-specificity of places and communities,
and without imposing a unique and standardized interpretative and
operational model. A balance has been sought on the one hand between
the sharing of methods and values in a European perspective and, on
the other, between the respect and enhancement of the specificities of
places, attributing to the term “place” a broad interpretation that includes
its physical, social, political, cultural and memorial structure.
This result was achieved thanks to the implementation of pilot actions,
supported by specialized and innovative skills, which are not only able
to intercept all the cultures of the city but also to redefine themselves
by supporting processes of empowerment in a circular process. This
generates a constant, mutual transfer of knowledge between specialized
knowledge and ordinary “skills” of the “citizens”, i.e. every actor operating
in the city, whether his presence is stable or temporary.
The implementation followed an action-research approach, tackling the
daily and ordinary life of the city, strongly neglected by the design cultures
in the recent decades in favor of more striking themes and of greater
communicative effect.
The project activities started in January 2017 and ended in December
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2020. The present book comes at the end of the project and intends
to provide final reflections and an overview of the activities carried out
over the years, without representing a detailed scientific or documentary
account.
The first section of the book is aimed at the general presentation of the
project. In the first part, the organizational and management efforts
that allowed the development of a fruitful cooperation among all the
involved partners and the opportunity to share knowledge, competences,
skills and experiences are highlighted. The second part introduces the
main theoretical and scientific premises of the research as well as the
developed scientific and disciplinary results, described further in the
volume, but mainly focuses on the innovative research-action-research
methodology, that subverts the consequential logic typical of the modern
design process. The research-action-research in ROCK, represents a
dynamic way to create new paths of knowledge to rethink the evolution
of historical centers and prepare them for future challenges. In this
perspective, the upgrade achieved by the ROCK project involves bringing
the theme of CH back to the heart of primary political choices, placing
the issue of memories and cultural identities of communities at the
foundation of every economic and social program. Therefore, ROCK is
putting on the spot the cascading role of identifying key piloting actions
having impacts on the entire society.

!"#$"%&#'()%*$&+)'#)&,*-+'"%.&-'/"$"%)0'&'(1234556'758'&9:;52<'123'*225=1:;52<'785>'%?!@'A85BC9:

M/5%(5@')=%(5@0"')%"(%=5="@#05=%0'%0/5%(0'4205,,")-%'9%0/5%">.,5>5)0#0"')%
of cities actions: a repertoire of successful heritage-led regeneration
initiatives related to the 7 Role-Model cities (Lyon, Turin, Liverpool, Vilnius,
Cluj, Athens, Eindhoven) that tested the replicability of their strategies in
3 Replicators cites (Lisbon, Skopje, Bologna). After the description of the
>50/'=','-"@#,%94#>5F'4G%#)=%0/5%.4'I5@0%(04#05-2*%#%@#0#,'-?5%'9%&:6;%
Cities Actions resumes the most significant interventions to identify the
5)#1,")-%@')="0"')(*%05@/)','-"5(%#)=%@'>>?)"@#0"')%>5#(?45(%#1,5%0'%
maximize the impacts. The project has involved more than a thousand
people across knowledge creation, co-designing, co-construction
and co-developing the future of CH in the cities. The impacts of this
process include socio-economic outcomes in the rediscovering and
45#@0"8#0"')%'9%?41#)%#45#(%#)=%0/5"4%?41#)%@?,0?4#,%/54"0#-5%")%.458"'?(,2%
)5-,5@05=% (.#@5(*% (500")-% #)% ">.'40#)0% .45@5=5)0% ")% 0/5% )5F% .4#@0"@5(%
'9% @"0"$5)% ")8',85>5)0% #)=% /54"0#-5% 8#,'4"$#0"')D% P)% 0/"(% .54(.5@0"85*%
0/5% =5>')(04#0"')% #45#(% '9% 0/5% &5.,"@#0'4% @"0"5(% #45% 04#)(9'4>5=%
into experimental labs where a systemic transformation process is
">.,5>5)05=% #)=% >')"0'45=% 0'% 15% 585)0?#,,2% (2)0/50"$5=% ")0'% 0/455%
site-specific Integrated Management Plans (IMPs), aggregating shared
principles, local strategies with site-specific CH-led regeneration tactics.
M/5%0/"4=%(5@0"')%=5#,(%F"0/%0/5%'?0.?0(%45,#05=%0'%0/5%0/455%>#")%='>#")(%
'9% "))'8#0"')H% '4-#)"$#0"')#,% "))'8#0"')*% 05@/)','-"@#,% "))'8#0"')*%
('@"#,% "))'8#0"')D%M/#)G(% 0'% &:6;*% @"0"5(% /#=% 0/5% '..'40?)"02% 0'% #='.0%
technological tools and to develop unique capabilities to harness their
distinctive potential through an innovative mix of technology, citizens
#)=% @'>>?)"02% 5)-#-5>5)0*% ./2("@#,% 04#)(9'4>#0"')(*% )5F% ?(5(%
and activities. The flexible implementation methodology, the variety of
solutions and the multiple scenarios co-developed and tested within the
.4'I5@0%'9954%'0/54%@"0"5(%")%A?4'.5%45.,"@#0"')%.'(("1","0"5(%0'%@#."0#,"$5%')%
,'@#,%@?,0?4#,%.'05)0"#,%0/4'?-/%"))'8#0"')*%@'>>?)"0"5(*%5)045.45)5?4(/".%
#)=% ="-"0#,% 05@/)','-"5(*% #,,% 14'?-/0% 0'-50/54% ")% 0/5% '.5)% "))'8#0"')%
5@'(2(05>D
M/5% 0/"4=% (5@0"')% ")@,?=5(% #)% P))'8#0"')% !'409',"'% ="(.,#25=% ")% 0#1,5(*%
#">5=%#0%.45(5)0")-%&:6;%0'',(%#)=%0/5"4%#==5=%8#,?5%9'4%(0#G5/',=54(%
#)=%.'05)0"#,%?(54(D
O?4")-% 0/5% &:6;% :.5)% ;)'F,5=-5% E55G% J6?,0?4#,% B54"0#-5% N5#=")-%
Urban Futures”, the final ROCK conference, a special room for displaying
"))'8#0"')(% F#(% #8#",#1,5H% "0% F#(% .'(("1,5% 0'% 8"("0% 0/5% 8"40?#,% 1''0/(% '9%
&:6;%.#40)54(%.45(5)0")-%05@/)','-"@#,%(',?0"')(%#)=%="(@'854%45,58#)0%
A7%.4'I5@0(%9'@?(")-%')%@?,0?4#,%/54"0#-5D%
The conference, to whom the last contribution of section 3 is addressed,
marked the closure of the ROCK project. It was held online on 27-30
:@0'154% WUWU*% =?5% 0'% 0/5% .#)=5>"@% 6'8"=% 5>54-5)@2% 0/#0% .4585)05=%
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the possibility to organize events in presence. The conference was
transformed into a virtual journey in which participants delved into
innovative solutions that demonstrate how cultural heritage can be the
driving force behind urban sustainability.
The book conclusions point out the role of CH in urban sustainability and
the related topics, considered essential by ROCK to its fulfillment, such
as Access, Sustainability and Innovative Partnerships. The contribution
closes addressing climate change issues that are impacting on
communities and their environment and impose future challenges on
CH: another example on how societal and urban transformations require
a global and interdisciplinary approach for facing future threats and
CH may play a leading role in urban futures.
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!"#$%&!"'(#)
*$+,+"#-#)%".%/.#0+.*$%1+(#
:,%&;)8;%'-,4&"*%3?)"@".#,"02%'9%+','-)#
28$%/+#'<%&%,#*%3?)"@".#,"02%'9%+','-)#

M/5% ;)'F,5=-5% 6"02% #)=% 0/5% 645#0"85% 6"02% @')@5.0(% /#85% 155)% 0/5%
?)=54,2")-%.4")@".,5(%0/#0%/#85%-?"=5=%0/5%9'4>?,#0"')%'9%0/5%&:6;%.4'I5@0%
(")@5%WUTZ*%5)-#-")-%0/5%0F'%>#")%@"02%")(0"0?0"')(*%0/5%3?)"@".#,"02%')%
0/5% ')5% ("=5*% F"0/% 0/5% 4',5% '9% .4'I5@0% @''4=")#0'4*% #)=% 0/5% 7)"854("02% '9%
Bologna on the other one, providing scientific guidance, in leading the
">.,5>5)0#0"')%'9%(?@/%#)%#40"@?,#05=%.4'I5@0*%0/#0%/#(%#,,'F5=%0'%(5#,%
"(

)5F%.#40)54(/".(%1'0/%#0%0/5%@"02%,585,%#)=%#0%0/5%")054)#0"')#,%')5D
ROCK - Regeneration and Optimization of Cultural Heritage in creative and
Knowledge Cities - has indeed represented a great opportunity for fruitful
@''.54#0"')% 9'4% #,,% 0/5% .#40)54(% 0/#0% F545% ")8',85=% ")% F'4G")-% 0'-50/54*%
defining a series of activities, adopting a multidisciplinary approach and
(/#4")-%@'>.505)@5(*%(G",,(%#)=%0'',(D
Indeed, ROCK has brought together 33 organisations across 13 different
A?4'.5#)%@'?)04"5(D%P0%/#(%")8',85=%TU%>#I'4%A?4'.5#)%@"0"5(%#)=%W%@"02%
)50F'4G(*%A?4'@"0"5(%#)=%P@,5"*%(?..'405=%12%7)"854("0"5(*%#>')-%F/"@/%'?4%
.45(0"-"'?(%7)"854("02%'9%+','-)#*%#(%F5,,%#(%45(5#4@/%@5)045(*%1?(")5((%
'4-#)"(#0"')(% #)=% 05@/)','-2% .4'8"=54(*% #,,% @'>>"005=% 0'% =5>')(04#05%
/'F%6?,0?4#,%B54"0#-5%@#)%15%#%=4"8")-%9'4@5%9'4%@"0"5(%")%(?..'40")-%0/5"4%
development policies, and bringing multifold benefits to cities and society
#0%,#4-5D
This wide range of partners has brought together different excellences
and expertise throughout Europe in order to share their own experiences
#)=%45(?,0(H%#@@5(("1","02%0'%@?,0?4#,%/54"0#-5*%5)8"4')>5)0#,%(?(0#")#1","02*%
.#40"@".#0'42% .4#@0"@5(% #)=% 0/5% .4'>'0"')% '9% )5F% .#40)54(/".(% #)=%
@',,#1'4#0"')(%/#85%155)%0/5%G52%.4")@".,5(%?)=54,2")-%0/5%=585,'.>5)0%
'9%0/5%.4'I5@0D
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L,,% 0/"(% F'?,=% )'0% /#85% 155)% .'(("1,5% F"0/'?0% 0/5% @')04"1?0"')% '9% 0/5%
A?4'.5#)%7)"')*%0/4'?-/%"0(%B'4"$')%WUWU%.4'-4#>>5%9'4%45(5#4@/%#)=%
"))'8#0"')*% 0/#0% /#(% #,,'F5=% 0/5(5% '4-#)"(#0"')(% 0'% F'4G% 0'-50/54% 9'4%
almost 4 years, sharing research findings, practices, expertise and knowhow towards the identification of innovations that have been tested on
the ground, in real urban contexts.
Over the past four years, ten ROCK cities – Athens, Bologna, Cluj-Napoca,
A")=/'85)*% N"(1')*% N"854.'',*% N2')*% CG'.I5*% M?4")% #)=% Y",)"?(% <% /#85%
worked with service providers and knowledge brokers to experiment and
#=8#)@5%)?>54'?(%0'',(%#)=%#..4'#@/5(%#">5=%#0%(/#.")-%(?(0#")#1,5*%
heritage-led urban futures.
ROCK is a concrete example of how the European Union can bring tangible
benefits to cities, which have become, during ROCK, living laboratories,
F/545%"))'8#0"85%(',?0"')(%0'%)5F%@/#,,5)-5(%/#85%155)%@')@5"85=%#)=%
experimented, to make our cities livelier and more cohesive, using cultural
/54"0#-5%#(%#%>#")%,5854D%
L(%#%>#0054%'9%9#@0*%9'4%('>5%0">5%)'F*%A?4'.5%/#(%)'%,')-54%155)%I?(0%#)%
#99#"4%'9%9'45"-)%.',"@2*%1?0%#%9?)=#>5)0#,%=">5)("')%'9%@"02%-'854)>5)0D%
C">",#4,2*% #9054% #% ,')-% .4'@5((% =?4")-% F/"@/% @"0"5(% /#85% (04?--,5=% 0'% 15%
45@'-)"(5=% #(% G52% ")054,'@?0'4(% 12% A?4'.5#)% ")(0"0?0"')(*% A?4'.5% "0(5,9%
/#(%)'F%45@'-)"$5=%0/5%@4?@"#,%4',5%'9%@"0"5(*%#)=%0/5%9#@0%0/#0%0/52%(/'?,=%
play a proactive and positive role in guiding the definition of European
.',"@"5(D%
M/"(%"(%15@#?(5%0/52%#45%0/5%.,#@5(%F/545%.',"@"5(%#45%.?0%")0'%.4#@0"@5%
and where the epochal changes we are experiencing are most visible and
">.#@0")-% ')% .5'.,5*% #)=% #0% 0/5% (#>5% 0">5% 0/52% #45% 0/5% (.#@5(% F/545%
0/5% -45#05(0% )?>154% '9% 45('?4@5(*% 1'0/% 5@')'>"@% #)=% ")05,,5@0?#,*% #45%
@')@5)04#05=D%M/52%0/5459'45%.,#2%#%>#I'4%4',5%")%45(.')=")-%0'%0/5%-,'1#,%
@/#,,5)-5(% '9% '?4% 0">5*% (?@/% #(% @,">#05% @/#)-5% '4% 0/5% .4'=?@0"')% #)=%
>#)#-5>5)0%'9%@?,0?4#,%/54"0#-5D
P)%'4=54%0'%15%5995@0"85*%/'F5854*%@"0"5(%@#))'0%45>#")%")="8"=?#,%5)0"0"5(*%
1?0%#,,"#)@5(*%(?@/%#(%)50F'4G(%'9%@"0"5(*%>?(0%15%5)/#)@5=*%(")@5%0/52%
can provide new input to imagination and allow the sharing of experiences,
G)'F,5=-5%#)=%"))'8#0"85%0'',(D
ROCK has provided an exceptional example of this, allowing to start
#)=% (045)-0/5)% (04#05-"@% #,,"#)@5(% F"0/% '0/54% #@0'4(% #)=% @"0"5(% #@4'((%
A?4'.5%0/#0%(/#45%0/5%(#>5%@/#,,5)-5(%#)=%0/5%(#>5%"=5#,(*%")%0/"(%@#(5%
#4'?)=%0/5%0'."@%'9%6?,0?4#,%B54"0#-5*%F/"@/%/#(%155)%.?0%#0%0/5%@5)045%
of a circular process capable of giving birth to new and unexpected
generative processes in our complex and delicate urban settings.
L(% 45-#4=(% 0/5% @"02% '9% +','-)#*% @?,0?45% #)=% @?,0?4#,% /54"0#-5% /#85% 155)%
driving forces for recovery also during these last difficult months.%
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Since the lockdown, Bologna has redesigned summer activities and
cultural initiatives of the city and the whole territory, to adapt to the new
situation.
The opening and unconventional use of spaces for different uses and
different audiences, the discovery of what we have called hidden treasures
of the city and the provision of a variety of cultural experiences have been
core elements in ROCK. During these almost four years of ROCK project,
different types of actions have been carried out in our European historical
centers, each one inserted in a global vision, concurring to achieve
integrated targets and objectives and according to the vocation of single
spaces. In Bologna for example, within the frame of the University Area,
we have tested innovative “green” strategies for urban regeneration, such
as the case of Piazza Rossini, transformed from a parking lot to a new
space for human and urban relations. Together with many citizens and
university students, we have co-created and co-designed collaborative
and participatory pilot projects that will redefine the next future of culture,
in terms of sustainability and accessibility.
On the other hand, in a fascinating capital as Lisbon, the action of ROCK
has been concentrated on empowering residents of the Marvila and Beato
district, geographically and culturally separated from the rest of the city,
by making their story part of the narrative through the Interpretive Center,
born in the local library and acting as a cultural center where local people’s
18

memories are stored and protected in order to bring people closer to local
history and local cultural heritage.
Moreover, in the urban context of Skopje, ROCK brought different actors
and stakeholders to work together for the regeneration and protection
of the city centre, mainly around the area of the historic Old Bazaar,
also testing new technological solutions in order to revive areas almost
completely disappeared, like the old Jewish Ghetto, or enhancing cultural
heritage through high quality events like the Light Festival, started thanks
to the fruitful knowledge exchange with other ROCK cities.
Consequently, the excellent results achieved within the three Replicator
cities, as well as in the other cities involved in the project, do not represent
the “conclusion” of our activities: the experiments carried out in recent
years are rather a “new beginning” to continue the complex paths of urban
regeneration in historic centers. In particular, in this moment of serious
difficulty worldwide, we will make our best to share and exploit what we
have learned during this incredible experience.
To end up, a thank you to those who have made this possible, a thank you
to those who have worked on it, a thank you to those who believe in it, a
thank you to Europe!
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3'45% 0/#)% 9'?4% 25#4(% /#85% .#((5=% (")@5% F/5)*% 0'-50/54% F"0/% 0/5%
7)"854("02% '9% +','-)#*% F5% =5@"=5=% 0'% 0#G5% 0/5% '..'40?)"02% 0'% F'4G% ')%
what would have been an extremely challenging but, at the same time,
a truly enriching experience for all the people that have been involved in
$#

"0*%?)85",")-*%(")@5%"0(%8542%15-"))")-*%"0(%.'05)0"#,%'9%-5)54#0")-%)5F%#)=%
sometimes unexpected results, as the ones narrated in this publication.
If, on the one side, the University took the scientific leadership of the
.4'I5@0*% ')% 0/5% '0/54% ("=5*% 0/5% 6?,0?45% #)=% 6"02% !4'>'0"')% O5.#40>5)0%
'9% 0/5% 3?)"@".#,"02% '9% +','-)#*% 0/4'?-/% "0(% P)054)#0"')#,% &5,#0"')(% #)=%
Projects Office, accepted the challenge of coordinating such a complex
#)=%#>1"0"'?(%.4'I5@0*%#(%&:6;%"(*%F/'(5%@')@5.0"')%/#=%(0#405=%94'>%
a real need of the city, and whose resolution required the adoption of an
interdisciplinary and inter-institutional approach since the very proposal
.45.#4#0"')%./#(5D
This need turned out into the creation of a “ROCK office”, an open working
area which was set-up at the municipal premises, bringing together both
7)"854("02% #)=% >?)"@".#,% (0#99% 0'% @',,#1'4#05% ')% #% =#",2% 1#("(*% 0'% (/#45%
know-how, expertise and different approaches and methodologies, and
to find the best solutions for the accomplishment of the common aim.
L(% #% >#0054% '9% 9#@0*% (")@5% 0/5% .4'.'(#,% F#(% @')@5"85=*% "0% F#(% 58"=5)0%
0/#0%"))'8#0"85%(04?@0?45(%F545%)55=5=%0'%>'=54)"$5%04#="0"')#,%F'4G")-%
45,#0"')(/".(*%12%.?00")-%0/5%="99545)0%45#,"0"5(%')%0/5%(#>5%,585,*%9#@","0#0")-%
@',,#1'4#0"')% #>')-% 0/5% 8#4"502% '9% #@0'4(% ")8',85=*% F/",5% @/#)-")-%
mind-sets and breaking the traditional silos, speeding up the often too%
%
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,')-% .4'@5=?45(% ")% '4=54% 0'% ,"-/05)% 0/5% 1?45#?@4#0"@% ,'#=(*% F/"@/% '905)%
@/#4#@054"(5%0/5%#@0"')%'9%0/5%.?1,"@%(./545D
Managing a Consortium of 32 organisations from 13 countries across
Europe - 33 if we count one partner which terminated its participation
prior to the project’s end - is not a simple task, considering not only
0/5% /"-/% )?>154*% 1?0% #,('% 0/5% ="99545)0% -5'-4#./"@#,% '4"-")% #)=% @?,0?4#,%
characteristics of the partners, as well as the different types of beneficiary
'4-#)"(#0"')(H%05@/)','-2%.4'8"=54(*%.?1,"@%#=>")"(04#0"')(*%?)"854("0"5(*%
networks, non-profit entities, each with its own background, expectations
and different levels of acquaintance with the H2020 programme and its
-'854)")-%4?,5(D
On the other hand, the variety of partners, while representing a complexity
")%054>(%'9%>#)#-5>5)0*%@''4=")#0"')%#)=%>')"0'4")-%'9%.4'-45((*%#,('%
.4'85=%0'%15%0/5%(045)-0/%'9%#%.4'I5@0%0/#0%#">5=%0'%?)85",%0/5%.'05)0"#,%'9%
6?,0?4#,%B54"0#-5%0'%04"--54%.'("0"85%@/#)-5(%")%8542%=5,"@#05*%@')04'854("#,%
and composite urban contexts, which required the deepening of a variety of
04#)(854(#,%0/5>5(%#)=%0/5%">.,5>5)0#0"')%'9%#%F/',5%(54"5(%'9%="99545)0%
actions. This aspect also required a great effort in terms of adopting
@')0")?'?(%@'>>?)"@#0"')%#)=%955=1#@G%>5@/#)"(>(%0'%>')"0'4%.4'I5@0%
#@0"8"0"5(% #)=% 0/5% ?(5% '9% 45('?4@5(*% 1'0/% #0% 0/5% ,585,% '9% 0/5% ")="8"=?#,%
.#40)54% #)=% #0% 0/5% ,585,% '9% 0/5% 6')('40"?>% #(% #% F/',5D% M/5% @')(0#)0%
@'>>?)"@#0"')% F"0/% .#40)54(*% #(% F5,,% #(% 0/5% #8#",#1","02% 9'4% (?..'40")-%
")="8"=?#,%'4-#)"(#0"')(%")%45(.5@0")-%=5#=,")5(%#)=%")%45(.')=")-%0'%0/5%
contractual and financial requirements of the Programme, also through
0/5%.4'8"("')%'9%04#")")-%(5(("')(%#)=%#(("(0#)@5*%/#(%155)%@/#,,5)-")-%
9'4% 0/5% >#)#-5>5)0% 05#>*% F/"@/% /#85% )58540/5,5((% -?#4#)055=% #%
smooth project implementation, a good flow of information within the
Consortium and a timely identification of criticalities.
It is evident that this complexity requires a longstanding experience in
A7%.4'I5@0%>#)#-5>5)0*%#(%F5,,%#(%#%8#4"502%'9%(G",,(%#)=%0/5%@')0")?'?(%
acquisition of new knowledge. An example was given by the introduction,
12% 0/5% BWUWU% !4'-4#>>5*% '9% #)% A0/"@(% &58"5F% !4'@5=?45*% F/"@/%
brought to the inclusion of a specific Work Package dealing with Ethics
Requirements, and which included the realisation of periodic Ethics
6/5@G(*% 0F'% '9% F/"@/% ?)=54-')5% #)=% (?@@5((9?,,2% '854@'>5% 12% 0/5%
&:6;%.4'I5@0*%0'%58#,?#05%0/5%.4'I5@0Q(%@'>.,"#)@5%F"0/%0/5%!4'-4#>>5Q(%
-?"=5,")5(%")%054>(%'9%50/"@#,%"((?5(%#)=*%@')@54)")-%=#0#%045#0>5)0*%F"0/%
the new GDPR Regulation entered into force. This required the activation
of specific expertise on the topic and the provision of adequate training
9'4%1'0/%0/5%>#)#-5>5)0%05#>%#)=%0/5%.#40)54(/".*%0'%@'>.,2%F"0/%0/5(5%
new requirements.
R55=,5((% 0'% (#2*% 0/5% .4'I5@0% ")"0"#,% F'4G.,#)% /#=% 0'% 15% #=I?(05=% #,')-%
the project life with 5 amendments, and extended in duration also to
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cope with the actual worldwide sanitary emergency situation, reflecting
the complexity of a project whose different components are strictly
interrelated in what has been defined as a circular process. Similarly,
ROCK working group experienced several changes, with beneficiaries
going through re-organisational processes, and cities changing their
political assets.
Evidently, it has been harder to reach the targets within the given
contractual and time framework at the Coronavirus era, when the
pandemic has considerably slowed down the completion of actions
whose implementation was taking place right in those public places
where people could no longer go.
This has required not only the setting-up of adequate and flexible
mechanisms for anticipating and reacting to complex situations and
unforeseen events, like the one we are living today, but also mutual
cooperation and a strong commitment of the partnership, which has
been nurtured and grown along with the project development. A sudden
and great creativity effort at transversal level has been requested to the
whole consortium, but the consolidated fruitful group collaboration deeply
helped partners in finding alternative ways of working together and in
converting many of the project events to a different - often online - format,
once more fostering the acquisition of new skills and competences.
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To sum up, the capability of putting in place a constant and effective
communication flow within and outside the Consortium and the setting-up
of procedures for periodically monitoring progresses at the overall
project and single partner’s level, while assessing the quality of project’s
achievements, has been a key asset of the management team, as well as
the multidisciplinary collaboration of the specifically created ROCK task
force group, supporting partners, in particular cities, in overcoming the
most complex situations, working together to find possible solutions.
From local experiences to European stages, knowledge sharing and
collaboration permeate the whole project, definitely being one of the main
success factors of the ROCK experience.
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9'7#'$-7.B+$)#-:+.-,.-.9%55%"
!"#$%&&"'()#&"*%7)"854("02%'9%+','-)#

In H2020 the topic of Cultural Heritage (CH) entered not as a protagonist
1?0% 4#0/54% #(% #)% #40"@?,#0"')% '9% '0/54% (?1I5@0(% 0/#0% ")% 0/5% 8"("')% '9% 0/5%
.4'-4#>>5%(55>5=%58"=5)0,2%>'45%?4-5)0%#)=*%')5%>"-/0%(#2*%='>")#)0D%
M/5% 45(?,0")-% 05)("')(% /#85% 155)% @')("=54#1,5% #)=% F"0/% 1'0/% )5-#0"85%
#)=%.'("0"85%">.,"@#0"')(*%#,,%0/5%>'45%58"=5)0%")%45(5#4@/%.4'-4#>>5(%
45,#05=%0'%@"0"5(%#)=%,#)=(@#.5(D%
M/5% >'(0% '18"'?(% )5-#0"85% #(.5@0% /#(% 155)% 6BQ(% (?1'4=")#0"')% 0'% #%
financial logic during the H2020 programme’s design phase, seeing
/54"0#-5%#(%#%@'(0%<%")%#%,'-"@%'9%.#04')#-5%'4%.?1,"@%")85(0>5)0%<%")(05#=%
of as a possible trigger for beneficial economic processes, both for the
$&

financial economy and above all for the social economy.
M/5%.458#",")-%=5("45%0'%>#G5%6B%#@0"')(%#004#@0"85%0'%0/5%1?(")5((%F'4,=%
has also, on the one hand, attributed to the development of CH-related
technologies a predominantly non-instrumental role but rather of guiding
@?,0?4#,% .4'-4#>>5(*% #)=% ')% 0/5% '0/54% /#)=% /#(% 0''% '905)% @')85405=%
@?,0?4#,%.',"@"5(%')%0/5%@"02%#)=%0/5%0544"0'42%0'%>#4G50")-D%L%450?4)%0'%0/5%
>#4G50%0/#0%#0%0/5%5)=%'9%0/5%.4'-4#>>5%='5(%)'0%(55>%0'%15%F"))")-%
#)=%(55>(%0'%/#85%,5=%0/5%A?4'.5#)%7)"')%0'%#%45'4"5)0#0"')%'9%0/5%0'."@*%
#(%F5%(/#,,%)'F%="(@?((D%
B'F5854*% "0% @#))'0% 15% =5)"5=% 0/#0% 0/545% /#(% #,('% 155)% #% .4'@5((% '9%
redefinition of the CH field, not determined by a central direction but
")(05#=% #% 45(?,0% '9% 0/5% .4'I5@0(% ">.,5>5)05=% #)=% (?..'405=% 12% 0/5%
BWUWU%.4'-4#>>5*%#)=%0/#0*%F/",5%0/545%"(%")58"0#1,2%(0",,%)'%#40"@?,#05=%
conclusion, has led to the spread of practices and experiments that are
#,('%/"-/,2%"))'8#0"85D%
M/5%&:6;%!4'I5@0%/#(%0/5%#>1"0"')%0'%/#85%@')04"1?05=%#,,%"0%@'?,=%0'%0/"(%
"))'8#0"85%#@0"')*%#)=%"(%.45(5)05=%#0%0/5%5)=%'9%"0(%#@0"8"0"5(%")%0/"(%,"-/0D%
The project has of course developed specific scientific and disciplinary
45(?,0(% =5(@4"15=% ")% 0/"(% 8',?>5*% 1?0% F5% ='% )'0% 15,"585% 0/#0% "0(% >#")%
value derives from a sole identity determined by scientific consistency.
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The project was conceived as a research-action that subverts the
consequential logic typical of the modern design process: development
12% (.5@"#,"(0(% ?(?#,,2% 1#(5=% ')% ">#-5(]% 8541#,% ="(@?(("')(% '9% (5854#,%
(?1I5@0(*%(.5@"#,"(5=%'4%'0/54F"(5]%0/5%">.,5>5)0#0"')%./#(5%<%")58"0#1,2%
specialised – and finally (maybe) a public debate on what has been
#@/"585=D
M/5%&:6;%.4'I5@0%/#=%0/5%#>1"0"')*%=5#,")-%F"0/%(>#,,%=#",2%?41#)%"((?5(*%
0'% (?18540% 0/"(% 45,#0"')(/".% 150F55)% @')@5.0"')% #)=% ">.,5>5)0#0"')%
5)04?(05=%0'%(.5@"#,"(0(%')%0/5%')5%/#)=%#)=%.?1,"@%=51#05%')%0/5%'0/54*%
F"0/%0F'%>50/'=','-"@#,%#)=%'.54#0"')#,%.?4.'(5(D
^"4(0%'9%#,,*%='%)'0%#004"1?05%.4")@".,5(%'9%#)%#((540"85%)#0?45%0'%0/5%@"02%1?0%
rather investigate the potential dimension of the existing by looking for
"))'8#0"')%#(%>?@/%#(%@')(548#0"')%#)=%5)/#)@5>5)0%")%0/5%=5)("02%'9%
the city, in its latent yet unexpressed energy that can still be unleashed.
:)% #% >#054"#,% ,585,% 0/"(% >5#)(% 5)04?(0")-% 0/5% 04#)(9'4>#0"')% )'0% 0'%
grand, extraordinary visions of what the city has never been, but rather
0'%'4=")#42*%=#",2%(04#05-"5(%0/#0%#(("-)%)5F%?(5(*%>5#)")-(%#)=%(/#45=%
values to the existing. On an immaterial level this means leveraging the
constant interpretive and, consequently, transformative action that every
@"0"$5)%.549'4>(%12%,"8")-_1?",=")-%0/5%@"02%")%0/5%@',,5@0"85%4"0?#,%'9%=#",2%
existence. An interpretation/transformation that, combining individual
biography and collective processes, certainly does not exclude markedly
@45#0"85%#)=%"))'8#0"85%'?0@'>5(D
The second purpose, therefore, is the experimentation of a project
that incorporates processes of empowerment, of deliberate self="(5>.'F54>5)0% '9% 0/5% ")(0"0?0"')#,% .',"0"@#,% #@0'4% #)=% (.5@"#,"(5=%
G)'F,5=-5D%M/"(%5>.'F54>5)0%"(%#">5=%#0%(55G")-%#%,#)=%'9%?)@540#")02%
and invisibility, a city of the excluded. Exclusion not necessarily due to
weakness and sometimes as the result of a deliberate desire to exclude
')5(5,9%94'>%#%0'."@%'4%.4'@5((%0/#0%"(%)'0%'9%")0545(0%'4%0/#0%"(%@')("=545=%
extraneous by certain actors. Any action of inclusion of those who move
")%0/"(%0544"0'42%'9%?)@540#")02%"(%")%"0(5,9%#%45,58#)0%.',"0"@#,%'1I5@0"85%1?0%
can also lead to an unexpected and qualifying transformation of the city.
And this is because typically those who are excluded and invisible to
.,#))")-% #)=% 0'% (.5@"#,"(5=% .#40"@".#0"')% #45% )'0% 5,(5F/545% '4% ="99545)0%
94'>%0/5%@"02*%1?0%4#0/54%.54/#.(%#@@'?)0%9'4%"0(%>#I'4"02D%
M/"(%>50/'=','-"@#,%#)=%'.54#0"')#,%.45@')="0"')%"(%)'0%5#(2%0'%">.,5>5)0%
in the context of a project financed by the European Community, which, as
(?@/*%@#))'0%15%#)%#@0"')%0/#0%"(%9455F/55,")-%#)=%F"0/%?)@540#")%45(?,0(%
but must rightly be subject to well-determined procedures and logics.
M/5% 4"(G% F#(% 0/5459'45% ')5% '9% (55")-% #% 45-?,#0'42% @?,0?45% .458#",% 0/#0*%
>'45'854*%"(%.54/#.(%0/5%>'(0%(',"=%#)=%='>")#)0%#>')-%0/5%@?,0?45(%")%
9'4@5%")%0/5%A?4'.5#)%6'>>?)"02D%
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Giovanni Leoni

However, if the field of research-action is the city, it is not possible to
“normalise” Cultural Heritage for the simple reason that it is not possible
to “normalise” places and life for how it takes place in different places.
And this because every place is specific, as is the life that takes place
there, generating or modifying it. And what makes a place with its life
Cultural Heritage is exactly its specificity.
So the challenge of the ROCK Project, as a network of cities, was to
establish a field of shared values that gave life to different sets of
strategies, actions and policies, with the aim of finally finding a common
methodology capable of not breaking the subtle balance between what
places can share – values, tools, technologies – and what is and must
remain specific and necessarily different place by place.
What the ROCK Project has clearly displayed as necessary is this
uneasy balance between a sharable “European” methodology and the
understanding, respect and ability to take advantage of what is sitespecific in CH and in communities producing it. And this uncertain space
between general legislation and local circumstances is a purely political
space, not technical.
These are the reasons why, going back to the starting point of the project,
we tried to structure it around a set of key concepts intended to guide the
actions that were gradually planned, but also to let ourselves be gradually
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redefined by the actions themselves and their consequences.
First key concept: a specific adaptation of the circular city model to CH
based on what we see as a possible actualisation of the role model
represented by the historical European city intended as a powerful topical
alternative to metropolitan transformation against what we should define
as a forced metropolisation of every urban entity. To do this, we need to
replace the idea of CH as a brake on city transformation with the idea
that CH is an ongoing creative process extended to intangible values,
an agent for the transformation of the cities. This can happen if we take
remembrance and innovation not as conflicting actions but as a dual
combined action of CH co-creation and co-production.
This connection between CH and creative economy leads to the second
key concept: stop committing culture to financial or marketing logics,
considering it simply as a cost to be sustained only if possible, as if it were
a luxury item (to always be cut first) and place culture back in its proper
place, at the centre of urban policies, as the template for any political
action in a logic of social economy that means conceiving culture as
every city stakeholder’s sustained action to create value and common
good out of the ordinary affairs of a city.
Transforming culture into an agent for social and economic development
leads to the third key concept: first to ease the processes of cultural
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exchange to understand the specific characteristics of a place and of
#% @'>>?)"02% #)=% 0/5)% ?(5% =#0#% #)=% 05@/)','-2*% '9% @'?4(5*% 1?0% #,F#2(%
subjected or better commeasured to the specificity of the individual place
and community. A site-specific use of technology and data according to
F/"@/%05@/)','-"5(%#45%(?1I5@05=%0'%@"0"5(%#)=%@'>>?)"0"5(%#)=%)'0%8"@5%
854(#D%
M/"(%(5)(5%'9%>5#(?45%#1'?0%05@/)','-"5(%@'>1")5=%F"0/%0/5%4"-/0%0/#0%
58542%@"0"$5)%/#(%0'%#@@5((*%(/#45%#)=%?(5%0/5%15(0%'9%F/#0%#%@"02%"(%#1,5%
0'% .4'=?@5% ,5#=(% 0'% 0/5% 9'?40/% #)=% ,#(0% G52% @')@5.0H% 0#G")-% 0/5% 0#(G% '9%
04#)(,#0")-%0/5%.4")@".,5(%'9%?)"854(#,"(>%#)=%,'@#,%,"95%9'4>(%94'>%')5%0'%
the other. Developing a bottom-up cosmopolitanism as the foundation
of a new kind of citizenship interpreting internal and external migration
")% @"0"5(% ")% #% ,'-"@% '9% 04#)("5)0% @"0"$5)(/".*% ?./',=")-% 0/5% 5,5>5)0(% '9%
.'("0"8"02%#)=%5)4"@/>5)0%'9%#%@"02Q(%"=5)0"02D%
6"4@?,#4% >'=5,% 9'4% 6B*% @?,0?45% #(% 0/5% @'45% #)=% 0/5% 05>.,#05% '9% .',"0"@(%
and policies in cities, site-specific technologies, cosmopolitan citizenship:
0/5(5% F545% 0/5% 9'?4% G52% @')@5.0(% 0'% (0#40% F"0/D% M/5)% F/#0% /#..5)5=%
/#..5)5=% #)=% "(% (0",,% /#..5)")-% ")% &'@G% @"0"5(*% #)=% 0/"(% 1''G% '9954(% #)%
overview, though certainly not exhaustive.
M/5% &'@G% .4'I5@0% /#(% #% .4'-4#>>#0"@#,,2% ?)@540#")% '?0@'>5*% 1?0% F5%
/'.5% "0% @4'((5=% '4% >#215% 04"--545=% ('>5% 9#8'?4#1,5% .4'@5((5(% ")% 0/5%
8#,'4"(#0"')*%"))'8#0"')%#)=%04#)(9'4>#0"')%'9%@"0"5(D%E5%,5#4)5=%('%>?@/%
94'>%0/5%@"0"5(%")8',85=%#)=%94'>%0/5"4%#@0"')(*%.4#@0"@5(%#)=%.',"@"5(%<%
#)=%'9%@'?4(5%0/5"4%.5'.,5%<%0/#0%F5%>?(0%0/#)G%0/5>%9'4%0/5"4%=5@"("85%
@')04"1?0"')D
Today we are on the threshold of the new Horizon 2021-2027 programme.
P)%0/"(%.4'-4#>>5*%6B%(55>(%0'%15%#1,5%0'%.,#2%#%>'45%">.'40#)0%4',5%
"9% F5% I?=-5% 94'>% #)% 58',?0"')% 0/#0% (0#405=% F"0/% 0/5% A?4'.5#)% `5#4% '9%
6?,0?4#,% B54"0#-5*% 0#G5)% ?.% #-#")% F"0/% ")"0"#0"85(% (?@/% #(% 0/5% B'4"$')(%
for Heritage Research - Towards a Cluster on Cultural Heritage held in
Brussels in March 2019, finally leading to the establishment of a cluster
5)0"0,5=%6?,0?45*%@45#0"8"02%#)=%")@,?("85%('@"502%F/545%6B%(55>(%#1,5%0'%
play a lead role. And the inclusion of culture in a series focused equally
on creativity and social inclusion is significant. The close connection
between heritage-related actions and political actions shifts the topic of
@?,0?45%94'>%#%>#4-")#,%#@@5(('42%1#@G%0'%#)%5((5)0"#,%@'>.')5)0%'9%0/5%
.4">#42%.',"0"@#,%#@0"')%'9%,'@#,%-'854)>5)0(D%E/#0%"(%45>#4G#1,5%"(%0/#0%
0/"(%="=)Q0%/#..5)%159'45D
L9054%#,,*%"9%F5%45854(5%"0(%02."@#,%/"(0'4"@#,%.54(.5@0"85*%6?,0?4#,%B54"0#-5%
"(%)'0/")-%>'45%0/#)%0/5%./2("@#,%#)=%05(0">')"#,%.54("(05)@5%'9%.',"@"5(%
">.,5>5)05=% '854% 0">5D% P)% 0/5% .4'@5((5(% 0/#0% =4"85% #)=% -'854)% 0/5"4%
@')(0#)0%04#)(9'4>#0"')*%@"0"5(*%45-"')(%#)=%,#)=(@#.5(%#45*%")%#%@"4@?,#4%
way, producers and products of cultures, actions of confirmation or
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@')04#(0% '9% @')(',"=#05=*% 45@'-)"(5=*% ")(0"0?0"')#,"(5=% 8#,?5(*% 1?0% #,('%
of unexpected, random, disturbing materialisations. Cultural Heritage
is generated in the non-unique process of a multiform appearance of
cultures and is consolidated by subjecting itself to subsequent acts of
45@'-)"0"')%'4%="(45-#4=*%@')(548#0"')%'4%@#)@5,,#0"')D
6?,0?45*% "9% (55)% #(% #% @')(0#)0% #@0"')% '9% .4'=?@0"')% '9% @'>>')% 8#,?5(%
and assets in the modification of the human-made space by each of its
#@0'4(*% "(% )'0% I?(0% #% .',"@2% #>')-% '0/54(*% >?@/% ,5((% #% (50% '9% #)@",,#42%
#@0"')(% 0'% 15% (?..'405=% #@@'4=")-% 0'% 1?=-50% #8#",#1","02*% 1?0% 4#0/54% #%
.4">#42%.',"0"@#,%#@0%@'))5@05=%F"0/%0/5%-5)54#0"85%.4'@5((%'9%'4-#)"(5=%
(.#@5D%
P0%"(%."8'0#,%0'%>')"0'4%@?,0?4#,%04#)(9'4>#0"')(%#(%0/52%/#..5)*%15%"0%0/5%
45(0'4#0"')%'9%#%8#,?#1,5%1?",=")-%'4%0/5%@')(04?@0"')%'9%#%.54"./54#,%4'#=D%
P0%"(%)5@5((#42%0'%(/"90%0/5%9'@?(%'9%#@0"')(%')0'%6?,0?4#,%B54"0#-5*%#F#2%
from the mere economic restoration of excellence – which is always
#)=*% ")% #)2% @#(5*% =5(548")-% '9% ?)>#0@/5=% (?..'40% <% #)=% F'4G% 9'4% 0/5%
@')(04?@0"')%'9%#%F"=5(.45#=%6?,0?4#,%B54"0#-5*%@')@5"85=%#(%0/5%45(?,0%'9%
.?1,"@%#)=%@')(0#)0,2%?.=#05=%.4"8#05%#@0"')(%0/#0%>#2%'9954%>'45%(',"=%
foundations of sustainability, greater potential for the common well-being
#)=%'..'40?)"0"5(%9'4%)5F%@45#0"85%5)045.45)5?4(/".D
H2020 has given us many good, technical answers and excellent, powerful
$*

tools. Let’s hope that Horizon Europe 2021-2027 will be able to bring us
some new, well-thought questions, a new capability to subordinate our
technical skills to the specificity of places and communities.
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P(% "0% .'(("1,5% 0'% 450/")G% 0/5% ./5)'>5)')% '9% @"02% #)=% 0/5% .',"@"5(% 0/#0%
%#

@')@54)%"0%#@@'4=")-%0'%0/5%-?"=5,")5(%0/#0%0/5%&'@G%.4'I5@0%/#(%#005>.05=%
without also questioning the conceptual frameworks, or rather the
.4#@0"@5(% #)=% 9'4>(% '9% /#1"0?#,% 0/'?-/0% 0/#0% /#85% 9'@?(5=% ')% "0a% 3'45%
specifically, how should we proceed, if we wanted, as Giovanni Leoni
effectively summarises in this final report of the study, to reactivate the
>'=5,%'9%0/5%/"(0'4"@#,%A?4'.5#)%@"02%F"0/'?0%9'4@")-%"0%")0'%#%05,5','-2%'9%
>504'.',"(#0"')*%(?104#@0")-%"0(%@?,0?4#,%=">5)("')%94'>%0/5%">.54#0"85(%
of financial results and marketing to subvert the hierarchy of conception
#)=%45#,"$#0"')%5)04?(05=%0'%(.5@"#,"(0(*%0'%'.5)%?.%0'%58542=#2%(04#05-"5(%
that lead the existing to new uses and to trigger a reciprocal relationship
150F55)% ?)"854(#,% .4")@".,5(% #)=% ,'@#,% 9'4>(% '9% ,"95% #)=% 0'% =585,'.% #%
bottom-up cosmopolitanism that makes temporary citizenships an
5)4"@/>5)0% '9% 0/5% @"0"5(Q% "=5)0"0"5(a% C">",#4,2*% F/#0% (05.(% (/'?,=% 15%
0#G5)% 0'% 45'4"5)0% 0/5% 8"("')% '9% 0/5% @"02% #(% #)% ")94#(04?@0?45% '9% >#054"#,%
#)=%">>#054"#,%")94#(04?@0?45(*%F/"@/%Y#)='%+'4-/"%F4"05(%'9%/545*%94'>%
the economic to the social field and resolve its ambivalence in favour
'9% '..'40?)"0"5(% 9'4% 0/5% -4'F0/% '9% ")="8"=?#,(% #)=% @'>>?)"0"5(a% M/5%
adequate answer, as far as the conceptual dimension and the reference
framework of the theoretical-practical tools are concerned, seemed to be
that of accompanying the research with a reflection and a redefinition
'9%0/5%@#05-'4"5(%0/4'?-/%F/"@/%"0%F#(%")054.4505=*%1'0/%")%0/5%(5)(5%'9%
?)=54(0#)=")-%#)=%.549'4>")-D%P)%'0/54%F'4=(*%"0%F#(%)5@5((#42%0'%(/"90%
0/5% .'")0% '9% 8"5F*% (500")-% #("=5% #)% "=5#0"')#,% =">5)("')% .,#@5=% 159'45%
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acknowledging reality and making the findings of the research feedback
on its own modalities of detection, thus activating a self-reflective and
recursive procedure, as Tim Ingold recently recommended in his reflection
')%>#G")-D
Reflecting this methodology, here we chose to take up two notions that
we have tried to formulate or redefine over the course of the research,
0/'(5%'9%J.'05)0"#,%@"02K%#)=%J@')@4505%?0'."#KD%P)%1'0/%@#(5(%F5%#45%=5#,")-%
F"0/%#%@')@5.0"')%'9%5995@0?#,"02%0/#0%45@#,,(%F/#0%@')0")?5(%0'%#@0%#)=%0'%
renew itself without exhausting itself because it exists only in the form of
#%.4'@5((*%'),2%")('9#4%#(%"0%"(%5995@0"85*%"0%.4'=?@5(%5995@0(%")%0">5%#)=%")%
0/5%F'4,=%#(%'..'(5=%0'%0/5%.#(("85%#@@5.0#)@5%'9%5>."4"@#,%45#,"02*%0/5%
superficial level of events.

*%#+"#)-7.9)#8
Highlighting the “potential city” means adopting cognitive and experiential
(04#05-"5(% #">5=% #0% =5.54(')#,"(")-% 0/5% #?0'>#0"(>(*% 0/5% '18"'?()5((%
and the self-evident forms of relationship with the urban landscape in
'4=54%0'%14")-%'?0%0/5%.,?4#,"02%'9%.'(("1,5%,''G(%#0%"0%#)=%"0(%>#)2%.'05)0"#,%
#(.5@0(% #)=% =585,'.>5)0(% 0/#0% 0/?(% 15@'>5% 8"("1,5D% C0#40")-% 94'>% 0/5%
definition of the term “potential” in the context of the Ouvroir de littérature
potentielle (OuLiPo) or workshop of potential literature, as a “search for
)5F%(04?@0?45(%'4%(@/5>5(%0/#0%@#)%15%?(5=%12%F4"054(K%'4%J@')(04#")0(K%
that allow for the creation of new forms of expression and the treatment of
0/5%?(?#,%(?1I5@0(%")%)5F%>#))54(*%F5%@#)%"=5)0"92%('>5%@'>.,5>5)0#42%
F#2(% '9% #..4'#@/")-% 0/5% 45#,"02% '9% 0/5% @"02D% C'>5% 85@0'4(% '9% 0/5(5% #)=%
their corresponding strategies for possible exploration are suggested
below, all in the aesthetic-philosophical sphere, both as a relationship with
the artistic disciplines and with the forms of narration and as a reflection
on the modalities of perceptive-sensitive relationship with the world.
The first is to investigate how the city effect is produced, the imaginary or
mindscape that accompanies the experience of cities and urban culture.
M/#)G(%0'%0/"(%"0%15@'>5(%.'(("1,5%0'%4504#@5%0/5%="99545)0%">#-5(%'9%@"0"5(%
0/#0% /#85% 155)% .4'8"=5=% 12% #40*% ,"054#0?45*% ./",'('./2% #)=% ./'0'-4#./2%
9',,'F5=% 12% @'>"@(% #)=% -4#./"@% )'85,(*% @")5>#% #)=% 05,58"("')% '854% 0/5%
,#(0% @5)0?42% #)=% #% /#,9*% #1#)=')")-% (0#0"@% >'=5,(% '9% .54@5.0"')% #)=%
taking on the shape of an extremely variegated matter, addressing to the
so-called “megacities” and “post-metropolises”, “global cities” and “world@"0"5(K*% '854@'>")-% 0/5% ?41#)% =">5)("')% #(% #% 9'4>% '9% ,"95% 585)% 152')=%
0/5%./2("@#,%,">"0(%'9%0/5%@"02*%0'%0/5%>'(0%45>'05%@'4)54(%'9%0/5%.,#)50D%
M/5%(5@')=%85@0'4%#">(%0'%9'@?(%')%0/5%@")5>#%'9%0/5%1"-%@"02*%(0#40")-%
in particular from the films that shaped the urban experience from the
TbWU(% ')F#4=(% #)=% #,,'F5=% ,#4-5% >#((5(% '9% .5'.,5% 0'% >50#1',"(5% 0/5%
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acceleration, the synchronisation of time and the contrast between
subjective time (and culture) and objective time (and culture) that take
place within it thanks to the specific film genre called “symphony of the big
city” or City film. While, in short, we can attribute to Paul Strand (Manhatta,
1921) the first draft of the genre as a documentary reconstruction of
the life of a city, to René Clair (Paris qui dort, 1925) the introduction of
the narrative dimension and the vision of cinema as a time machine, to
Walter Ruttmann (Berlin. Die Symphonie der Großstadt, 1927) the use of
editing for the circular construction of the city’s circadian rhythm and to
Ďiga Vertov (The Man with the Camera, 1929) for the critical opening with
the representation of the point of view that produces the sequence of
images within the film itself and with the emphasis on the possibility of
indicating different outcomes of the same reality, the film on Paris by the
Brazilian director Alberto Cavalcanti (Rien que les heures, 1926) allows
identifying a framework of choices in the gaze on the city that set apart
in an exemplary manner both the medium to be privileged (while painting
had already used many different eyes and produced very different images,
cinema is more suitable because it is in mimetic harmony with the
movement and life of the city) and the inclusion of an element of social
criticism in the genre (the refusal to make “elegant life” its focus opting
instead for a camera that sinks into the slums). This sort of “elementary
grammar” shaped the rich array of possible images of the city throughout
the course of film history all the way to the present day.
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A third vector concerns the great plurality of histories that are generated
among the archipelagos of contemporary cities, such as New York,
São Paulo, Mumbai and Shanghai, and cross them without limiting
themselves to statistical surveys, to the diversity of impressions between
residents and tourists and to the contrasts that arise, keeping in mind –
according to the perspective of the different ethnoscapes linked to global
migrations – that there are (at least) two different narratives for each city:
the official history and the unofficial history. The first is mostly written
with euphoric and jubilant tones, the second is transmitted orally, linked
to the circulation of migrants, more sober but destined to last. While wars,
inequalities and climate change will make mass migrations the most
significant phenomenon of the early 21st century, making these secret
histories of cities accessible will be crucial to understanding it.
The fourth vector results from the practice of “exercises of estrangement.”
Within the OuLiPo, Georges Perec was the author who most closely dealt
with the relationship with urban space, the city, the home and the living
dimension, as shown in his Species of Spaces (1974) but also in the
unfinished project of Lieux and the various Attempts at Description from
a precise observation point within Paris. Specifically, Perec invites us to
reset our presumed knowledge, to “proceed slowly, almost stupidly”, to
force ourselves “to see more flatly”, to observe the ordinary as if it were
exotic. Through real exercises of estrangement that make the usual
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foreign, he teaches us to “decipher a piece of the city” without “trying to find
a definition of the city too quickly”: “to continue until the place becomes
">.4'1#1,5*%?)0",%2'?%955,*%9'4%#%14"59%>'>5)0*%0/5%">.45(("')%'9%15")-%")%
#%9'45"-)%@"02*%'4%150054%250*%?)0",%2'?%)'%,')-54%?)=54(0#)=%F/#0%/#..5)(%
#)=%F/#0%='5()Q0%/#..5)*%?)0",%0/5%F/',5%.,#@5%15@'>5(%9'45"-)*%#)=%2'?%
)'%,')-54%585)%)'0"@5%0/#0%#,,%0/"(%"(%@#,,5=%#%@"02*%#%(04550*%#%("=5F#,GDDDKD
Lastly, purely as an example of a starting point for further study, we can
point to some already completed experiences of “looking at the other”
S5D-D%0/5%.'")0%'9%8"5F%'9%J45854(5%50/)'-4#./2K%0/4'?-/%0/5%525(%'9%('>5%
9'45"-)54(%94'>%L94"@#%F/'%(500,5=%")%+','-)#%9'4%#%@540#")%.54"'=%'9%0">5*%
in the early stages of the great migrations that are still underway) or the
“gaze of the other” (another example, the maps of “urban ethnography”
traced by following the paths of the marginal) and the contrasting images
'9% 0/5% @"02% 0/#0% @'?,=% 15% (2(05>#0"(5=% ")% #% .'(("1,5% .#4#,,5,% 45#=")-% '9%
MY% =505@0"85% (54"5(% (50% ")% +','-)#% S')% 0/5% ')5% /#)=% 0/5% )'@0?4)#,% @"02*%
"4')"@#,,2% (02,5=% #,')-% 0/5% ,")5(% '9% R`!O% #)=% @4"((@4'((5=% 12% 0/5% -45#0%
flows of the criminal economy, migration and global processes à la
Lucarelli-Coliandro 2006-2018, and on the other hand the provincial one,
still, all things considered, Pupi Avati’s film like and reassuringly sad even
in its most transgressive expressions, à la Macchiavelli-Sarti 1991-1994).

<+-7.C#%@)-F
^"4(0% 5(0#1,"(/5=% #(% #)% ">#-")#42% -5'-4#./"@#,% (.#@5*% #)% "(,#)=% '4% #)%
ideal city, a perfect term of comparison for the inadequacies of the world,
0/5)% #(% #% .,#@5% .4'I5@05=% ")0'% 0/5% 9?0?45% #(% .4'(.5@0"85% @'>.5)(#0"')%
9'4% .45(5)0% >"(54"5(% <% F5,9#45% ")(05#=% '9% .'85402*% G)'F,5=-5% ")(05#=%
'9% "-)'4#)@5*% 9455='>% ")(05#=% '9% '..45(("')% <% ")% 0/5% ,#(0% @5)0?42%
?0'."#% F5)0% 0/4'?-/% 0/5% F/',5% .#4#1',#% 0/#0% -'5(% 94'>% #(."4#0"')%
0'% 45#,"(#0"')% ')% 5#40/% 0'% "0(% '8540/4'F% ")% 0'0#,% @')04',% '854% ")="8"=?#,(%
and their potential and in the dystopia of nuclear or social and climatic5)8"4')>5)0#,%@#0#(04'./5D%^'4%('>5%0">5%)'F*%/'F5854*%0/5%@,'(?45%'9%
0/5%/'4"$')%0'%0/5%.45(5)0%'9%0/5%,"85(%'9%5#@/%'9%?(%0/#0%/#(%45(?,05=%<%
as exclusive attention to the irredeemable time of the transience of our
bodies and our biography – has shown many cracks, for example in the
9'4>% '9% 0/5% J4504'0'."#K% .4'.'(5=% 12% 0/5% ('@"','-"(0% d2->?)0% +#?>#)*%
#%)'(0#,-"#%9'4%0/5%@540#")0"5(%'9%0/5%.#(0%0'%F/"@/%0'%5)04?(0%0/5%/'.5(%
9'4%">.4'85>5)0*%1?0%#,('%'9%0/5%J45#,"(#1,5%?0'."#(K%F/"@/%0/5%#4@/"05@0%
Yona Friedman has written of, for small, self-sufficient critical groups,
'4%0/5%J?0'."#(%9'4%45#,"(0(K%(?--5(05=%12%0/5%/"(0'4"#)%&?0-54%+45->#)*%
#)% #-5)=#% '9% .4#@0"@#,% -'#,(% 0'% ="(4?.0% 0/5% ,#@G% '9% #,054)#0"85(% 0'% 0/5%
/5-5>')2%'9%)5',"154#,%0/")G")-*%#)=%0/5%J58542=#2%?0'."#(K%=585,'.5=%12%
,5-#,%(@/',#4%O#8")#%6''.54*%F/"@/%(55G%0'%04"--54%04#)(9'4>#0"85%.',"0"@(%
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by creating situations where conventional practices are implemented in
non-conventional forms.
In this context, is it possible to rethink the oxymoronic tension between
seemingly opposing terms contained in the non-place of utopia and the
dense and resilient presence of concreteness? Is it possible to think
of a “concrete utopia”? To this end, it is necessary first of all to oppose
an unsalvageable conception of reality, an idea of the world we have in
front of us as a granitic whole that moves in a direction already decided
by the way it is made, in order to privilege its porosity, its openings, the
interweaving of different layers and possibilities. In other words, it is a
question of searching the present for all the unexpressed possibilities
that it contains, the latencies, the possible developments that every place
and every moment can reveal. A “being already of the not yet” to say it
with the paradoxical expression of the spirit of utopia. Something in the
urban dimension that can be translated into an exercise of estrangement
with respect to the habitual vision that we have of single spaces of
the city and of the architecture, as well as of the forms of relationship
between people that take place in them and that they prescribe – a sort
of gaze devoid of pre-judgements, that goes back to early childhood
experience – to identify the scars of what they have not been and could
have been, and together the traces of what they could be and express,
altering the usual relationships. But also in an exercise of shifting the
point of view, placing ourselves in the visual angle of the different actors
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involved, paying attention to the tacit forms of presence of people as well
as things, transforming the background given for obviousness into the
foreground of our focus. In the same way, it becomes possible to identify
and carry out a series of circumscribed actions that interrupt the usual
perceptions, disrupt the given order, release unforeseen energies and
impose different and better perspectives. In short, the passion for the
concrete utopia places us in relation with the attention to the potential
city that is already around us.

Os Dias de Marvila - Terreiro do Paço
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We continually experience its effects on the ordinary scale of our daily
,"85(*%#)=%")=55=%"0%"(%.45@"(5,2%0/#0%=#",2%=">5)("')%")%F/"@/%0/5%-,'1#,%
")94#(04?@0?45%">.'(5(%"0(5,9%")%0/5%9'4>#0%'9%0/5%)#0?4#,%'1I5@0"8"02%'9%0/")-(%
%(

and the inexorable way with which they are in relation to each other. These
infrastructures are inextricably tangible – railway or motorway networks,
oil and gas pipelines, Internet backbones, extractive plants, containers and
-''=(%F#45/'?(5(%<%#)=%")0#)-"1,5%<%0/5%P)054)50%'9%M/")-(*%@')(?>54%
profiling data, logistics models, standards that establish measures,
9'4>#0(*% ")05)("0"5(D% L% >?,0".,"@"02% '9% ")94#(04?@0?45(% @')(0#)0,2% #0% F'4G*%
")@45#(")-,2% (2)@/4')"(5=% F"0/% 5#@/% '0/54% #)=% .#40"@?,#4,2% .548#("85% ")%
our forms of life. Socio-technical systems in which forms of extra-state
.'F54*%>?@/%>'45%#-",5%#)=%9#(054%0/#)%0/5%.?1,"@%#@0'4*%.5)504#05%#)=%
significantly affect its ability to regulate. From the containers in which
-''=(%45#@/%#)2%.,#@5%")%0/5%F'4,=%0'%0/5%('90F#45%#)=%'),")5%.,#09'4>(%
through which, for example, we order those goods; from credit cards with
#%(2(05>#0"@%0/"@G)5((%'9%UDXZ%>>%0'%15%?(5=%")%#)2%LM3%")%0/5%F'4,=%0'%
0/5%(5@?4"02%(0#)=#4=(%'9%1?",=")-(%#)=%/'>5(H%58542%#(.5@0%'9%'?4%,"85(%
15#4(%0/5%("-)(%'9%0/5%.45(5)@5%'9%")94#(04?@0?45%5995@0"85,2%9?)@0"')#,%0'%
0/5%.4'=?@0"')%#)=%@')04',%'9%@'))5@0"8"02D%
P)% 9#@0*% @'))5@0"8"02% #)=% 0/5% ('@"#,% ">#-")#42% 0/4'?-/% F/"@/% "0% 0#G5(%
(/#.5% #45% #% /"(0'4"@#,,2% =5054>")5=% #)=% 0/5459'45% @/#)-5#1,5% .4'=?@0D%
M/5% .5@?,"#4"02% '9% '?4% 0">5% @')("(0(% .45@"(5,2% ")% 0/5% (2)@/4')"(#0"')%
between the imaginary of connectivity and the factory-world, that is,
0/5%")054)#0"')#,%="8"("')%'9%,#1'?4%#)=%0/5%-,'1#,%8#,?5%@/#")(%0/#0%0/"(%
-,'1#,% ")94#(04?@0?45% #,,'F(D% P)% 0/"(% (5)(5*% 0/5% .#)=5>"@*% '4% 4#0/54*% #(%
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.'")05=%'?0%#%95F%F55G(%#-'%")%#)%5="0'4"#,%12%0/5%#?0/'4"0#0"85%N#)@50*%
the “syndemic” (a situation in which viral dynamics combine with non@'>>?)"@#1,5% ="(5#(5(% #)=% 0/5"4% ('@"#,% =5054>")#)0(*% 45.4'=?@")-%
and further exacerbating inequalities), is dramatic counter evidence of
this historical peculiarity: it is proving devastating (also) to the extent
that it affects the very socio-material heart of life forms in the times of
")94#(04?@0?45%@#."0#,"(>*%'4%")%'0/54%F'4=(%@'))5@0"8"02D
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things, infrastructures are not identifiable merely with the technical and
'4-#)"(#0"')#,% .4'.540"5(% 0/#0% @/#4#@054"(5% 0/5>% #)=% F"0/% 0/5% (548"@5(%
#)=%'1I5@0(%0/#0%0/52%#45%#1,5%0'%=5,"854%#)=%="(04"1?05D%P)=55=*%0/52%.,#2%
a decisive role in the way individuals experience reality. A version of
experience where the dominant cultural programme, oriented towards
the unlimited expansion of humanity’s reach and the configuration of the
F'4,=%#(%5)0"45,2%#8#",#1,5%/#(%#@/"585=%#%.#40"@?,#4,2%#=8#)@5=%=5-455%
'9%=585,'.>5)0*%#,('%0/#)G(%0'%")94#(04?@0?45(%#)=%0/5"4%(2)@/4')"(#0"')D
M/5%@"02%.,#2(%#%@5)04#,%#)=%#0%0/5%(#>5%0">5%#>1"8#,5)0%4',5%")%0/5%(.#@5%
of global infrastructure. Its centrality is expressed in relation to the social
">#-")#42% '9% @'))5@0"8"02D% P)94#(04?@0?45% '9% ")94#(04?@0?45(*% 0/5% @"02% "(% #%
(.#@5% F/545% 0/5% ('@"#,% ">#-")#42% '9% @'))5@0"8"02% >#)"95(0(% "0(5,9*% 1'0/%
in the physical and in the immaterial dimension, in daily experience.
Both a prerequisite and a product of the continuous mobilisation of
infrastructure, this imaginary finds its own space of choice in the city.
P)%0/5%@"02*%0/5%('@"#,%">#-")#42%'9%@'))5@0"8"02%"(%.4#@0"(5=*%")0544'-#05=*%
investigated, narrated, manipulated and modified. In fact, cities are the
.,#@5(%F/545%"0%(55>(%>'(0%.'(("1,5%0'%0#G5%.#40%")%0/#0%">#-")#42%#)=%
#@0"85,2%@')04"1?05%0'%"0(%.4'=?@0"')*%45.4'=?@0"')%#)=%04#)(9'4>#0"')D%P)%
other words, the city is the primary space where this imaginary is explicitly
>#=5%0/5%'1I5@0%'9%@?,0?4#,%5,#1'4#0"')D
B'F5854*% .45@"(5,2% ")% 0/5% .4'@5((% '9% 5,#1'4#0")-% @?,0?45% #)=% "0(%
(.#0"#,"(#0"')% ")% 0/5% @"02*% 0/5% #>1"8#,5)@5% 0/#0% @/#4#@054"(5(% 0/5%
45,#0"')(/".%150F55)%0/5%-,'1#,%")94#(04?@0?45%#)=%0/5%@"02%"0(5,9%5>54-5(*%
as we have said. In this context, in fact, the relationship between the
">#-")#42% '9% @'))5@0"8"02% #)=% 0/5% @"02% @#)% 15% ")054.4505=% 1#(5=% ')% #%
polarisation that, as always, is configured in reality in a much more
(.?4"'?(%#)=%")04"@#05%F#2D%:)%0/5%')5%/#)=*%0/#0%45,#0"')(/".%0#G5(%0/5%
form of an operation belonging to what Boltanski and Esquerre have called
0/5%J5@')'>2%'9%5)4"@/>5)0KD%L(%")%0/5%05@/)"@#,%.4'@5((%F"0/%F/"@/%#%
>50#,%"(%J5)4"@/5=K*%0/5%,#0054%>#G5(%?(5%'9%0/5%(.#0"#,"(5=%@?,0?45%")%0/5%
city to increase (enrich, in fact) the value of things and existing practices.%
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An economy based on the exploitation of the past (real or invented, in
turn the object of elaboration in the contemporary social imaginary: the
centrality of storytelling), the evidence of which can only be found by
combining distinct sectors and areas of activity and usually not linked in
the analysis: from the arts to trade in ancient objects, from museums to
the luxury industry, from artistic craftsmanship to promoting local heritage
and tourism. In this sense, the relationship between the imaginary of
connectivity and the urban dimension is configured as a value extraction
operation substantially similar to – albeit empirically different from – that
which at other latitudes presents itself as extraction of raw materials, in
the literal sense.
On the other hand, in the relationship between imaginary and global
infrastructure there is a different way in which the process of elaborating
culture and its urban spatialisation take shape. Consistent with the
historical vocation of the city (“city air makes free”), the conditions for
the development of this second logic of relationship between culture and
space can be found within the same dynamics just described, though
buried in potential or non-systematic forms. These are the possibilities
for the exercise of culture understood as a specific capability, what the
anthropologist Arjun Appadurai calls “capacity to aspire”, that is, the
ability to imagine the future, the spaces we live in, social relationships, our
activities, the structure of the daily life in which we put our lives in forms
other than those that dominate the imaginary of connectivity.
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Real utopias: practical inquiry and capacity to aspire
The work of practical inquiry conducted by the Rock project took place
precisely on the terrain of this second polarity of the configuration of the
relationship between space and culture. It sought to take the perspective
of concrete utopias, investigating “the potential dimension of the
existing”, writes Giovanni Leoni, “relying on ordinary, quotidian strategies”.
Consistent with the design of the Rock project, much programmatic and
practical energy was spent in the construction of participatory processes
focused on the transformation of specific places in the city. In this regard,
it should be stressed that the results must be commensurate with the
complexity of the field of intervention. In fact, the “capacity to aspire” is
a social product and not a natural data point, and furthermore it is not
equitably distributed socially. Unlike a few decades ago, in international
programmes there has been a growing emphasis – often more formal
than substantive – on participation as a key and essential element of any
urban transformation project. However, the application of this emphasis
has often been trapped in a misunderstanding. The latter consists in the
adoption of participatory logics based on the idea that the main difficulty
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"(% .4'8"=")-% 0/5% @')@4505% '..'40?)"02% 0'% .#40"@".#05*% #)=% 0/#0% @"0"$5)(*%
F"0/%#,,%0/5"4%('@"#,*%@?,0?4#,*%5@')'>"@%="99545)@5(%50@D*%F",,%)#0?4#,,2%0#G5%
#=8#)0#-5%'9%0/"(%'..'40?)"02%'99545=%0'%0/5>D%P)%9#@0*%0/5%.?1,"@Q(%")0545(0%
in exercising its critical and judgemental responsibilities – this is what
5995@0"85% .#40"@".#0"')% @')("(0(% '9% <% @#))'0% 15% #((?>5=% #(% #% (0#40")-%
.'")0*%#%)#0?4#,%5)='F>5)0%'9%@"0"$5)(D%&#0/54*%"0%"(%"0(5,9%0'%15%@')("=545=%
as a possible result in a practical inquiry.
In this sense, the logic of concrete utopias assumed in the context of
0/5% &'@G% .4'I5@0% >'85(% <% F"0/% #,,% 0/5% 599'40% 0/#0% 0/"(% 5)0#",(% #)=% 0/5%
(04#05-"@% #)=% 0#@0"@#,% ?)@540#")0"5(% ")58"0#1,2% ,")G5=% 0'% ")(0"0?0"')#,,2%
complex contexts – in a direction opposite to the extractive polarity of the
45,#0"')(/".% 150F55)% @?,0?45% #)=% (.#@5% 0/#0% F5% >5)0"')5=% #1'85D%M/5%
latter also relies on the involvement of social actors, but configuring it (in
terms of what can be defined as an activity of extraction of connectivity)
")%#%>#))54%0/#0%"(%.?45,2%9?)@0"')#,%0'%'.54#0"')(%'9%0544"0'4"#,%14#)=")-%
#)=% 0/5% .4'>'0"')% '9% 0/5% /54"0#-5% '9% ?41#)% (.#@5(D% P)% 0/"(% 94#>5F'4G%
the city itself becomes a physical and experiential platform that, like the
8"40?#,%')5(%F/"@/%0/5%-"-%5@')'>2%45(0(%')*%15/")=%#%(>#40%F")='F%'9%
'.5))5((%#)=%.#40"@".#0"')*%")%9#@0%@')@5#,(%#%45,#0"')#,%=2)#>"@%F/545%
0/5% 4?,5(% #45% -"85)% #)=% F/545% @"0"$5)(% #45% ")8',85=% ")% .4'1,5>% (',8")-%
(to provide data and information; to consume pre-packaged goods
or services) but never in problem setting, i.e. the public sphere where
problems are defined and interpreted.
P)%@')04#(0*%0/5%,'-"@%'9%@')@4505%?0'."#(%'.54#05(%")%0/5%#F#45)5((%0/#0%
"0% "(% )5@5((#42% 0'% #@0% 1#(5=% ')% 0/5% "=5#% 0/#0% @?,0?45% #)=% .#40"@".#0"')%
(045)-0/5)% 5#@/% '0/54D% M/5% J@#.#@"02% 0'% #(."45K% "(% 1?",0% 12% @45#0")-% 0/5%
conditions through which it can be exercised, consolidated and expanded,
(0#40")-%94'>%@')@4505%.,#@5(%#)=%("0?#0"')(D%M/"(%">.,"5(*%#>')-%'0/54%
0/")-(*%#%="99545)0%#..4'#@/%0'%05@/)','-"5(%#)=%0/5%?(5%'9%0/5%5)'4>'?(%
amount of data that they can produce, oriented towards a “site-specific
?(5% '9% 05@/)','-2% #)=% =#0#K*% #-#")% 45@#,,")-% 0/5% F'4=(% '9% ["'8#))"%
N5')"*% J#@@'4=")-% 0'% F/"@/% 05@/)','-"5(% #45% (?1I5@05=% 0'% @"0"5(% #)=%
@'>>?)"0"5(%#)=%)'0%8"@5%854(#KD%P0%15@'>5(%@4"0"@#,%0'%9'@?(%#005)0"')%
on what Amartya Sen identified as the “informational bases” of decisionmaking processes: What kind of knowledge contributes to defining
F/#0%)55=(%0'%15%@')("=545=a%P(%"0%'),2%@'=5=%G)'F,5=-5*%'),2%05@/)"@#,%
knowledge that is mobilised or is the knowledge related to the experience
'9% 0/5% .4'1,5>(% 15")-% #@05=% ')% #,('% @')("=545=a% E/#0% ,#)-?#-5(% #45%
5)#1,5=a%E/"@/%.54(')(%#45%@#,,5=%?.')%#)=%@#)%(.5#G%#1'?0%F/#0%0/5%
>5#)")-%#)=%'1I5@0%'9%#)%#@0"')%F",,%15%#)=%F/#0%>#2%")(05#=%9#,,%")0'%
0/5% (/#='F% '9% ,5-"0">#05% ")="99545)@5a% P0% "(% @,5#4% 0/#0% 0/5% .54(.5@0"85%
'9%@')@4505%?0'."#(%"(%.#40%'9%0/#0%@')@5.0"')%'9%=585,'.>5)0%<%"D5D%0/5%
paradigm of urban and territorial development – that the “self-subversive”
=585,'.>5)0% 5@')'>"(0% L,1540% B"4(@/>#)% @#,,5=% J.'(("1","(>KD%%
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Vando Borghi

From this perspective, when approaching social reality it is worth pursuing
specificity, uniqueness and the unexpected rather than delving exclusively
into logics focused on approximation of the probable. In fact, it is a matter
of expanding what is perceived as possible, thus favouring processes of
knowledge in which the transformative value is emphasised more than
that of control.
On the same terrain on which a powerful social imaginary is at work
reproducing both processes of extraction of connectivity and individual
motivations to take part in them cooperatively, it is evident that there
are no shortcuts to experimenting with different strategies of combining
culture and space. It is about contributing to the elaboration of different
social imaginary, where the many potentials are wasted or marginalised in
a imaginary subjected to strict extractive logics. These same international
research funding programmes incorporate the ambivalence we mentioned,
and it could not be otherwise. However, where there is ambivalence it
means precisely that there is no determinism – neither scientific, nor
social, nor technological – and there remains room for manoeuvring to
bring out the critical abilities that are structural components of social
life and not the exclusive property of scientific knowledge. By tracking
these abilities, channelling their potential into practical inquiries, it is
possible to put them to work in the construction of concrete utopias.
It is worth insisting on.
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Contemporary cities can be considered as complex systems subject to
=2)#>"@%#)=%?).45="@0#1,5%-,'1#,%./5)'>5)#*%F"0/%8#4"#1,5%">.#@0(%')%
0/5%1?",0%5)8"4')>5)0D
This is even more true in the case of historic cities, stratified organisms of
>#054"#,%#)=%">>#054"#,%/54"0#-5%F/545%?(54(%")054#@0%#0%="99545)0%0">5(%
and in different ways with the precious and vulnerable context.
&$

M/5% &:6;% .4'I5@0% ")054.450(% 0/5% /"(0'4"@% @5)054(% '9% 0/5% A?4'.5#)% @"0"5(%
#(% =2)#>"@% .#40(% '9% 0/5(5*% #(% ,"8")-% ,#1'4#0'4"5(% F/545% )5F% >'=5,(%
'9% ?41#)% 45-5)54#0"')% @#)% 15% 05(05=*% (0#40")-% 94'>% 0/5% 0#)-"1,5% #)=%
intangible cultural heritage. The ROCK experimentation of regeneration
#@0"')(% 9'@?(5=*% ")% .#40"@?,#4*% ')% .?1,"@% '.5)% (.#@5(*% F/'(5% 94?"0"85%
and performance value allows - through co-design and participatory
decision-making processes - to improve both the social inclusion and the
competitiveness of the city at international level (Boeri et al., 2019).
The EU project fit into this framework, proposing a research-action45(5#4@/% >50/'=','-2% '4"5)05=% 0'F#4=(% 0/5% 45-5)54#0"')% '9% #% .'40"')%
of the historic city (Gianfrate et al., 2020). The regeneration process has
been developed in a circular manner, combining the two key-concepts
of creative city and city of knowledge (Carrillo, 2005), focusing on their
=2)#>"@%")05445,#0"')(%e^"-DTfD%
This approach was based on the implementation of experimental actions
")% 45#,% 5)8"4')>5)0(% 0/4'?-/% 0/5% 741#)% N"8")-% N#1% J=58"@5K*% "=5)0"92")-%
(2(05>(%'9%#@0"')(%#)=%45#@0"')(%@#.#1,5%'9%.4'=?@")-%@',,5@0"85%8#,?5D%
3'45'854*%5)/#)@")-%0/5%.549'4>#)@5%'9%@"0"5(*%")@45#(")-%0/5"4%45(","5)@5%
#)=%@"0"$5)%#F#45)5((D%^',,'F")-%">.,5>5)0#0"')*%#@0"')(%#45%>')"0'45=%
')%0/5%1#("(%'9%(5,5@05=%G52%.549'4>#)@5%")="@#0'4(%0'%/"-/,"-/0%.'(("1,5%
@'445@0"85%>5#(?45(%'4%@/#)-5(D%
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This iterative method is repeated several times to refine the actions, gather
955=1#@G% #)=% ">.4'85% 0/5% (04#05-"5(% '9% 0/5% @"0"5(Q% .?1,"@% >#)#-5>5)0*%
.,#))")-%#)=%@?,0?4#,%.',"@"5(%#@@'4=")-,2D
M/5% &:6;% .4'I5@0% #..,"5=% #)=% ")05-4#05=% 0/"(% >50/'=','-2% 12% 05(0")-%
.",'0%#@0"')(%")%#%45#,%5)8"4')>5)0*%@')("=545=%#(%#%=2)#>"@%5@'(2(05>*%
in order to make the perception and experience of the city open to all, in
#%?)"854(#,%F#2D%&:6;%.4'8"=5=%)5F%F#2(%'9%#@@5((")-%@?,0?4#,%/54"0#-5%
&%

#)=%.4'>'0")-%04#)(.#45)@2%#)=%0/5%.54@5.0"')%'9%@',,5@0"85%#((50(%#(%
shared heritage [4-5].
M/5% F'4G(/'.% '9% .#40"@".#0'42% .4#@0"@5(% ')% @"0"5(*% #% >'=5,% 9',,'F5=%
12% 0/5% &:6;% .4'I5@0*% 9'@?(5=% ')% #@0"8"0"5(% '9% '1(548#0"')*% =5("-)% #)=%
experimentation (fig.2, fig.3, fig.4): a transversal path to accompany
45-5)54#0"')*% 0'% =585,'.% )5F% "=5#(% 9'4% 0/5% 8#,'4"(#0"')% '9% /54"0#-5*% 0'%
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experiment with new practices, the unconventional use of spaces, the
creation of services and the promotion of some experimental actions,
through a phase of listening and co-design and a second phase of
experimentation and reflection on the results and impacts and a sharing
'9% .',"@"5(% '9% @',,#1'4#0"85% >#)#-5>5)0% '9% 0/5% #45#(% ?)=54% 45(5#4@/%
(Longo, 2019).
The experience of U-Lab (based on listening and co-design) and
U-Atelier (based on co-construction) was one of the main applications
of ROCK action-research methodology oriented towards a new paradigm
@'>1")")-%@,">#05%@/#)-5%#=#.0#0"')%)55=(%F"0/%0/5%?41#)%45-5)54#0"')%
'9%#%@"02Q(%/"(0'4"@%@5)045%e^"-Dg*%^"-DZfD%
A process of community involvement (U-Lab) creates a local participatory
decision-making Ecosystem of Stakeholders (Institution, University and
research area, association, students, citizens, companies) by relating
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new and existing blueprints, enabling co-designed and co-construction
workshops based on cross-fertilization among several disciplines
(U-Atelier) (Gianfrate, Longo, 2017).
M/"(%#..4'#@/%/#(%155)%(?@@5((9?,%")%9'(054")-%#,054)#0"85%")05485)0"')(%
in historical contexts, introducing innovative issues into the public debate:
94'>% #@@5(("1","02% '9% /54"0#-5*% 0'% -455)")-% '9% .?1,"@% (.#@5(*% 94'>% 0/5%
?)@')85)0"')#,% ?(5% '9% (.#@5(*% 0'% 0/5% @45#0"')% '9% )50F'4G(% '9% @?,0?4#,%
.4'=?@0"')D
The experiments attracted actors who had not previously been considered
or involved in formal co-creation processes (as communities of practice),
")%#%(/#45=%#)=%@',,5@0"85%599'40%0'%1?",=%#%(50%'9%#@0"')(%0'%15%@#44"5=%'?0%
')%0/5%#45#%F"0/%0/5%>#")%'1I5@0"85%'9%04#)(9'4>")-%"0%")0'%#)%#@@5(("1,5*%
(?(0#")#1,5%#)=%"))'8#0"85%="(04"@0D%
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The U-lab process was therefore an attempt to provide methodological
guidelines for the construction of a cultural district with a co-designed
approach, which holds firmly to the themes of protection and
5)/#)@5>5)0% '9% @?,0?4#,% /54"0#-5*% 1?0% #">5=% 0'% (?..'40% 0/5% "))'8#0"85%
vocations (already present and not enhanced) that must necessarily
")0540F")5%F"0/%0/5%?(54(%'9%0/5(5%#45#(%'9%0/5%@"0"5(D%M/5%#..4'#@/%F#(%
based on systematic and iterative actions of co-creation, experimentation
#)=% 58#,?#0"')*% 9#@","0#0")-% 0/5% #@0"8#0"')% '9% )5F% 45,#0"')(/".(% #)=% 0/5%
strengthening of existing synergies, producing solutions. With these
experiences ROCK wanted to set up a permanent open laboratory in
the cities involved in the project, capable of defining over time and in an
")054#@0"85% #)=% @',,#1'4#0"85% >#))54*% #..4'.4"#05% (.#@5(% 9'4% ,"(05)")-*%
)#44#0"')*% 45.45(5)0#0"')% #)=% 0/5% .4'=?@0"')% '9% )5F% ?41#)"02% SB'.G")(*%
Ferri, 2015).
In this context, historic centres are intended as extraordinary laboratories
where testing innovative CH-led strategies, where new models of urban
(04#05-"5(% #)=% .4#@0"@5(% #45% 05(05=% 0'% =5>')(04#05% /'F% 0#)-"1,5% #)=%
intangible CH – considered as a common good - can be a powerful%
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5)-")5%'9%45-5)54#0"')*% (?(0#")#1,5%=585,'.>5)0%#)=%5@')'>"@%-4'F0/%
9'4%0/5%F/',5%@"02D%
O?4")-%0/5%%%4?))")-%'9%0/5%&:6;%.4'I5@0*%#%(50%'9%=5>')(04#0"')%#@0"')(%
F545% @#44"5=% '?0% ")% 0/5% 0/455% &5.,"@#0'4% @"0"5(% S+','-)#*% N"(1')% #)=%
Skopje), in order to test the replicability and effectiveness of the approach
#)=%'9%0/5%45,#05=%>'=5,(%(?@@5((9?,,2%">.,5>5)05=%")%(585)%&',5%@"0"5(D
&*

At the time of co-design, therefore, followed the time of construction
#(% #% >'>5)0% '9% #@0"85% .#40"@".#0"')*% 0/#0% ')5% @')("(0")-% ")% J@',,5@0"85%
construction site” [Fig7, Fig.8]. This is a form of an innovative urban
,#1'4#0'42% F/"@/*% ")8',8")-% @"0"$5)(% ")% J05>.'4#42% @'>>?)"0"5(% '9%
.4#@0"@5(K%#">5=%#0%0/5%=5("-)%#)=%@')(04?@0"')%'9%#4@/"05@0?4#,%05>.'4#42%
("05(*% ?(5(% .4'95(("')#,"(>% #)=% #..4'.4"#05% 05@/)','-"5(*% ")% '4=54% 0'%
">.,5>5)0%45,#0"')#,%=2)#>"@(%#)=%('@"#,%#@0"8#0"')D%M/5%0F'%>'>5)0(%
'9% .#40"@".#0"')*% #)=% .#40"@?,#4,2% 0/#0% '9% 0/5% J@',,5@0"85% @')(04?@0"')%
site”, are new contexts of action in which individuals have the shared
-'#,%0'%@'>.,505%#%.4'I5@0%e^"-DbfD%M/"(%'.54#0"')%F#(%5((5)0"#,%")%&:6;%
for self-recognition in the production process and in the reconstitution
of a collective vision. After the phases of co-creation, the community
became more cohesive and provided the experimentation, testing the
correspondence of the results with the expected forecasts and starting
#%)5F%=5("-)%.4'@5((D%M/5%('@"#,%"))'8#0"')%-5)54#05=%12%@'>>?)"02Q(%
participation in co-design and self-construction of temporary architectures
@'?,=)Q0%15%#%9#@0'4%'9%?41#)%45-5)54#0"')%"9%"0%F545)Q0%#@@'>.#)"5=%12%#)%
")(0"0?0"')#,%45@'-)"0"')D%
Under the pressure of these bottom-up social activation initiatives,
#% 8"40?'?(% .#0/% '9% >?0?#,% ,5#4)")-% 150F55)% ")(0"0?0"')(*% ="45@0,2%
")8',85=% ")% 0/"(% .4'I5@0*% #)=% @'>>?)"0"5(% '9% 05@/)"@"#)(% #)=%
@"0"$5)(% F#(% ,#?)@/5=*% ")% 0/5% ,'-"@% '9% 9#@","0#0")-% ('@"#,% ")@,?("')D%
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M/5% 45-5)54#0"')% '.54#0"')(% 0/4'?-/% 05>.'4#42% ")05485)0"')(% ")%
self-construction was useful for public administrations to test city
04#)(9'4>#0"')% .4'@5=?45(% #)=% (04#05-"5(% e^"-DTUfD% M/"(% F#(% .'(("1,5%
0/4'?-/% >')"0'4")-% 0/5% 45#@0"')(% '9% @"0"$5)(% #)=% ?(54(*% 854"92")-%
45(?,0(% #)=% .,#))")-% (04?@0?45=% #)=% "))'8#0"85% #@0"')(% 0/#0% '.5)% )5F%
reflection fronts through a circular research-action-research approach,
specific of the ROCK project. The methodologies implemented in the
co-design and co-construction processes have proved to be effective in
.4'8"=")-%@'>>?)"0"5(%'9%@"0"$5)(%F"0/%)5F%@#.#1","0"5(*%)5F%0'',(%0/#0%
9#@","0#05%0/5"4%5>.'F54>5)0D%M/5(5%?41#)%#)=%/?>#)%@#.#1","0"5(%F545%
9?)@0"')#,% 0'% -5)54#05% 9?40/54% .4'@5((5(% '9% ('@"#,% #@0"8#0"')% #">5=% #0%
urban regeneration [Fig.11]. Moreover, small-scale temporary structures
were functional to a constant verification and therefore to a greater
correspondence between objectives and results (Sassen, 2012).
P)% 0/"(% (@5)#4"'*% 0/5% (>#,,% #)=% F"=5(.45#=% ("$5% '9% ")05485)0"')(% #,,'F(%
0'% 15% 45.,"@#05=% #)=% #..,"5=% ")% ="99545)0% ?41#)% @')05(0(*% '.0">"$")-% 0/5%
benefits to spread to a broader area with a cost-effective strategy.
This research suggests also as open issued the role of co-creation teams,
including architects and urban planners, in co-design and co-construction
.4'@5((5(%1'0/%")%")9'4>#,%#)=%")%9'4>#,%@"02*%#)=%0/5%4',5%'9%")(0"0?0"')(%
in facilitation of bottom-up actions.
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In ROCK, cultural heritage is meant as a unique and powerful engine of
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of contextual values, experiences, legacies that were taken as a reference
to start from, to define the on-site interventions to be implemented
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implies the connection of initially separated urban “systems” - related to
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The circularity (Vernay, 2013) is strongly based on a continuous feedback
loop, that shaped a research-action-research methodology (Boeri et al.,
2019; Gianfrate et al., 2020), a continuous and dynamic investigation
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scale experiments, pop-up architectural interventions, small installations,
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actions were co-defined and designed together with local stakeholders,
they were identified from the role model cities, but they also where
technically assessed by local authorities. The whole range of actions fit
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of the context of the cities - related to accessibility (Dane et al., 2020),
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of self-reflection for cities, linking the ongoing local political agendas with
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local needs. The Regenerative scenarios allowed to contextualise the
definition of the main actions to be implemented in the cities and to verify
their effectiveness through Research-Action-Research methodology.
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ROCK cities. They spanned from co-design experiences, events and
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installations, small-scale experimentations, until also prototypes of urban
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observation, questionnaires, feedback were collected with the goal of
re-defining and improving the interventions, but also to gather useful
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with the knowledge acquired.
Such knowledge acquired, in terms both of methodologies and real
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framework. In fact, ROCK believes that decision makers can benefit from
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district: Zona-U, the main university district situated in the medieval city
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with a shared approach among institutional, cognitive, extra-institutional
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actors, resident and non-resident, temporary users of the central areas of
Bologna, first of all students, to tap into their creative potential.
The historical center of Bologna has a long history of changes and
transitions generated by its actors, temporary users, material and
immaterial heritage (Orioli, Massari, 2020). The project was able to
act in this context, even conflictual (Scandurra et al., 2009), being also
able to define a new model of collaboration between university, public
administration and citizenship.
With the ROCK project, the dynamics of transformation of the historic
center of Bologna have become the subject of a research project, which
has deepened the role of cultural heritage as a generator of local practices,
multiplier of values and connector of levels, actors and spatial forms, to
the point of even changing the policies of the city.
This change is shown by some successful experimentations of the
project in Bologna, such as the experiments that provided Piazza Rossini
with a temporary installation. It was designed and built with students
who transformed part of the area usually used for parking into a green
space, proposing an unexpected perception of the area and restoring the
trace of the ancient churchyard of the San Giacomo Maggiore Church.
The temporary experiment was successfully embraced by the citizens,
leading to the decision from the municipality to turn it into a permanent
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solution for the pedestrianization of the space. This is just one of many
examples of the leverage effect of ROCK actions towards some stable
changes in the city.
Eventually, this process was organised in a systematic way for the
definition of ROCK Integrated Management Plan (IMP). The IMP aimed at
re-structuring the work and lessons learned from the implementation, in a
medium-to-long-term vision for the local development and management
of Cultural Heritage.

Integrated Management Plan,
the structure and aims of the plan
The process of research-action-research performed in ROCK, required
eventually to re-structure the lessons learned and experimental evidences,
into a general policy and operative framework. The aim was to provide
cities with both a strategic vision and an operative method to achieve a
balance between preservation of the built environment and sustainable
growth. The IMP starts from the idea of the already existing UNESCO
Management Plans but it was tailored to ROCK project language, target
and objectives.
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Starting from these premises, IMP learned from the local experimentations,
was fed by the contextual background provided by the Regenerative
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framework descriptive and prescriptive of multilevel heritage-led
regeneration strategies (Boeri et al. 2019).
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to define the different steps needed to activate the regenerative
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The structure of the plan reflects the circular attitude of experimenting,
learning from the experimentation and turning the results into
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experimentations, in an iterative process. Experimentations in ROCK
cities in fact, entails a wide range of site-specific actions, with different
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opportunity for Public Administrations to acquire new skills, to gradually
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prefiguring the long-term effects.
Moreover, the University can benefit from the plan to allow the
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to better anchor research to real-life, and finally to empower the “third
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A specific definition to each principle has been given, in relation to ROCK
local experiences: Accessibility is autonomy, the autonomy to choose
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the baseline of all the ROCK Cultural Heritage-led regeneration strategies.
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The following component of the plan is devoted to the “priorities” (Fig.1),
addressing the strategic level. They are strongly contextual, different
94'>% #% @"02% 0'% #)'0/54*% 15@#?(5% 0/52% 5>54-5% 94'>% 0/5% .#40"@?,#4"0"5(% '9%
the material and immaterial context and from the instances emerged
during the participatory phases (i.e. in the local laboratory U-lab in which
')

emerged needs and design input).
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describe the process derived from the key actions of re-activation and
re-generation, especially those with a high transferability degree. Here the
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Each tactic was described in its different enabling elements: the
involvement techniques, the obstacle to overcome, the evaluations and
possible data resulted, the inspiration case studies and the local plans to
which they can be linked.
Eventually, the IMP systematizes the different actions and initiatives
which involved the CH in the demonstration areas of the cities. The
actions involved mostly the public space of the historic city, which has
been transformed from being an inactive asset to an active resource and
engine (Dvir 2003) of urban innovation.
The work of knowledge-construction of the IMP for the university area of
Bologna, has highlighted the capacity of the space and its sediments of
knowledge to be able to trigger, generate, promote and catalyze innovation
in the city, in a complex process that includes people, relationships,
values, tools and social and environmental infrastructure.

Conclusions
The experience of action-research in ROCK - of knowledge-building
and co-design first and experimentation and prototyping later - has
highlighted both the complexities and the opportunities that arise from
a regeneration process that simultaneously derives and generates urban
58

relational capital between spaces and people.
IMP most innovative aspect is its systematisation of an iterative
work methodology, from the research (Regenerative Scenarios,
contextual knowledge, mapping) to the action (implementation of local
experimentations) back to the research, to eventually define a policy
framework perspective
The Pilot Plan applied to the city of Bologna, which provides for
coordination at different levels with the programming and planning
tools, has been the stimulus to identify which forms of integration were
on the one hand more suitable to fit into the regulatory system and the
consolidated planning of the city, and on the other hand to be flexible
enough to follow the evolutionary framework of urban processes.
This approach might be capable of defining in an interactive and
collaborative way, appropriate spaces for the production of new urbanity
for the university area and consequently for the historic center: an open
and permanent laboratory.
In this laboratory, cultural heritage can become a living engine to rethink
the evolution of historic centers and prepare them for future challenges,
an attempt at providing a methodology for the co-design of a cultural and
sustainable cities.
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the specialist idea of cultural heritage understood exclusively in terms of
conservation. Cultural heritage - especially in its public and unused or
underused spaces - is seen, instead, as an incremental and ever-changing
45.'("0'42% '9% 8#,?5% 0/#0% @#)% =4"85% 1'0/% (.#0"#,% #)=% 15/#8"'4#,% @/#)-5D%
This change occurs in ROCK through incremental experiments based on
a continuous exchange between local practices, administrative action
and cognitive reflection, giving shape to a research-action-research
>50/'=','-2D
The research-action-research is neither an inductive empirical model,
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context, assessing constraints (conservation, social, environmental
and organizational constraints) and identifying existing good practices
F/"@/% @#)% 15% 04#)(95445=% #)=% ,'@#,,2% #=#.05=D% P0% 0/5)% ">.,5>5)0(% #%
pilot intervention, co-designed with the support of local administrations,
(0#G5/',=54(%#)=%@"0"$5)(D%C?@/%#@0"')%"(%0/5)%58#,?#05=%")%"0(%">.#@0(*%
starting a new phase of investigation aimed at defining a plan of
sustainable management of cultural heritage, based on scientifically
8#,"=#05=%#@0"')(D
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Timeline: context setting, understand our cities in more
details
As we knew, cities are lively ecosystems and priorities can change quite
fast when operating at local level. It was therefore important to understand
the strengths, weaknesses, challenges faced, objectives and resources
from the 10 cities before starting any of the mentoring activities. The
needs assessment survey for Replicator cities and resources assessment
survey for Role Model cities was created in this aim: collect needs and
strengths, organise matchmaking between ROCK cities and collect local
examples of initiatives linked to cultural heritage and urban regeneration
to be shared later in the Open Knowledge Portfolio. It gave us a clearer
picture of the cultural heritage landscape in the 10 ROCK cities and
allowed us to better understand their learning needs and what they
wanted to share with the other cities.
The core idea behind mentoring activities was that Replicator cities
would benefit from experiences of Role Model cities to adapt successful
and validated practices to their local contexts, as well as to formulate
adequate responses to problems already faced by other cities.
Eurocities produced guidelines that were intended for cities and partners
to have a better idea of things ahead. The guidelines provided advice
and support on how to use the methodology of ‘mentoring’ and ‘work
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shadowing’ as two different tools for improving the implementation of
Replicator and role-model cities’ policies and/or projects.
In ROCK, mentoring is understood as Replicator cities learning from Role
Model cities and their local experience (i.e. what worked, what did not
work, what could be done differently) for overcoming existing problems,
by building an understanding of the issues, situations and challenges
and exploring new ideas, options and solutions. Work shadowing on the
contrary is a method to learn and exchange professional experience and
knowledge about good practice and initiatives in a Role Model city. It
involves one or two persons from Replicator cities spending a period of
time with experts from a Role Model city working in the same field or on
similar projects, observing what they do in their professional role, and how.
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In November 2017, the first work shadowing visit was organised in
4'$)"D% ^'4% 0F'% =#2(*% 0/5% 0/455% &:6;% &5.,"@#0'4% @"0"5(% ,5#4)5=% /'F% 0/5%
former factory town, heavily affected by the industrial crisis in the 1980s,
45")85)05=% "0(5,9% #(% #% @"02% '9% #40% #)=% @?,0?45% F"0/% /5#82% ")85(0>5)0% ")%
@?,0?45%#)=%G)'F,5=-5D%
M/5% 8"("0% #,('% 9'@?(5=% ')% 0/5% .4'>'0"')% '9% )5F% 9'4>(% '9% @',,#1'4#0"')%
F"0/%45("=5)0(%F/5)%"0%@'>5(%0'%,'@#,%@?,0?4#,%/54"0#-5D%6"0"5(%,5#4)5=%0/#0%
0/5%(04#05-"@%.,#)%'9%0/5%@"02%'9%M?4")%#">5=%0'%450/")G%0/5%"=5)0"02%'9%0/5%@"02%
#)=%>#)#-5=%0'%@45#05%#%(")-,5%8"("')*%>#")(045#>")-%@?,0?4#,%/54"0#-5%")%
#,,%'0/54%=585,'.>5)0%.',"@"5(%'9%0/5%@"02D%M/5%")=?(04"#,%/"(0'42%'9%0/5%@"02%
/#(%155)%?(5=%#(%#%G52%#((50%0'%=585,'.%@')05>.'4#42%#40"(0"@%.4'I5@0(D%
Cross-sectorial work is important but its results take time to emerge, so
it requires long term commitment. ‘Contemporary art torino piemonte’
is a good example of actors pulling resources together to become more
visible, to raise funding and profile the city as an international hub for
@')05>.'4#42%#40D%O#0#%@',,5@0"')%#)=%>')"0'4")-%')%#%@')(0#)0%1#("(%#45%
">.'40#)0%0'%(2(05>"(5%#)=%/#4>')"(5%0/5%(2(05>*%#)=%@',,#05%,#254(%'9%
=#0#%0'%?)=54(0#)=%0/5%.#(0*%.45(5)0%#)=%9?0?45%'9%0/5%@"02D%
L%95F%F55G(%,#054*%=5,5-#05(%'9%0/5%0/455%&5.,"@#0'4%@"0"5(%>50%#-#")%")%
O)"&0%A+"%9'4%0/5%(5@')=%F'4G%(/#='F")-%8"("0%'9%0/5%.4'I5@0D%A")=/'85)%
(?99545=%#%,'0%94'>%0/5%1#)G4?.0@2%'9%"0(%>#")%5>.,'254*%0/5%5,5@04')"@(%
@'>.#)2%!/",".(*%F/"@/%,590%"0(%/'>50'F)%")%0/5%WUUU(D%A")=/'85)%F#(%
#0%0/5%0">5%@')("=545=%>'45%#(%#)%")=?(04"#,%.,#@5%0/#)%#%45#,%@"02*%1?0%0/5%
@"02%@#."0#,"(5=%')%"0(%,5-#@2%#)=%?(5=%"0%9'4%"0(%45)#"((#)@5D
M4#)(9'4>")-% 0/5% 9'4>54% !/",".(% 9#@0'4"5(% ")0'% #% @45#0"85% #)=% @?,0?4#,%
quarter made Eindhoven a major technological and industrial hub. StrijpS
"(%)'F%@')("=545=%#)%?41#)%45I?85)#0"')%(?@@5((%(0'42*%#)=%0/5%+4#").'40%
45-"')% (?44'?)=")-% A")=/'85)% ')5% '9% 0/5% >'(0% "))'8#0"85% 45-"')(%
F'4,=F"=5D
M/5%>#")%@/#,,5)-5%9'4%A")=/'85)%#0%0/5%0">5%F#(%0'%.'("0"')%"0(5,9%#(%#%
,'@#0"')%F"0/%.'05)0"#,%")%0/5%@45#0"8"02%#)=%"))'8#0"')%(5@0'4(D%M'%='%('*%
A")=/'85)%/#(%>#(0545=%0/5%,"8")-%,#1%#..4'#@/%0'%"))'8#0"')*%F/545%0/5%
9#@","0#0"')%'9%04"#,%?(5(%45#,%,"95%("0?#0"')(%#(%.#40%'9%0/5%=5("-)%.4'@5((D%
M/"(%#..4'#@/%F#(%9'4%")(0#)@5%?(5=%")%0/5%45-5)54#0"')%.4'@5((%'9%0/5%
NRE-area, where the former gas-supply factories of Eindhoven were
,'@#05=D%M/5%45=585,'.>5)0%'9%0/"(%#45#%F#(%>#)#-5=%")%#)%'4-#)"@%F#2*%
F"0/% #(% ,"00,5% ,5-"(,#0"')% #(% .'(("1,5*% #)=% ")% (04')-% @''.54#0"')% F"0/% 0/5%
end-users (i.e. future residents of the area).
&5.,"@#0'4%@"0"5(%+','-)#*%N"(1')%#)=%CG'.I5%-'0%")(."45=%12%0/"(%>50/'=%
'9% 04"#,% #)=% 544'4H% @"0"5(% #45% ,#1(*% #)=% 0/5459'45% @#)% #..,2% 0/5% (#>5%%
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principles as in any start-up company when it comes to testing new tools
and initiatives.
In the French city of Lyon, UNESCO World Heritage since 1998, where
Replicator cities met for the third time in December 2017, the historic
city centre contributes to the city’s demographic vitality, with 12% of the
population living and working in the area. This number is even rising, as
a fairly young and dynamic population has settled down in the historic
centre in the last 20 years. The backside of the coin is that this population
has a relatively similar profile and the area is becoming less and less
diversified, with gentrification problems adding to the mix.
To study the effects of these tendencies on the inhabitants, Lyon
introduced in 2017 the Urban Observatory, as part of its objectives in the
framework of ROCK. Citizens living and working in the historic city centre
and directly concerned by the issues at stake discuss in focus groups with
city leaders and planners to find concrete solutions on how to observe
these phenomena and best measure them. This collective creativity
allows to preserve the continuous modernisation and dynamism of the
city centre, while protecting its historical value.
The Urban Observatory, its process and its method has inspired
other ROCK cities: after a visit organised in December 2017 in Lyon,
participants from Bologna, Lisbon and Skopje decided to deepen the
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topic of participatory processes and involvement of citizens in cultural
heritage management. In Bologna, the objective was to better detect
and understand the signs of transformation occurring in the Zamboni
area during the ROCK project and beyond. The Lyon Urban Observatory
represented a very interesting model for Lisbon as well, as a way to study
the interactions between cultural heritage and the community living in the
Marvila district, where Lisbon was developing its Living Lab. The need
to involve the local community was fundamental also in Skopje, where
the Skopje Urban Living Lab started to take shape as a hub of actions,
introducing new models of work and collaboration.
All these examples and lessons from the work shadowing visits were
gathered in reports, later shared among the ROCK community and used
by cities for inspiration and future actions, especially in the replicator
cities where next the mentoring visits started.
For each demonstration area in replicator cities, a local roadmap was
drafted by the institutions in charge of the implementation process,
together with the stakeholders involved. The roadmap template
aimed to help the replicator cities in identifying and highlighting
local challenges, vulnerabilities, and physical and social barriers
in the demonstration area. This process allowed them to plan,
monitor and implement the changes they envisage to achieve the
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M/5%.45.#4#0'42%8"("0(%")%&',5%3'=5,%@"0"5(%4#)%")%.#4#,,5,%0'%0/5%>5)0'4")-%
and work-shadowing visits, representing an early step of the actual
implementation process. Each Role Model city was invited to reflect
upon their own specific challenges towards the implementation phase
through a standard questionnaire, considering the following aspects: 1)
local context specificities; 2) pre-identified initiative to be implemented
(if already existent step-by-step plan); 3) implementation location; 4)
foreseen objectives; 5) expected results/ impacts, 6) coordinating
planning tools, 7) partnership type and the governance schemes
(identification of relevant stakeholders); 8) relation with on-going/ past
implemented actions, as well as 9) available resources (financial, human
resources, time, technological).
According to the baseline contextual information from each city survey,
a series of on-site support visits were organised in all Role Models,
15")-% #">5=% #0% 8#,"=#0")-% 0/5% 1#(5,")5% (0#0?(% #)=% @')="0"')(% 9'4% 0/5%
">.,5>5)0#0"')D% A#@/% >550")-% F#(% '4-#)"(5=% ")0'% (5.#4#05% (5(("')(*%
0#@G,")-% '.54#0"')#,% "((?5(% 45,#05=% 0'% 0/5% ">.,5>5)0#0"')% .4'@5((*%
followed by site-visit/s, aimed at getting an insight into potential
">.,5>5)0#0"')%,'@#0"')(D%
The first preparatory visit was hosted by the city of Q)7")',%")%:@0'154%WUTXD%%
O?4")-%0/5%.45.#4#0'42%8"("0*%Y",)"?(%/#(%(50%"0(%">.,5>5)0#0"')%'1I5@0"85%
towards evaluating the social impact of cultural-led projects through
5>'0"')#,%>#..")-%#)=%>5#(?4")-%'.")"')(*%0/'?-/0%#)=%.459545)@5(%'9%
citizens, tourists expressed through social media channels. Finally, the
generated data should set the basis for an innovative decision-making
(?..'40")-% 0'',*% -"8")-% 45@'>>5)=#0"')(% ')% 5995@0"85% >#)#-5>5)0% '9%
0/5%(.#@5(%#)=%@?,0?4#,%585)0(D%
M/5% .45.#4#0'42% 8"("0% ")% A")=/'85)% F#(% '4-#)"(5=% ")% :@0'154% WUTX% #)=%
it was co-hosted by Eindhoven Municipality and Eindhoven University
of Technology (TU/e). Within ROCK framework, the city of Eindhoven
proposes to monitor and assess the impact of large-scale cultural
and creative events in the Strijp-S area, in order to provide necessary
955=1#@G%9'4%">.4'8")-%@"0"$5)(Q%,"95%@')="0"')(%#)=%(50%0/5%1#@G-4'?)=%
for attractiveness-driven policies. Eindhoven planned the testing of
people flow analytics tools (“Trace Annotator” program, based on GPS
sensors, provided by TU/e) during three different events: Dutch Design
E55G*%[,'F%^5(0"8#,%#)=%0/5%;")-Q(%O#2D%M/5%G52%.'")0%/"-/,"-/05=%12%0/5%
@"02% '9% A")=/'85)% "(% 0'% #)#,2(5% 0/5% =#0#% '9% ('?)=_% )'"(5% .',,?0"')*% #"4%
pollution (collected through existing sensors in Strijp-S and the rest of the
city) and people flow during large cultural events and investigating the
/5#0>#.(%=?4")-%0/5%585)0(%0'%58#,?#05%0/5%">.#@0%'9%0/5(5%585)0(%')%0/5%%
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quality of life. The end goal is to offer citizens, users and residents
localized information about sound level control, as well as air quality.
The preparatory visit hosted by the city of Liverpool in October 2017
brought together different local actors at the city level as potential
stakeholders for the ROCK project. Among the most pressing challenges,
Liverpool stressed on the high urge for citizens and tourists to perceive
and become conscious of the tremendous value of Liverpool’s cultural
heritage, especially the one related to UNESCO’s World Heritage Sites
(WHS) status recognition. In the framework of ROCK, Liverpool city
planned to address the the connectivity challenge in the WHS and its
buffer zone by creating connections with the city centre 3D-model
provided by Royal Institute of British Architects as a supporting tool for
developing an Augmented Reality (AR) tour to encourage historical and
cultural heritage exploration of the World Heritage Site.
The preparatory visit in Turin was organised in November 2017, together
with the work-shadowing visit. The discussions related to the preparation
of the implementation process brought together representatives from
the Municipality of Turin and Urban Center Metropolitano Torino, being
centered around planning the implementation of the crowd monitoring
instrument (Location-Based Analytics provided by DFRC sensors). In the
framework of ROCK, Turin aims at generating data analysis providing
real-time insights on activity/ mobility patterns during large-scale
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cultural events of the city. During the visit, the city already identified
some potential areas for the sensors’ deployment (i.e. Piazza di Castello,
Barriera di Milano neighbourhood, etc), during large-scale events (such
as the Weekend of Contemporary Arts, Turin International Book Fair, etc).
The preparatory visit in Cluj-Napoca was organised in November
2017, with representatives from Cluj-Napoca Municipality and ARIES
Transylvania. The discussion was focused on understanding how the
LBA sense (Location based analytics sensors for large crowd monitoring)
will interact with the city’s large-scale cultural events, such as: Jazz in
the Park festival, Untold festival, Transylvania International Film Festival
and cultural outdoor events. In the framework of ROCK, Cluj-Napoca
aims at deploying the LBA sense for generating data analysis, providing
real-time insights on activity/ mobility patterns within the monitored area
for a better understanding of the city’ transformation during large-scale
events. The city has already identified several zones in the historical centre
which form a larger area of polarization for tourists and locals alike (Unirii
Square - main square for socio-cultural activities and events, Central
Park with the Casino building - The Urban Culture Center, Cluj Arena and
the Polyvalent Hall). The visit was meant to define the preliminary local
context for the first sensors’ installation.
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M/5%.45.#4#0'42%8"("0%/'(05=%12%0/5%@"02%'9%2#0+",.in late-November 2017
has been kick-off with a short presentation from the city side, focused on
0/5%O5>'@4#@2%#)=%6')(?,0#0"')%.4'@5((5(*%")%F/"@/%C2)L0/")#%.,#2(%#%
8542%">.'40#)0%4',5*%#(%15")-%#%@'>>?)"02%.,#09'4>%14"=-")-%')%04?(0%#)=%
citizens engagement for the improvement of the quality of life of in their
)5"-/1'?4/''=(D%O5(."05%"0(%4',5%#(%#%3'=5,*%0/5%@"02%'9%L0/5)(%(0",,%9#@5(%
">.'40#)0%@/#,,5)-5(%")%45(.5@0%0'%0/5%,'F%.4'>'0"')%#)=%?)=54(0#)=")-%
'9%0/5%@"02Q(%1?",=")-%"=5)0"02%#)=%"0(%")0545(0")-%/"(0'42%S459544")-%>'(0,2%
to the “modern history” dating back from 70-years ago). The key point
/"-/,"-/05=% #(% 15")-% 5((5)0"#,% 9'4% 0/5% @"02% '9% L0/5)(% F#(% 0/5% ")@45#(5=%
8"("1","02% #)=% .4'>'0"')% '9% 6B% #((50(*% (/'F@#(")-% 0/5% 0F'% >'=5,(% '9%
Victoria Square project (an area-based solution for social integration with
diversified activities) and the Municipal Market of Kypseli (a social project
of transformation into a community-based open and free space for
58542=#2%@?,0?4#,_%@45#0"85%5)-#-5>5)0*%@?,0?4#,%@5,514#0"')(%#)=%#40"(0"@%
productions).
M/5%,#(0%.45.#4#0'42%8"("0%F#(%/'(05=%12%0/5%@"02%'9%P8%"%")%5#4,2%O5@5>154%
2017, together with the work-shadowing visit. The city of Lyon is perceived
as a “playground”, where Cultural Heritage (CH) is positioned in the
framework of three main directions: scientific approach, social inclusion
#)=% .',"0"@#,% #..4'#@/D% E"0/")% 0/5% 94#>5F'4G% '9% &:6;*% N2')% /#(% 0F'%
main goals: 1) advancing the Heritage Observatory work by upgrading
the it with a quantitative approach through focus groups and meetings
organized in collaboration with UrbaLyon (Lyon linked third party) and
2) upgrading the Light and lightscape model from 2 perspectives: a)
permanent lighting (territorial lighting approach) and light cacophony
(mostly related to private lighting).
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The ROCK cities task force: furthering the exchanges
between cities
Starting from the 7 pre-selected Role Models (Athens, Cluj-Napoca,
Eindhoven, Liverpool, Lyon, Turin, and Vilnius) which have succeeded
to use cultural heritage as an enabler for local regeneration processes,
ROCK tested the replicability of the spatial approach and of successful
models addressing the specific needs of historic city centres in three
Replicator cities (Bologna, Lisbon and Skopje). Initially designed as a
mentoring process from Role Model to Replicator cities, ROCK approach
quickly shifted towards a collective-driven exchange methodology based
on thematic clustering. Overcoming their initial role as Models, the ten
cities closely interacted in a mutually exchange process, aimed at
enhancing the potential for developing new local economies, as well as
strengthening local governance capacities and efficiency.
In order to go beyond the distinction between Role Models and Replicators
and to engage all cities in a mutual process, ROCK adopted two layers
in relation to the activities performed by cities: the INTER-ACTION layer
(based on exchange and knowledge transfer among the cities) and
ACTION layer (oriented towards the design of specific action plans for
each city concerning the demonstration and implementation activities
resulted from the initial Roadmap and the results of the INTERACTIONs).
In this context, the Cluster approach proved to be a suitable solution
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for addressing common challenges and learning needs; its results
being definitory for the temporary transformation and pilot actions
experimented through the ACTION layer (the phase of Implementation &
Demonstration).
Starting from the cities’ learning needs (to solve gap closures, overcoming
shortfalls in policy, legal procedures and management structures
related to heritage regeneration processes) and resources assessment
(internationally recognised case-studies and successful experiences on
heritage-led regeneration approaches), the Clusters approach adopts a
new transfer and exchange methodology, coordinated by EUROCITIES,
URBASOFIA and UNIBO. This newly created framework is based on a
clear understanding of the local context of each city (from different critical
perspectives such as: politics, governance, traditional culture of planning,
etc), fostering the adaptation of successful practices and models in
accordance to the specificity of each city’s local context.
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The Clusters approach sets out a framework for exchange and further
collaboration and to continue efforts in heritage-led regeneration
.4'@5((5(%#)=%(@#,5%?.%0/5(5%")"0"#0"85(%#)=%">.,5>5)0%#@0"')(*%0/4'?-/%
five defined Clusters related to Cultural Heritage, as follows:
h%

&:6;%6N7CMA&%TD%!#40"@".#0'42%#..4'#@/%#)=%('@"#,%")@,?("')]

h%

&:6;%6N7CMA&%WD%R5F%-'854)#)@5%>'=5,(%9'4%@45#0"85*%(?(0#")#1,5%
#)=%@"4@?,#4%@"0"5(]

h%

ROCK CLUSTER 3. New technologies and tools for CH access and
(#9502%.54@5.0"')]

h%

ROCK CLUSTER 4. New financing and business models;

h%

ROCK CLUSTER 5. New approaches to green-oriented city growth.

Finally, the need to connect and overcome a one-way transfer process
(Role Models mentoring the Replicators) has proven to be a highly
5995@0"85% >50/'=','-2% 9'4% (/#4")-% 0/5>#0"@% G)'F,5=-5% #)=% (?@@5((9?,%
practices related to cultural heritage-led urban regeneration, adapted to
@')@4505%,5#4)")-%)55=(%#)=%@'>>')%0#@G,5=%@/#,,5)-5(%'9%@"0"5(D
C?..'40")-%0/5%&',5%3'=5,%6"0"5(%")%0/5"4%">.,5>5)0#0"')%.4'@5((%>5#)0%
.4">#4",2*%(500")-%?.%#%@'>>')%'4"5)0#0"')%94#>5F'4G%9'4%0/5%.4'@5((%'9%
upgrading ROCK models to the next level, as well as testing ROCK tools
and technologies into different cities’ contexts. The approach followed
two main steps: 1) preparation phase based on mapping the baseline
status and conditions for the on-site implementation through a set of
questionnaires, preparatory visits, and implementation plans (delivered
during the first 18 months) and 2) implementation phase (during the entire
project lifetime). Besides the one-to-one assistance for each Role Model
6"02*% 7&+LC:^PL% /#(% #,('% 9#@","0#05=% 0/5% ="#,'-?5% 150F55)% 05@/)','-2%
providers and city representatives, in order to define the most suitable
#..4'#@/%9'4%0'',(%=5.,'2>5)0D%

P+,,%",./$%5.()#)+,.+J(0-":+,
As the project advanced, the exchange between Role Model and replicator
@"0"5(%58',85=%#)=%15@#>5%,5((%?)"="45@0"')#,D%6"0"5(%15@#>5%G55)54%')%
these exchanges because they realised they always had something to
(/#45% '4% ('>50/")-% 0'% ,5#4)% 94'>% 0/5"4% .554(D% 6''.54#0"')% #)=% @')0#@0%
F"0/%'0/54%>?)"@".#,"0"5(%/#85%155)%@4?@"#,%#(.5@0(%'9%0/5%&:6;%.4'I5@0%
and have allowed exchanges of experiences between cities on various
aspects of the project. These moments of exchanges and encounters
>#=5%0/5%TU%&:6;%@"0"5(%-4'F%0'-50/54%#)=%)'0%'),2%(/#45%1?0%?.-4#=5%
0/5"4%>'=5,D%O?4")-%0/5%="99545)0%>550")-(%#)=%8"("0(*%@"0"5(%#,('%(/'F5=%
(',"=#4"02*% >?0?#,% /5,.% #)=% (?..'40% #)=% ,5#4)5=% 0'-50/54% #1'?0% 15(0%
.4#@0"@5(% 1?0% #,('% >"(0#G5(% 0'% #8'"=% #)=% -''=% 0".(% 0'% 45>5>154D%
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For successful exchanges and transferability of practices to happen
between cities, one must be flexible and adapt to local context and local
cultures. This is how ROCK cities connected to each other, but not only.
They also reached out to other cities in Europe, and the ROCK cities task
force made sure that the lessons learnt by the ROCK cities were also
useful for the other cities, including the Eurocities membership (which
is about 150 cities). The lessons and experiences from the project will
be carried on after its end, in other projects or simply by nurturing the
network and connections that were created between cities. In the end it is
also a lot about personal contacts and relations, and about sharing good
moments together. A number of partnerships have been created at local
level thanks to the ROCK project, which also created connections with
new people and new ways of working.
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of new technologies (or providing a new use for existing ones), inclusion
of stakeholders’ knowledge, modification of materials flow, change of
organisational practices and mutual influence with institutions.
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rural-urban linkages, improving urban governance, creating new
financing methods for urban development.
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approaches by creating new values in an equitable and democratic way.
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accessibility (also considering disabilities), as well as of immaterial
#@@5(("1","02D% P)% 9#@0*% &:6;% .4'I5@0% =5#,(% 1'0/% F"0/% ="99545)0% 4#05(%
and intensities of physical disabilities (to move, to see, to hear)
and of non- physical ones (to understand, to recognise as element
of identification), but also to different understanding and usages
'9% (.#@5(% =?5% 0'% 0/5% ="99545)0% 0#4-50% -4'?.(% #)=% @?,0?45(% S@/",=45)*%
teenagers, families, elder, immigrants). In addition the project
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not only a physical access by person (to experience a place), but also
?(")-% 0/5% .'05)0"#,"0"5(% -"85)% 12% ="-"0#,% #)=% P6M% 05@/)','-"5(% SF51*%
virtual and augmented reality).
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specific points of analysis: CH management issues, actions
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greening), social understanding, civic engagement and CH caring.%
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new values). In fact, CH is often perceived as something that cannot
15% 0'?@/5=% 12% @"0"$5)(*% #(% #% -''=% '),2% )55=")-% .4'05@0"')*% F/",5*%
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consequence, trigger this process.
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ROCK project offered the opportunity to explore, with a prototyping
#..4'#@/*% 0/5% #@@5(("1","02% #(% #% =5("-)% 0'',D% % M/5% )55=(*% (.5@"#,%
requirements and individual and collective requests collected during
ROCK Living Labs experiences, have been translated firstly into new
=5("-)% @4"054"#% #)=% 0/5)% #..,"5=% ")0'% (548"@5(*% .4'=?@0(% #)=% )5F% ?(5(%
45,#05=%0'%6?,0?4#,%B54"0#-5%#)=%@?,0?4#,%@')05)0(D%
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democracy, autonomy and self-determination connected to Cultural
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socio-cultural and economic characteristics of the cities involved. Working
#)=% @',,#1'4#0")-% F"0/% ="99545)0% -4'?.(% S8?,)54#1,5% .5'.,5*% ="(#1,5=%
associations, cultural institutions, cultural operators) ROCK strengthened
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initial prerequisite for anyone to reach:
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9'4% ?41#)% @'>>?)"0"5(% #)=% @"0"$5)(% 0'% /#85% #@@5((% 0'% @')05)0*%
acquire new skills, exchange and relationship opportunities,
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heritage as a mix matching of different elements, as a dynamic
reality that strengthens the contexts of proximity and the exchange
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cultural heritage (CH) to strengthen the identity and the values of
.,#@5(%#)=%.5'.,5D%&:6;%@45#05=%#%1#,#)@5%150F55)%0/5%.4'05@0"')%
'9%@')(',"=#05=%6B%#((50(%#)=%0/5%-5)54#0"')%'9%)5F%')5(D%M/"(%)5F%
/54"0#-5%"(%0/5%45(?,0%'9%#)%'.5)%"))'8#0"')%.4'@5((%#@0"8#05=%0/4'?-/%
co-design and co-realization initiatives (i.e. in the Living Labs, during
the Hackatons, emerged during local contests for creative people) in
F/"@/%0/5%8#4"'?(%#@0'4(%S.?1,"@%(5@0'4*%F'4,=%'9%45(5#4@/*%9'4>#,%#)=%
informal communities, local and supralocal entrepreneurs) contribute
to the transformations of urban contexts and share them through
experimentation, useful to express the real potential of spaces.
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access to infrastructure and sites and perceptual access requiring an
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ROCK puts in action experimental solutions recognizing these rights for
#,,% .5'.,5% #)=% @"0"$5)(% 0'% #@0"85,2% .#40"@".#05% ")% 0/5% .?1,"@% ,"95% #)=% 0/5%
45=?@0"')%'9%="(.#4"0"5(%")%6B%#@@5(("1","02H%0/5%4"-/0%0'%#@@5(("1,5%(.#@5(%
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barrier-free historic environment) ; the right to cultural life (in Cluj and
in Bologna) intended as production and fruition of culture, events and
initiatives organised in the city, promoting the co-design of cultural and
")054@?,0?4#,% @')05)0(*% #)=% 0/5% #@0"85% .#40"@".#0"')% 0'% @?,0?4#,_#40"(0"@%
specific and a-specific contents; the right to user-friendly information
#)=% @'>>?)"@#0"')% (2(05>(*% #='.0")-% #)% ")@,?("85% #)=% ?)"854(#,%
communication in the Project’s official channels but also improving the
comprehension and recognition of every different language existing in
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recovering of people memories).
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social, about new experiences in Cultural Heritage contexts,
considering expecially the impacts on the quality of life for vulnerable
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Valentina Gianfrate, Jacopo Gaspari, Giovanni Ginocchini

solutions and ICT-enabled elements, to ensure a large scale access
to city services
•

open, to improve the accessibility and autonomy of people in sharing
knowledge, data and cultural contents, and adopting inclusive
communication and languages for all.

The ROCK approach starts from the drafting of a shared framework to
support the development and systematic use of the knowledge of the
various actors involved and the identification of barriers that create a gap
between the stated urban objectives and the actual practice related to
accessibility. Through the definition of strategic focal areas ROCK cities
addressed this gap, developing an integrated strategy at urban scale,
capable of systematizing the circulation of information between various
actors, starting from intermediate subjects (associations, disability
manager, specific institutions) to end users, to understand collective
needs and generate socio-cultural values.
In this perspective, the inhabitants, in a universal perspective, are a
primary point of reference to which every choice of action for sustainable
urban transformation must be addressed.
In line with the European Disability strategy 2010-2020 which provides
the framework for empowering people with disability to fully participate in
society and ensure they can enjoy their fundamental rights, ROCK during
80

its pilot actions promoted the participation of disabled people in leisure
activities, cultural fruition, social services linked to CH and to achieve the
transition from institutional to community based care.
This transition considers accessibility to Cultural Heritage as the physicalmaterial access and perceptual access, which means the comprehension
of products and cultural activities’ symbolic meanings. The combination
of these two typologies brings the user to the understanding of meanings
related to historical heritage accepted and elaborated by people
involved with them.
During ROCK, the integration of accessibility concept have been pervasive
merging creativity and protection needs with the aim to generate new
values and knowledge, promoting diversity and education. The adoption
of a multi-factor vision (multi-stakeholders, immaterial and material CH,
physical transformations, new services) becomes enabling for the study
of the accessibility at urban scale and allows the proposition of urban
design solutions aimed at impacts not only quantitative (the number of
disabled and vulnerable citizens and visitors in a CH place, the number of
accessible events etc.), but also qualitative (considering the effects that
these operations can generate on the components of the city system)
in terms of new knowledge and awareness about the design
for all principles.
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The Institute of Social Sciences at the University of Lisbon (ICSUL) is
')5%'9%0/5%#@#=5>"@%.#40)54(%'9%0/5%&:6;%.4'I5@0D%P6C7NQ(%@'>>"0>5)0%
towards cultural heritage-led regeneration has been developed through
the application of an innovative community-based action research
F"0/% ,'@#,% (0#G5/',=54(% #)=% 45("=5)0(% ')% 0/5% 5#(054)% ("=5% '9% N"(1')*% ")%
#% =5>')(04#0"')% #45#% #@4'((% 0/5% )5"-/1'?4''=(% '9% 3#48",#% #)=% +5#0'D
L@G)'F,5=-?)-%0/#0%0/5%'.0">"$#0"')%'9%0#)-"1,5%#)=%")0#)-"1,5%/54"0#-5%
F#(%1#(5=%')%-'#,(%'9%('@"#,%")@,?("')%#)=%.#40"@".#0"')%9'4%>'45%5995@0"85%
(',?0"')(*% F5% #..4'#@/5=% 0/5% =5>')(04#0"')% #45#% 12% 04"#)-?,#0")-%
qualitative and quantitative methods (i.e. participant observation,
interviews with key actors, and both intensive and extensive surveys).
O#0#%F545%@',,5@05=%#)=%>#=5%#8#",#1,5%")%'.5)%#@@5((%0/4'?-/%(@"5)0"9@%
#)=%.',"@2%.?1,"@#0"')(
M/5%@45#0"')%'9%0/5%N"(1')%N"8")-%N#1%")%.#40)54(/".%F"0/%0/5%N"(1')%@"02%
@'?)@",%.4'8"=5=%)55=5=%@')="0"')(%0'%.4'>'05%#%F"=5%#44#2%'9%")"0"#0"85(%
and to implement three major actions: one Pop-Up based on the reuse of
empty stores led by the local NGO Rés do Chão; the co-design of an edible
-#4=5)%)#>5=%J-#4=5)%9'4%#,,K%12%0/5%,'@#,%R[:(%3?"0#%^4?0#%#)=%6',50"8'%
E#45/'?(5]%#)=%0/5%@45#0"')%'9%#%)5F%")054.450"85%65)045%'9%+5#0'%#)=%
Marvila in the public library, co-led by the city council and ICSUL.
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Sustainability and cultural heritage in a changing world
Cultural heritage-led regeneration in deprived urban areas is a broad
concept that combines – at least – two main areas of inquiry and
intervention. On the one hand, the potential role of tangible and intangible
cultural heritage as a catalyser of identity issues, and a possible driver
to engage people in place-based innovative solutions. On the other, the
regeneration of the built environment and promotion of local traditions,
memories and legacies. Thus, the reuse and optimisation of cultural
heritage for regeneration relies upon the possibility to pursue more
sustainable goals for future cities. Sustainability is an overarching concept
that has been advocated by activists, policymakers, and researchers in
the last few decades. The coming together of a high number of voices
around this concept can make it difficult to find a common definition.
However, in general, sustainability refers to a shared concern over the
present use of natural resources and ecosystem services in view of our
future. Economic, environmental, and social aspects of sustainability
have been more and more understood in tandem to the development. As
the Brundtland Report put it in 1987, the development shifts from merely
political and economic embedded progress, to understand “what we all
do in attempting to improve our lot within that abode”.
Sustainable development helps, thus, clarify that we need to meet basic
needs of people today without compromising future generations. To this
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end, we need to respond to and ameliorate, whenever needed, essential
needs. Limitations are key to figure out how and to what extent the
economic growth can facilitate their fulfilment. Along with the role of
economic agencies, citizens have been more and more encouraged to
take an active stance in this field. In 1992, the Rio Conference advanced
citizen participation as an essential component to achieving sustainable
goals. To this end, local “Agendas 21” were promoted in cities all over the
world, while the United Nations have more recently strengthened their call
to citizen participation in the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
for 2030. Such goals are defined as the blueprint to achieve a better and
more sustainable future with a focus on key global challenges, such as
poverty, inequality, climate change, environmental degradation, peace
and justice.
Cities have been long considered as a main hurdle for sustainable
development. Yet, the high concentration of opportunities for knowledge
sharing and change steering have shed light on the importance of
local drivers. As the urban dimension has grown in the public debate, a
specific urban SDG addresses challenges of overpopulation, housing,
slum upgrading, as well as targets related to climate resiliency, waste
management, public space, mobility systems and participatory planning
in cities. If cities are encouraged to take the lead on sustainable
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development, the trade-offs of urban sustainability are often sidelined,
along with the impacts of upcoming extreme events and risks.
M/5% E'4,=% A@')'>"@% ^'4?>% .'")0(% '?0% 0/5% ")@45#(")-% -5'.',"0"@#,%
")054@'))5@0"')%#>')-%#@0"8"0"5(%#)=%#-5)0(%9'4%(?(0#")#1,5%=585,'.>5)0D%
Extreme events and risks equally affect the economic, political, and
societal spheres, while the human-non human relations become a cross
@?00")-%0/5>5%0'%15%0#G5)%")0'%>'45%(54"'?(%@')("=54#0"')%9'4%0/5%9?0?45D%
&"-/0%159'45%0/5%145#G='F)%'9%0/5%@'8"=Tb%.#)=5>"@*%('>5%-,'1#,%045)=(%
F545% .?0% ')% 0/5% 0#1,5*% (?@/% #(% 0/5% =5@45#(5% '9% ,"95% =?4#0"')% ")% F5#,0/2%
@'?)04"5(*%0/5%(.45#=%'9%)5F%="(5#(5(*%#(%F5,,%#(%0/5%#@@5,54#0"')%'9%)5F%
technologies and the raise of the artificial intelligence as key drivers of
0/5%5@')'>"@%-4'F0/D%R58540/5,5((*%#%(2)@/4')"$5=%(,'F='F)%45-"(0545=%
#,45#=2% ")% WUTb% F#(% 5(.5@"#,,2% 8"("1,5% ")% 0/5% A?4'% $')5% =?5% 0'% .',"0"@#,%
instability in member states, and the worsening of social inequalities.
A)8"4')>5)0#,%/#$#4=(%45.45(5)0%')5%'9%0/5%>#I'4%4"(G(%9'4%0/5%@'>")-%
years, and countries are still far from finding an agreement on the reduction
of greenhouse gas emission by 2050 (COP Paris 2015). Deforestation and
0/5%,'((%'9%1"'="854("02%"(%8"("1,5%')%5#40/*%(5#%#)=%#"4D%!',,?0"')%#)=%/?>#)%
#@0"')% #45% @'?.,5=% 12% 0/5% =4#(0"@% 45=?@0"')% '9% 155(*% 0/5% =5(04?@0"')% '9%
@'4#,%4559(*%#)=%0/5%4504#@0"')%'9%0/5%L>#$')%9'45(0*%F/"@/%,'(0%TXj%'9%"0(%
,#)=%")%0/5%,#(0%gU%25#4(D%B'F5854*%(?(0#")#1,5%=585,'.>5)0%(/'?,=%)'0%
15%@')@5"85=%'?0%'9%')-'")-%")054@'))5@0"')(%#>')-%="99545)0%5,5>5)0(D%
For example, population growth leads to great trade-offs, as the provision
'9% 5,5@04"@"02*% F/"@/% "(% 5(0">#05=% 0'% ")@45#(5% '9% #4'?)=% Wgj% 12% WUkU*%
@#)% .4585)0% 94'>% -'#,(% '9% 5)8"4')>5)0#,% (?(0#")#1","02D% N"G5F"(5*% 9''=%
.4'=?@0"')*%F/"@/%#,45#=2%#,0545=%#4'?)=%Xgj%'9%0/5%5#40/%('",%<%@#?(")-%
a massive decrease of its quality – and 66% of the oceans, is responsible
9'4%XUj%'9%F#054%?(5D%
M/5% @#,,% 9'4% #% R5F% A?4'.5#)% [455)% O5#,% (55>(% 0'% #@G)'F,5=-5%
0/5(5% @/#,,5)-5(*% #(% "0% 95#0?45(% 0/5% 4',5% '9% G)'F,5=-5% (2(05>(% #)=%
")94#(04?@0?45(*% @"0"$5)% 5)-#-5>5)0% #)=% ")054)#0"')#,% @''.54#0"')% #(%
key components of a carbon-free model of economic production, and its
intersection with the technological, and societal spheres. An example of
0/"(%@'>>"0>5)0%"(%%P6:3:C%#)=%A?4'.#%R'(04#%#))'?)@5>5)0%'9%#%)5F%
@',,#1'4#0"')%0'%=585,'.%#%JA?4'.5#)%B54"0#-5%[455)%!#.54K%')%0/5%"((?5%
'9%@?,0?4#,%/54"0#-5%#)=%@,">#05%@/#)-5D%M/5%!#.54%9'@?(5(%')%0/5%4',5%'9%
@?,0?4#,%/54"0#-5%")%#@/"58")-%0/5%#>1"0"')(%'9%0/5%A?4'.5#)%[455)%O5#,%
(EGD). The deal identifies main interlocked areas of action: (i) clean energy
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions; (ii) sustainable industry against
the loss of biodiversity; (iii) building and renovations against the abuse
of energy; (iv) farm to fork against the waste and low quality of food; (v)
eliminating pollution to lower health issues; (vi) sustainable mobility to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions; and (vii) biodiversity to protect wild
(.5@"5(D%M/5% 5)8"("')5=% 04#)("0"')% 0'F#4=(% #% (?(0#")#1,5% 9?0?45% (/'?,=*%
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therefore, be socially inclusive and participatory, as well as ensure social
innovation through experimental research on multiple changes.

Social, environmental and cultural sustainability in the
ROCK project
The ROCK project in Lisbon took advantage of the international debate
on sustainability and cultural heritage within the wider framework of
sustainable development goals. In particular, the Lisbon Living Lab
has focussed on three main aspects of inquiry and intervention: social,
environmental, and cultural sustainability.
Social sustainability essentially refers to the quality of community life,
which depends on the eradication of poverty and the promotion of greater
social inclusion and participation in the decisions that affect people.
Formal and informal processes, and the adoption of different structures,
infrastructures, and systems can help fulfil equal rights by ensuring that
the impacts of current choices preserve the rights of future generations.
Environmental sustainability casts light on the need of mitigation and
adaptation to environmental hazards. Like social sustainability, the
choices we make in the present should not compromise the future of our
planet, as especially regards the access to natural resources. Last, cultural
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sustainability is often included in the realm of social sustainability, and
concerns the preservation and promotion of cultural beliefs, practices
as a fundamental piece of the future. Cultural sustainability, therefore,
strictly depends on the sharing of knowledge as a global asset to fight
unequal access to cultural life. Connected to the cultural sustainability,
the launch of the European Year of Cultural Heritage in 2018 has played
a key role in the international debate about the potential of tangible
and intangible heritage for sustainable cities.The search for a stronger
sense of belonging to a common European space was based on the
opportunity to strengthen the ties between past and future through the
active engagement of people, especially young people.

Final remarks: social, environmental and cultural
sustainability in the Lisbon Living Lab
The three major actions promoted by the Lisbon Living Lab addressed
different, however interlocked, aspects of sustainability which made
sense of the cultural heritage-led regeneration approach promoted by the
ROCK project.
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First, following the Pop-Up, the recovery of empty stores and their
'@@?.#0"')% 12% ,'@#,% (0#G5/',=54(% "(% 1#(5=% ')% 0/5% )55=% 0'% 458"0#,"(5% 0/5%
#45#% 12% 5)(?4")-% 5995@0"85% (548"@5(% 0'% ,'@#,% .'.?,#0"')(*% #)=% 14")-")-%
)5F% @?,0?4#,% #@0"8"0"5(% #)=% 585)0(% 9'4% F"=54% .?1,"@D% C5@')=*% 0/5% 9?0?45%
">.,5>5)0#0"')%'9%#%)5F%5="1,5%-#4=5)%45,"#)0%?.')%0/5%#@0"85%.#40"@".#0"')%
'9%,'@#,%(0#G5/',=54(%#)=%@'>>?)"0"5(%0''G%#=8#)0#-5%'9%,'@#,%04#="0"')(*%
memories and know-how of rural traditions, which were acknowledged as
.#40%'9%0/5%")0#)-"1,5%/54"0#-5%'9%0/"(%.,#@5D%M/"4=*%0/5%")#?-?4#0"')%'9%0/5%
interpretive centre of Marvila and Beato, was based on the identification,
@',,5@0"')%#)=%#)#,2("(%'9%>5>'4"5(%#)=%,5-#@"5(%'9%0/5%.,#@5%0/4'?-/%0/5%
#@0"85%5)-#-5>5)0%'9%45("=5)0(D
Community-based action/research allowed retrieving some relevant
insights about whether and to what extent social, environmental, and
@?,0?4#,%(?(0#")#1","02%/#85%155)%#==45((5=%")%N"(1')D
^"4(0*% 45-#4=")-% ('@"#,% (?(0#")#1","02*% P6C7N% 45(5#4@/% 05#>% 9'?)=% 0/#0%
#005>.0(%9'4%-45#054%('@"#,%")@,?("')%#)=%.#40"@".#0"')%(/'?,=%45,2%?.')%#%
more in-depth knowledge of the socio-spatial dynamic of the city. Focus
')% 0/5% =5>')(04#0"')% #45#% -#85% 0/5% '..'40?)"02% 0'% #)#,2(5% 5>54-")-%
features through an extensive survey with a representative sample of the
.'.?,#0"')%#1'?0%>?,0".,5%#(.5@0(%'9%0/5%('@"#,%,"95D%M/"(%5)=5#8'?4%,5#=(%
to a broader issue that refers to the definition of local community, whether
it is defined by the sharing of socioeconomic characteristics and/or
0544"0'4"#,%1'?)=#4"5(D%M/"(%F#(%#%>#I'4%@/#,,5)-5%")%0/5%=5>')(04#0"')%
area as it shows a great diversity and, thus, emerging social inequalities
#)=%="(.#4"0"5(D
E"0/% 45-#4=% 0'% 0/5% 5)8"4')>5)0#,% (?(0#")#1","02*% P6C7N% 45(5#4@/% 05#>%
?)=54(0''=%0/#0%,">"0")-%5)8"4')>5)0#,%/#$#4=(%(/'?,=%15%1#(5=%')%0/5%
4#"(5% '9% #F#45)5((% #1'?0% )#0?4#,% 45('?4@5(% #)=% 0/5"4% .45(548#0"')% 9'4%
future generations. Extreme events and global risks show the need for
clear predictors and a qualitative appraisal of how local communities can
access data to effectively mitigate and adapt to climate change. Sociospatial diversity in the demonstration area necessarily raises questions
about the pursuit of environmental justice, thus, the extent to which
="99545)0% ('@"#,% -4'?.(% /#85% @?445)0,2% #@@5((% 0'% )#0?4#,% 45('?4@5(*% #)=%
the identification of what can be improved in the coming years.
N#(0*%@')@54)")-%@?,0?4#,%(?(0#")#1","02*%P6C7N%45(5#4@/%05#>%#@G)'F,5=-5%
0/5% )55=% 9'4% -45#054% #@@5((% 0'% @?,0?4#,% ("05(% #)=% .4#@0"@5(*% F/"@/%
implicates firstly and foremost a stronger role of culture in our cities.
6?,0?4#,% /54"0#-5% ")% 0/5% =5>')(04#0"')% #45#% /5,.(% @#(0% ,"-/0% ')% 0/5% 4',5%
'9%@?,0?4#,%("05(%#)=%@',,5@0"85%>5>'42%#(%#%=4"854%9'4%9?0?45%@/#)-5D%L%
-45#0%.'05)0"#,%")%0/5%45-5)54#0"')%'9%1'0/%0#)-"1,5%#)=%")0#)-"1,5%@?,0?4#,%
heritage can, therefore, be the first step to raise awareness about the
need to ensure equal conditions to culture as a common good.
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Green Office
D6-;;>V95>.X=V=64

3#)2%(0?="5(%')%(/#45=%-'854)#)@5%")%/"-/54%5=?@#0"')%/#85%/"-/,"-/05=%
)?>54'?(% #=8#)0#-5(% F/5)% ?)"854("02Q(% (0?=5)0(% #45% ")8',85=% ")% 0/5%
management of decision-making processes and in the implementation
of land growth projects (Calvano, 2017). Students are considered as key
#-5)0(%'9% 0/5%04#)("0"')% 0'% (?(0#")#1,5% =585,'.>5)0% '9% ?)"854("0"5(% #)=%
0544"0'4"5(D
Through the Living Lab of Engineering students, first, and then the
Green Office, the University of Bologna has been promoting students’
.#40"@".#0"')% .4'@5((5(% 9'4% 0/5% 04#)("0"')% 0'F#4=(% (?(0#")#1,5%
=585,'.>5)0%9'4%(5854#,%25#4(D
The UNIBO Green Office was born thanks to the European Horizon 2020
!4'I5@0%&:6;%#(%>",5(0')5%9'4%#%F'4G%.#@G#-5D
The Green Office (GO) is a student-led and staff supported sustainability
/?1% 0/#0% ")9'4>(*% @'))5@0(% #)=% (?..'40(% .5'.,5% 0'% 0#G5% #@0"')% ')%
(?(0#")#1","02D% P0% 45.45(5)0(% #% @5)04#,% /?1% F/545% (?(0#")#1,5% "=5#(%
@'>5% 0'-50/54% #)=% 45#,"$5(% ?)"854("02% @'>>?)"02Q(% "=5#(% 0'% #=8#)@5%
(?(0#")#1","02%")%5=?@#0"')*%45(5#4@/*%#)=%'.54#0"')(D%
**

The first GO has been established at Maastricht University in 2010 where
a student initiative came up with the idea to establish a dedicated office
0/#0%F'?,=%(?..'40%(0?=5)0(%")%#=8#)@")-%(?(0#")#1","02%#0%0/5%?)"854("02D%
C")@5%0/5)*%0/"(%>'=5,%/#(%155)%45.,"@#05=%12%>#)2%?)"854("0"5(%#@4'((%
A?4'.5*%")%.#40"@?,#4%R'40/%A?4'.5D
Inside ROCK project, there was the new idea of a specific UNIBO Green
Office, such as a sustainability hub run by students supported by
7)"854("0"5(*%6"0"$5)(/".%#)=%+','-)#%3?)"@".#,"02*%.4'>'0")-%,'F%@#41')%
#@0"8"0"5(% #)=% (?(0#")#1,5% ")"0"#0"85(*% '4-#)"$#0"')% #)=% >#)#-5>5)0% '9%
appropriate environmental-friendly events, for University and the city.
P)%9#@0*%0/5%[:%'9%0/5%7)"854("02%'9%+','-)#%/#(%155)%@45#05=%F"0/%0/5%#">%
0'%.,#2%#%4',5%'9%@'))5@0'4%F"0/%(0?=5)0%@'>>?)"02%#)=%0/5%#0%0/5%@'45%
?)"854("02%="(04"@0*%Y"#%d#>1')"*%F/545%0/5%/"(0'4"@#,%(@/'',(%#45%,'@#05=*%
#)=%F/545%(0?=5)0(*%.4'95(('4(*%45(5#4@/54(%/#85%#%9?)=#>5)0#,%4',5%0'%
955,%#(%#@0"85%@"0"$5)(%'9%0/5%(.#@5%")%F/"@/%0/52%,"85D
The innovative nature of Bologna Green Office, compared to other
European Green Office, is the desire to get out of the University context,
")054#@0")-%F"0/%@"0"$5)(/".%#)=%")(0"0?0"')(%#(%F5,,D%^'4%0/"(%45#(')%#)=%
9'4%0/5%=585,'.>5)0%'9%@',,#1'4#0"')(%#)=%)50F'4G(%150F55)%(0?=5)0(*%
.4'95(('4(%#)=%#=>")"(04#0"85%(0#99*%0/5%>'=5,%@#)%/#85%#)%">.#@0%)'0%'),2%
#0%0/5%?)"854("02%#)=%,'@#,%@'>>?)"02%,585,%1?0%#,('%#0%0/5%")054)#0"')#,%
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,585,D%M/5%7)"854("02%"(%#%@'>>?)"02%0'%#,,%")05)0(%#)=%.?4.'(5(D%M/5%-45#0%
>'1","02%#)=%="(.54(#,%'9%0/5%>5>154(%'9%?)"854("02%@'>>?)"02*%F/50/54%
0/52% #45% (0?=5)0(% '4% (0#99*% @'?,=% 15% #% F#2% 0'% @45#05% #% G)'F/'F% 0/#0%
people involved will replicate in non-university communities. In short, it
"(%#%@#.",,#42%="99?("')%'9%(?(0#")#1","02%.?4.'(5(*%F/"@/%"(%#)%"))'8#0"85%
University-city integrated model.
The aim of the Green Office is also to improve the research activities
45,#05=%0'%0/5%?41#)%5)8"4')>5)0#,%(?(0#")#1","02D%M/5%.4'I5@0%"(%(?..'(5=%
to produce development in the fields of waste management, air quality
">.4'85>5)0*%-455)/'?(5%-#(%45=?@0"')*%(?(0#")#1,5%>'1","02%.4'>'0"')*%
and organization of events co-creation to raise awareness of students
#)=%@"0"$5)(%#1'?0%(?(0#")#1,5%0'."@(D
The potential impact of Green Office is to disseminate culture of
(?(0#")#1","02*%0'%@45#05%(2)54-"5(%150F55)%45(5#4@/*%@"0"$5)(*%?41#)%#)=%
('@"50#,%(0#G5/',=54(*%0'%45")9'4@5%0/5%(0?=5)0%@')(@"'?()5((%#1'?0%0/5%
0'."@%'9%5)8"4')>5)0#,%(?(0#")#1","02%#)=%04#)("0"')D
M/4'?-/% 0/5% #)#,2("(% '9% 0/5% ")"0"#0"85(% ">.,5>5)05=% F"0/")% 0/5% &:6;%
!4'I5@0% #)=% #% (54"5(% '9% ")0548"5F(% F"0/% 0/'(5% F/'% >#)#-5% ?)"854("02%
#)=%@"02%-'854)#)@5*%"0%F#(%.'(("1,5%0'%=505@0%0/#0%0/5%C0?=5)0(Q%[455)%
Office represents a useful tool for connecting the University and the city,
also in the perspective of a third mission (Calvano, 2019). The increasing
'9% (0?=5)0(% .#40"@".#0"')% ")% @"02% ,"95*% (045)-0/5)")-% 0/5"4% 4',5% #(% @"0"$5)(*%
favors the definition of innovative sustainability solutions for the city.
Students can definitively play a crucial role for the sustainability of
university and city and the Green Office model can effectively promote an
")@45#(5%")%?41#)%(?(0#")#1","02D
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There is a specific Sustainable Development Goal addressing the issue
'9%@',,#1'4#0"')(D%M/5%)?>154%TX*%0"0,5=%J!#40)54(/".%9'4%0/5%['#,K*%#">(%
#0%(045)-0/5)")-%J0/5%>5#)(%'9%">.,5>5)0#0"')%#)=%458"0#,"$5%0/5%-,'1#,%
partnership for sustainable development”. It is possible to affirm that this
-'#,%"(%')5%'9%0/5%>'(0%">.'40#)0*%>#215%0/5%>'(0%">.'40#)0*%#(%>550")-%
#>1"0"'?(%'1I5@0"85(%@#))'0%15%=')5%"9%@',,#1'4#0"')%"(%#1(5)0D%M/5%@?445)0%
search of a more sustainable transition requires that multiple public and
private actors find collaboration paths, aligning their own agendas and
being aware that collaborating often means starting a complex process
)55=")-%="(@?(("')(*%>#215%0#(G%9'4@5(%#)=%.4'1#1,2%@'>.4'>"(5(D
The experience of ROCK taught cities, institutions and citizens a lot about
how to create collaborations and about the potential benefits coming
94'>%0/5>D%M/5%.4'I5@0*%")%9#@0*%F'4G5=%#%,'0%')%0/"(%45-#4=*%#(%#%F#2%0'%
manage urban complexity and to achieve objectives. Indeed, dealing with
existing urban areas, framed by the presence of tangible and intangible
@?,0?4#,% /54"0#-5% >5#)(% /#8")-% 0/5% )5@5(("02% 0'% #,"-)% >?,0".,5% =4"854(*%
such as for example the following:
h%

preserving physical cultural heritage (specific buildings and often the
entire urban landscape);
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•

making cultural heritage not only a good to be preserved but an
engine of life;

•

answering to the evolving needs of the society and to the growing
challenges;

•

considering urban areas as a space that should be made usable from
everybody, also in different ways then the traditional ones (not only
considering mobility);

•

answering to the different necessities of the different categories of
people living and working in the areas (residents, workers, traders);

All these aspects, then, need to enter in institutional agendas made of
urgencies, emergencies, political goals, pushes from new laws, national
and European directives. The ROCK projects identified four core paths
for developing collaborations and it worked for making recognisable and
sustainable in the long-term perspective.
1.

Institution to Institution. This is one of the first collaborations that
ROCK promoted, as one of the key aspects for making actions’
implementation effective and faster. In particular, each of the three
Replicator Cities (Bologna, Lisbon and Skopje) resulted in creating
institutionalized forms of collaborations between the local university
and the municipality, through agreements or the creation of hinge
institutions.
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2.

Institution to Private sector. This type of collaboration was performed
through the definition of specific agreements among municipalities
and local actors from the private sector, in relation to specific
themes (such as sustainability). These forms were useful for better
understanding the necessities and interest of the private sector and
to create bridges of a joint effort in meeting common goals. Some
of these collaborations involved also creative people, for example
through the creation of creative contests for developing new products
and services for the city.

3.

Institution to Citizens. This collaboration was mainly achieved
in ROCK through the setting up of Living labs in the areas and the
organization of co-creation and co-design workshops. This process
was particularly effective as it allowed citizens to express not only
their own opinion but to really contribute as active member of the
transformation process through a learning-by-doing approach.

4.

Citizens to Citizens. This typology of collaboration is maybe the
hardest one to achieve, as it requires the creation of trust among
citizens. However, ROCK strengthened some of these partnerships
for example fostering the adoption of portion of cities to be managed
by people (e.g. the common goods regulations) or through giving

!"#$"%&#'()%*$&+)'#)&,*-+'"%.&-'/"$"%)0'&'(1234556'758'&9:;52<'123'*225=1:;52<'785>'%?!@'A85BC9:

.5'.,5% 0/5% (.#@5% #)=% 0/5% >'>5)0(% 0'% @',,#1'4#05% 0'-50/54% 0'F#4=%
common goals (in this case also through the living labs).
To conclude, the ROCK experience was very interesting and effective
")% ?)=54(0#)=")-% F/"@/% @#)% 15% .'05)0"#,% .#0/(% #)=% ")(04?>5)0(% '9%
collaborations in complex environments.
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M/5% "((?5(% '9% 45(.')("1","02*% .,#))")-% #)=% "))'8#0"')% #45% @5)04#,% 0'% 0/5%
new economic model based on sustainability and for this reason public.4"8#05%.#40)54(/".(%#45%#)%">.'40#)0%")(04?>5)0%9'4%5)8"4')>5)0#,%#)=%
('@"#,% .4'-4#>>5(% #)=% .4'I5@0(*% @#44"5=% '?0% ")% (2)54-2% 150F55)% 0/5%
.?1,"@*%.4"8#05%#)=%@"8",%('@"502D%
The definition of what a public-private partnership is and how it works
(an issue that can also be partly linked to public procurement legislation)
can be found in socio-economic models dealing with the governance of
.?1,"@%-''=(D%L(%5#4,2%#(%0/5%,#05%TbbU(*%0/5%6'.5)/#-5)%65)045*%="45@05=%
12% C">')% d#=5G% (2001; 2017), was the first to define the public-private
.#40)54(/".%>'=5,H%J.5'.,5%#)=%'4-#)"(#0"')(%94'>%0/5%.?1,"@*%.4"8#05%#)=%
@"8",%('@"502%(5@0'4(%F/'%8',?)0#4",2%#)=%45@".4'@#,,2%5)-#-5%")%"))'8#0"85%
45,#0"')(/".(% 0'% .?4(?5% @'>>')% -'#,(% 0/4'?-/% 0/5% .'',")-% '9% 0/5"4%
resources and expertise”.
In the same vein, Edward Freeman (2010), an American philosopher and
mathematician, invites all organisations (not just companies) to expand
0/5% 1'?)=#4"5(% '9% 0/5"4% 45.'40")-% 0'% #,"-)% G)'F,5=-5*% ('% 0/#0% #,,% 0/5%
different actors are enabled to fully exercise their role as stakeholders,
!&

F/",5%3"@/#5,%!'4054%(2011) analyses how “companies must create shared
('@"#,%#)=%5)8"4')>5)0#,%8#,?5D%M/5%4',5%'9%@'>.#)"5(%0'=#2%"(%)'0%I?(0%
to maximise their profits, but to do so in a way that is also beneficial to
society, benefiting communities”.
M/?(*% 0/5%)55=%9'4% JR5F%@"8",%-'854)#)@5K*% "D5D%.#40"@".#0'42%-'854)#)@5%
")8',8")-%#,,%0/5%('@"#,%#@0'4(%0/#0%@')04"1?05%0'%0/5%@45#0"')%'9%8#,?5%S0/5%
public sector, the business world, organised civil society), stems from the
growing complexity of the context in which all the actors find themselves
#@0")-*% F/"@/% )'% ,')-54% #,,'F(% #% (")-,5% #@0'4% 0'% =585,'.% 5995@0"85% #)=%
efficient solutions for the governance of complex situations, such as
@,">#05%@/#)-5D%
:)% 0/5% ')5% /#)=*% 94'>% 0/5% #F#45)5((% '9% 0/"(% )5@5(("02*% @'>5(% 0/5%
">.'40#)@5% 9'4% 0/5% !?1,"@% L=>")"(04#0"')% 0'% ")8',85% 1?(")5((5(% ")% 0/5%
management and protection of common goods, first and foremost
0/5% ,'@#,% 5)8"4')>5)0*% 0/4'?-/% .4'I5@0(% 0/#0% @#)% -?#4#)055% -45#054%
@',,#1'4#0"')%150F55)%0/5%#@0'4(D%
:)%0/5%'0/54%/#)=*%9'4%1?(")5((5(*%(?@/%#%04#)(9'4>#0"')%@')(0"0?05(%#%
)5F%'..'40?)"02%0'%1#(5%0/5"4%@'>.50"0"85)5((%')%(?(0#")#1,5%"))'8#0"')%
#)=% 0/5% @45#0"')% '9% >'45% 5995@0"85% 45,#0"')(/".(% F"0/% 0/5"4% ")054)#,% #)=%
external stakeholders, especially in their local area.
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to the achievement of a common goal is at the heart of the public-private
.#40)54(/".D%%P0%"(%)'0%#%>#0054%'9%(.')('4(/".%'4%0/5%-4#)0")-%'9%=')#0"')(%
exactly because the partnership identifies a common goal, promotes
"))'8#0"85% (',?0"')(% >#)#-5=% 12% 1'0/% 0/5% .?1,"@% #)=% .4"8#05% (5@0'4(*%
.4'>'05(%04#")")-%#)=%0/5%@45#0"')%'9%#%)50F'4G*%#)=%"(%)'0%,">"05=%0'%#%
(")-,5%")05485)0"')%1?0%05)=(%0'F#4=(%#%@'>>')%8"("')D
The public-private partnership model increases the active participation
of citizens, guarantees a more coordinated and efficient approach within
existing institutions, increases dialogue between institutions, businesses
#)=%8',?)0554(*%">.4'85(%04#)(.#45)@2%#)=%#@@'?)0#1","02%'9%1?(")5((5(%
#)=%.?1,"@%1'="5(%")%054>(%'9%.4"'4"0"5(*%")85(0>5)0(%#)=%45(?,0(D
In recent years, public-private partnerships on the issue of environmental
(?(0#")#1","02% /#85% 15@'>5% >'45% F"=5(.45#=*% #,('% 0/#)G(% 0'% A?4'.5#)%
.4'-4#>>5(%0/#0%@')("=54%0/5>%5((5)0"#,%,5854(%9'4%0/5%">.,5>5)0#0"')%
of funded projects. However, it is with Goal 17 of the UN 2030 Agenda
0/#0% 0/5% ">.'40#)@5% '9% .#40)54(/".(% #(% #% 9?)=#>5)0#,% 0'',% 9'4% 0/5%
#@/"585>5)0%'9%0/5%C?(0#")#1,5%O585,'.>5)0%['#,(%"(%(#)@0"')5=D
L0%0/"(%(0#-5*%.#40)54(/".%">.,5>5)0#0"')%.4#@0"@5(%#45%(.45#=")-%#)=%0/5%
definition of some “normative” frameworks or guidelines to increase the
@#.#@"02%'9%!L%")%0/5%5995@0"85%#)=%,5-"0">#05%">.,5>5)0#0"')%'9%.4'I5@0(%
"(%">.'40#)0D%L0%.45(5)0*%0/545%#45%(5854#,%")054)#0"')#,%PC:%(0#)=#4=(%#)=%
UNI guidelines (currently being revised) that represent useful tools for
defining requirements for the “grounding” of projects without increasing
0/5"4%J1?45#?@4#0"@%1?4=5)KD
Below is a list of the main regulatory references, with specific focus on
P0#,"#)%,5-"(,#0"')D%
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technological and human, intentional and involuntary). The document
identifies the principles, planning and development of the cooperation
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ISO 44001/2017 Collaborative business relationship management
systems
The document specifies requirements for the effective identification,
development and management of collaborative business relationships
within or between organizations.
The aim of the document is to establish the requirements of a strategic
lifecycle framework to improve collaborative business relationships in and
between organizations of all sizes. Collaborative business relationships
can be one-to-one relationships or networked relationships involving
multiple parties.
ISO 44000/2019 Principles for successful collaborative business
relationship management
The document introduces twelve collaborative relationship management
principles.
A collaborative relationship can achieve synergies in areas such as
reduced risk, improved performance and efficiency, extended product or
service capability, product development.
The creation of effective collaborations is an iterative process where
these principles will evolve through the life cycle of a relationship.
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Bologna case study
ROCK tested a new form of public-private-private partnership where
the Public body is the sponsor for the agreement between two or more
private companies and/or foundations.
The agreement aims to promote and develop joint activities between the
Parties, aimed at increasing the capacity for collaboration in relation to
the new goals of sustainability. The overall object of the Partnership is the
Improvement of the livability of the city: citizens’ well-being, environmental
quality, urban regeneration.
Membership can take place through the signing of a memorandum of
understanding, which require parties to:
•

share the mission on environmental sustainability

•

contribute with ideas and proposals

•

co-design of initiatives

The pilot project was the agreement within the Bologna municipality,
Unipolis foundation and FIU-Urban Innovation Foundation. The object
was the temporary greening of piazza Rossini.
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664,046 inhabitants (2011)

CULTURAL HERITAGE LEADING URBAN FUTURES A Handbook for Actions and Innovations from ROCK project

CHALLENGE

As many cities in the world, one can find in Athens many empty cultural
heritage buildings that belong to public or private entities. Primarily due
to lack of funds for their renovation and then its operations, they are left
abandoned, losing the value they can bring. How can we find creative
ways of turning these buildings into hubs for social innovation, citizen
cohesion, economic development in the neighbourhoods they are?

SOLUTION

Kypseli is one of the most densely populated and multicultural
neighbourhoods in the municipality of Athens. 70% of its population
come from different ethnicities. The Municipal Market of Kypseli under
the Impact Hub Athens team turned into a platform that facilitates
the activities of social entrepreneurs, creative networks, community
groups and municipal services into a common space encouraging
experimentation, exchange and dissemination of ideas through open
processes and actions.

HOW

The Municipal Market of Kypseli was built in 1935. Abandoned in 2003,
it was squatted for 6 years while outstanding local residents led a tough
legal process to list the building as a cultural heritage one and thus protect
it from demolition or inappropriate use.
In 2012, the Municipality of Athens ensured funding from the National
Strategic Reference Framework for its renovation and through the
synAthina platform, they organised a public consultation where residents
and other stakeholders shared ideas for its future use. 470 proposals were
harvested, mostly related to cultural activities, social entrepreneurship
and social services.
Based on these priorities, the municipality published an open call (June
2016) for a 5yrs management contract without paying rent. That was the
first time that the municipality called upon civil society to co-manage a
municipality owned building. From the 16 proposals, the one from Impact
Hub Athens presented a self sustainable model that was answering the
expectations set by the municipality.
Thus, in July 2017 the official agreement was signed in order for the
Impact Hub Athens to manage the market on the municipality’s behalf.
The programming focused on creating a participatory cultural, economic
and creative platform for the neighbourhood and the city. The Kypseli
Market was officially inaugurated in October 2018, having fully operating
social enterprise shops, a learning centre for adults & children, social
services from NGOs towards vulnerable citizens and government services
towards citizens, a canteen and many great festivals and pop up markets
that fill in the daily life of the residents & the visitors of the city.
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MANAGEMENT

Owned by the Municipality of Athens and managed by Impact Hub Athens,
the operation of the Kypseli Market is an innovative model having as its
main streams: culture, education, social innovation & entrepreneurship as
well as the enhancement of the local economy. According to Impact Hub
Athens’ proposal, “The Kypseli Municipal Market will not only act as an
emblematic building telling the story of the people and the neighbourhood
of Kypseli, but also as a platform that will give the opportunity to co-create
with a plethora of stakeholders, an active community which will innovate
and create while reviving the urban landscape.”
The smooth operation of the Kypseli Market is monitored by a committee
of experts appointed by the municipality. This new co-management model
by Athens and civil society is being implemented in a public building for
the very first time and has a non-profit character. Other partners involved
include community groups from the whole city, private donors willing to
finance the initiative, and public and private institutions, among others.
Impact Hub Athens is responsible for managing the building until May
2021. Should the model prove successful, the municipality is willing to
replicate the model in other municipally owned buildings.
The main source of financing the Kypseli Market comes from the monthly
rental of eight shops within the market and the events & productions that
the Impact Hub is running. Other ways of financing include collaborating
with private institutions, cultural organizations and other donors in order
for the Impact Hub to design & implement programmes that follow their
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objectives while serving the needs of the local ecosystem, offering many
visibility opportunities, outreach, qualitative services and a landmark
building at their disposal. Other ways for financing come from grants; a
great example of which is the collaboration between Impact Hub Athens
and The People’s Trust, where the latter offered an initiation grant of
€5,000 to each new shop tenant in order to support them to initiate their
social business and raise their social impact.

TRANSFERABILITY

Identify city and neighbourhood needs. To do so, you have to allow &
support activities by local communities, civil society organizations &
local businesses.
Design an integrated strategy which offers economic viability and at the
same time helps the project maintain, enrich and strengthen its social
attributes (social sustainability). Adopt an innovative model for the
management of the space that allows flexibility, speed for pivoting &
experimentation and will ensure sustainable and independent governance.
This is much easier by having an independent and well respected civil
society organization or social enterprise to manage the property.
Have a good knowledge of the legal framework of use regarding
municipally owned buildings to avoid bureaucratic hassles. You have to
find the right allies within the municipality structure.
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Create synergies with public and private institutions to ensure microfinancing and funding, usually run & led by the independent management
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the Market is to become a mechanism of social cohesion, co-operation,
and co-creation in one of the most densely populated, multicultural and
/"(0'4"@#,%#45#(%'9%L0/5)(D%
The market was inaugurated in October 2018. More than 100.000 people
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rented the market’s available shops (social economy stores). On top of
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more than 300 students per month. Inside the market it is also hosted the
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spirit of collaboration. More than 30 new job positions have been created,
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started to flourish.
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Treasures” of the University Area - places in the city of great cultural
#)=% /"(0'4"@#,H% 0/5% @/#,,5)-5*% ")% .#40"@?,#4*% =5#,(% F"0/% 0/5% .'(("1","02% 0'%
re-establish a mutual dialogue between the cultural formal and informal
sites of the U-Area and the city of Bologna.

2',(#"')

A historical building in the heart of U-area, a traditional cultural building,
15@'>5(% #% (@5)#4"'% #)=% #% =4"854% 9'4% 05(0")-% ?)@')85)0"')#,% ?(5(*%
#==45((")-%#%F"=54%0#4-50%'9%?(54(%#)=%")8',8")-%,'@#,%@'>>?)"0"5(%#)=%
(0#G5/',=54(D%M/5%:.54#%B'?(5%"(%.4'.'(5=%#(%#)%'.5)%(.#@5%0'F#4=(%
the city, hosting co-design workshops, artistic installations, events and
")"0"#0"85(% 1#(5=% ')% @"4@?,#4% 5@')'>2% >'=5,(% F"0/% ,'F% 5)8"4')>5)0#,%
">.#@0D%M/5(5%#@0"')(%(">?,0#)5'?(,2%#">%0'%">.,5>5)0%@?,0?4#,%/54"0#-5%
.'05)0"#,*% 0'% .4'>'05% "0(% G)'F,5=-5% #)=% 0'% >#G5% "0% >'45% #@@5(("1,5% 12%
.4'.'(")-%"))'8#0"85%?(5(D

"#(
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M/5%#@0"')(%")8',8")-%0/5%>?)"@".#,%:.54#%B'?(5%'9%+','-)#*%F545%,5=%12%
environmental sustainability and circular economy models, co-planning
.#0/(% F"0/% 0/5% ")8',85>5)0% '9% ="99545)0% #@0'4(% #)=% (0#G5/',=54(%
S(0?=5)0(*%#(('@"#0"')(*%")(0"0?0"')(*%5)045.45)5?4(*%.4'95(("')#,(*%#40"(0(*%
curators, gallery owners, etc.) and experimentation of unconventional
uses: a temporary pocket garden on the terrace of the theater, a sitespecific installation in the foyer, the use of some spaces of the theater for
workshop activities on re-cycle, and the organization of life-cycle thinking
1#(5=%")"0"#0"85(D%
A preliminary sustainability audit with the Municipal Theater - to identify
main environmental impacts and areas of interventions - kicked-off the
process. “U-Garden. Bologna Opera House green terrace” is the pocket
-#4=5)% @45#05=% ')% 0/5% 0/5#054% 0544#@5D% M/5% ")05485)0"')*% @#44"5=% '?0%
through a Public Private-Private partnership, provided a system of seats,
flower boxes and lighting elements interpreting space geometries and
uses for outdoor performances. The project is the result of a co-design
.4'@5((% =585,'.5=% #(% .#40% '9% 0/5% &:6;% .4'I5@0% F'4G(/'.% JM/5% g%
squares”. The plants and shrubs installation favors the biodiversity of the
#45#%")%054>(%'9%?(5%#)=%5@','-"@#,%="854("02%#)=%.4'>'05(%0/5%")I5@0"')%
'9% 9?)@0"')#,% -455)% ")% #% .,#@5% '9% @?,0?45D% C5854#,% (.#@5(% '9% 0/5% :.54#%
B'?(5% F545% '.5)5=% 0'% 0/5% @"02*% 5(0#1,"(/")-% )5F% 45,#0"')(/".(D% O?4")-%
0/5% +','-)#% O5("-)% E55G% WUTb% 0/5% &5(."-/"% 9'254% .45.#45=% "0(5,9% #(% #%
scenario for talks, presentations, exhibitions and workshops. In particular,
a circular economy process called “Upcycling - Evolved merchandising”
was experimented for the transformation of waste materials of cultural
'.54#0'4(% ")0'% -#=-50(*% >54@/#)="(")-% #)=% 05>.'4#42% ")(0#,,#0"')(*%
@45#05=% 12% 0/5% (0?=5)0(% '9% M/5% >#(054Q(% =5-455% @'?4(5% ")% #=8#)@5=%
.4'=?@0% =5("-)% #0% 0/5% 7)"854("02% '9% +','-)#D% L(% .#40% '9% 0/5% &:6;%
experimental actions, an environmental impact assessment was carried
'?0%#)=%#..,"5=%0'%0/5%.4'=?@0"')%'9%0/5%:.54#%B'?(5Q(%+#4154%'9%C58",,5D%%
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The several actions implemented on the Opera House in the U-Area
F545% >#)#-5=% I'")0,2% 12% 0/5% 3?)"@".#,"02% '9% +','-)#*% 0/5% :.54#% B'?(5%
^'?)=#0"')*%0/5%O5.#40>5)0%'9%L4@/"05@0?45%'9%0/5%7)"854("02%'9%+','-)#*%
0/5% ^'?)=#0"')% 9'4% 741#)% P))'8#0"')*% &?(@')"% ^'?)=#0"')% #)=% +','-)#%
O5("-)%E55GD

A)@'?4#-")-% #@@5(("1","02% #)=% ?(5% '9% 6?,0?4#,% B54"0#-5% .4'85=% 0'% 15% #)%
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5995@0"85% (04#05-2% ")% ")@45#(")-% @'>>?)"02% 5)-#-5>5)0*% 5)/#)@5>5)0%
and re-appropriation of the heritage itself. The actions developed in the
Bologna Opera House - temporary interventions such as pocket gardens,
artistic site-specific installations or the spaces use of historic buildings
for workshops and events - are easily replicable in other consolidated
city contexts, with low environmental impact and high value in terms of
45@'854")-%0/5%.#40"@".#0'42%=">5)("')%'9%@?,0?45D

M/5% +','-)#% :.54#% B'?(5*% 0/#)G(% 0'% 0/5(5% ">.,5>5)05=% #@0"')(*%%

"3+-!#2

assumed the role of experimentation and encounter place: the actions
=585,'.5=% F545% #% @'>>')% @/#)@5% '9% 5)/#)@")-% #)=% 45="(@'854")-%
0/5% @"02% #40"(0"@% #)=% @?,0?4#,% /54"0#-5D% M/5% -455)")-% ")05485)0"')% ')% 0/5%
0544#@5*% ")% #=="0"')% 0'% #==% 8#,?5% 0'% #)% ?)=54?(5=% (.#@5% #)=% 0'% '9954%
?)@')85)0"')#,%8"5F(%'9%0/5%@"02*%#@0(%#(%#)%5@','-"@#,%?41#)%@'))5@0'4*%
in favor of biodiversity, in the historical context.
"#*

%
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391,719 inhabitants

Miruna Draghia, Cècile Houpert

CHALLENGE

U-Area has a long history of changes generated by its actors and
temporary users. Over time, its public spaces hosted different and
constantly changing social worlds, which in some cases have interacted
in a conflictual way. The area hosts public and semi-public spaces,
gardens, surrounded by prestigious buildings or cultural excellent
institutions. It is crossed by many local cultural associations taking care
of the space, animating it with events and building relationships with the
local community.

SOLUTION

ROCK actions in the public spaces of U-Area aimed to renew their
role as mediators between differences, dialogic and transformative
spaces. Several experiments were implemented in the area to tap into
the creative potential of local users and in particular of students, to
intervene enhancing the rich basin of heritage potential that needed to be
recognized, enhanced and organized.

HOW

The activities were implemented through U-lab, the U-area Living Lab,
in two phases: the first one of research, with thematic and contextual
meetings; the second one of action, with co-design and installations via
self-construction. The actions were first experimented in Piazza Scaravilli
with the project Malerbe, a temporary transformation of a parking, into
a dynamic garden. A second temporary experiment involved Piazza
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Rossini, a peculiar historical square, also used as a parking. The proposal
was the result of a participatory process “Green Please: the meadow
you don’t expect”, with an installation of a green meadow. The first two
experiments were successful for the unexpected perception of the square
provided with the temporary-reuse and the new uses and opportunities
to rediscover the historical architecture. The success of the pilot actions,
kickstarted a broader strategy to systematically involve all public spaces in
the Area “The Five Squares”. Within this, another temporary meadow was
installed in Piazza Rossini in 2020, giving also the chance to open a wider
and healthier public space for its citizens, to retrieve a social dimension
in challenging times, providing access to inclusive environments for the
largest categories of citizens.

MANAGEMENT

The tactical transformation of the five squares of U-area, were managed
jointly by the Municipality of Bologna, the University of Bologna, the
Foundation for Urban Innovation and Rusconi Foundation, in charge of
U-Lab, in synergy with the programming of Bologna Design Week and
Researchers’ Night.

!"#$"%&#'()%*$&+)'#)&,*-+'"%.&-'/"$"%)0!!"#$%&'(()"*(+"!,-.(%/"$%&"0%%(1$-.(%/"*+(2"3456"7+(89,-
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The experimentations were successfully led by a structured interaction
process, U-lab, proposing meetings, ateliers, and cultural events. This
F#(%0/5%G52%G)'F,5=-5%1#(")%94'>%F/"@/%5>54-5=%0/5%)55=%0'%45(0'45%
a social dimension to the squares, enhancing the collaboration of all the
local actors. The extensive historical, cultural and social knowledge of the
context was also a main lesson learned by the project, fundamental to
(?..'40%0/5%#@0"')(%#)=%150054%0#",'4%0/5%04#)(9'4>#0"')*%585)%"9%05>.'4#42D

"3+-!#

Impacts that this practice had for the local community. (Max 80 words.)
The experiments were successfully embraced, with a weekly presence
of over 200.000 visitors - monitored through 10 crowd analysis sensors who spent some time in the square with an average of about 20 minutes.
M/5% ")(0#,,#0"')% /#(% 155)% #1?)=#)0,2% @'>>5)05=% ')% ('@"#,% >5="#*%
receiving around 85 shares on Instagram and 38 articles. A large number
of citizens, local stakeholders, and ad-hoc initiatives enthusiastically
endorsed the initiative as a first step towards a future vision for the city.
M/5(5%585)0(%,5=%4#."=,2%0'%0/5%=5@"("')%94'>%0/5%3?)"@".#,"02%0'%0?4)%"0%
")0'%#%.54>#)5)0%(',?0"')%9'4%0/5%.5=5(04"#)"(#0"')%'9%0/"(%(.#@5D
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Cluj-Napoca, Romania%
%
+'+(,-#"')%

327,272 inhabitants
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A fast-growing city faces rapid changes in its urban and public space,
5"0/54%45,#05=%0'%)5F,2%=585,'.")-%#45#(%'4%0/5%45-5)54#0"')%'9%="99545)0%
?41#)% (.#@5(D% M/"(% ("0?#0"')% 4#"(5(% 0/5% )55=% 9'4% ,'@#,% -'854)>5)0%
representatives, citizens and specialists from various fields (economic,
academic) to meet and discuss the challenges and necessary urban
04#)(9'4>#0"')(%'9%0/5%@"02D%

2',(#"')

M/5%65)045%F#(%")#?-?4#05=%")%WUTX*%F"0/%0/5%#">%0'%45(.')=%0'%0/5%/"-/%
)55=% 9'4% =51#0")-% "=5#(% #)=% .,#))5=% .4'I5@0(*% #(% F5,,% #(% =585,'.")-%
"))'8#0"85% (',?0"')(% 1#(5=% ')% 0/5% @45#0"85% .'05)0"#,% '9% 6,?I% @'>>?)"02%
representatives. It represents a communication, qualitative research
#)=%.4'>'0"')%0'',*%'4-#)"(5=%?)=54%0/5%9'4>%'9%#)%'.5)%.,#@5%/'(05=%
by the Casino building, an iconic heritage asset. The city of Cluj-Napoca
used the Civic Imagination and Innovation Centre (CIIC) in the context
of ROCK project as a soft instrument to co-design and co-create future
04#)(9'4>#0"')(%'9%0/5%@"02%/54"0#-5%#45#(D%

.'/

M/5%@"02%#=>")"(04#0"')%?)=540#G5(%#%@''4=")#0"')%4',5*%15")-%45(.')("1,5%
9'4% '4-#)"(")-% >550")-(% #)=% =51#05(% 9'@?(5=% ')% 8#4"'?(% 0'."@(% #)=%
#45#(% '9% ")0545(0*% #(% F5,,% #(% ="(@?((")-% /'0% (.'0(% 9'4% 45-5)54#0"')% #)=%
implementation of new city projects (i.e. park rehabilitation). After more than
two years of experimentation, CIIC has become a permanent laboratory
")%F/"@/%0/5%@"02%=585,'.(%#)=%05(0(%8#4"'?(%9'4>(%'9%@',,#1'4#0"')%#)=%
.#40)54(/".% 150F55)% ,'@#,% #@0"')(*% #">5=% #0% (?..'40")-% .#40"@".#0'42%
")"0"#0"85(% #)=% 5)@'?4#-")-% ="(@?(("')(% ')% ?41#)% "))'8#0"')% .4'I5@0(D%
^?40/54>'45*% =?4")-% 0/5% ,'@G='F)% .54"'=*% 6PP6% (0#405=% 9?)@0"')")-% #(% #%
8"40?#,%0'',%9'4%'4-#)"(")-%.?1,"@%@')(?,0#0"')(%')%="99545)0%0/5>#0"@%#45#(%
(urban regeneration, green Cluj, walkable city project, etc).
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M/5% 6"8"@% P>#-")#0"')% #)=% P))'8#0"')% 65)045% @''4=")#05(% #)=% -?"=5(%
complex networks of participatory governance, including academia,
R[:(*%04#=5%?)"')(*%.4'95(("')#,%#(('@"#0"')(D%6PP6%"(%5)0"45,2%>#)#-5=%
by Cluj-Napoca Municipality, but it works as an independent structure with
45(.')("1","02%9'4%.4'>'0")-%0/5%.#40"@".#0'42%(2(05>%'9%-'854)#)@5D%6PP6%
"(%)'0%#%./2("@#,%(.#@5*%1?0%0/5%'4-#)"(5=%>550")-(%#)=%585)0(%#45%/'(05=%
F"0/")% 0/5% 6#(")'% 1?",=")-*% 0/5% .?1,"@,2% 'F)5=% 741#)% 6?,0?45% 65)045% ")%
Cluj-Napoca. The Centre is entirely funded by the municipal budget.%

#*-)240*-5","#$
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Using this kind of tool is not enough without following-up on the
.?1,"@% >550")-(*% @')(?,0#0"')(% #)=% =51#05=D% `'?% /#85% 0'% @#459?,,2%
#)#,2(5% #)=% .4'@5((% 0/5% @',,5@05=% ")9'4>#0"')*% (5,5@0")-% 0/5% >'(0%
45,58#)0%").?0(D%

h%

:4-#)"(5% .?1,"@% @#,,(% #)=% =51#05(% #4'?)=% 0/5% >'(0% .45((")-%
@/#,,5)-5(% #)=% /5#4% @"0"$5)(% '.")"')(% ')% ="99545)0% #(.5@0(D% 645#05%
="#,'-?5%12%")@,?=")-%="99545)0%.'")0(%%'9%8"5F%@'>")-%94'>%#4@/"05@0(*%
?41#)% .,#))54(*% #)=% =585,'.54(% #(% F5,,% #(% @'>>?)"02% '4-#)"(54(*%
,'@#,%45.45(5)0#0"85(%#)=%@"8",%('@"502D
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The most visible impact achieved quite soon after the inauguration of
CIIC (around 1 year after) is related to the awareness raising among

""*

@"0"$5)(% #)=% @'>>?)"0"5(% '9% 0/5% '..'40?)"0"5(% 9'4% 5)#1,")-% .?1,"@%
.#40"@".#0"')%#)=%@'>>?)"02%5>.'F54>5)0%@')@54)")-%?41#)%.,#))")-%
#)=% =585,'.>5)0D% ^?40/54>'45*% 6PP6% /#(% #,('% ">.#@05=% 0/5% F#2% .?1,"@%
administration addresses the process for preparing and developing large(@#,5% ?41#)% ")05485)0"')% .4'I5@0(]% ")@,?=")-% =51#05(% #)=% ")054)#0"')#,%
.?1,"@%@')05(0(%9'4%45/#1","0#0"')%'9%="99545)0%.?1,"@%(.#@5(*%45=585,'.>5)0%
'9% (04#05-"@% (04550(*% #(% F5,,% #(% 0/5% 45,#0"')% 150F55)% >?(5?>(% #)=% 0/5%
urban space. The process of co-designing and co-creating solutions with
0/5%,'@#,%@'>>?)"02%/#(%-"85)%1"40/%0'%)5F%"=5#(%#)=%"))'8#0"85%.4'I5@0(*%
8#,'4"(")-%0/5%@45#0"85%.'05)0"#,%'9%0/5%6,?I%@'>>?)"02%0'%=585,'.%?41#)%
"))'8#0"')%.',"@"5(D
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234,406 inhabitants (2020)
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A place where the gas-supply factories of Eindhoven were located, the
NRE-area is situated very near the downtown area of Eindhoven on one
side, and next to a residential area on the other side. The buildings that
45>#")5=%F545%'9%/"(0'4"@%#)=%@?,0?4#,%8#,?5*%1?0%0/52%F545%")%#%8542%.''4%
(0#05% #)=% 0/5% ('",% F#(% /5#8",2% .',,?05=D% M/5% >?)"@".#,"02*% 'F)54% '9% 0/5%
NRE-area made a plan in 2004 with the intention of building 350 houses,
F'4G")-% F"0/% #% .4"8#05% =585,'.54% ')% 0/5% .4'I5@0D% +?0% F"0/% 0/5% '?0145#G%
of the financial crisis, the project was put on hold. The municipality of
A")=/'85)%/#(%155)%(5#4@/")-%9'4%#%.'(("1,5%(',?0"')%0'%45?(5%0/5%#45#%
#)=%=585,'.%"0%")%#%="99545)0%F#2D

2',(#"')

L(%0/5%5)54-2%@'>.#)2%A)=")50%>'85=%#F#2%")%WUUk*%0/5%1?",=")-(%15@#>5%
8#@#)0%#)=%"0%F#(%=5@"=5=%0'%(5,,%0/5>D%M/5%@"02%@'?)@",%?)=54F5)0%>#4G50%
research for possible buyers of the existing buildings and lots, focusing
on future residents and not real-estate developers. A sufficient number
'9% 9?0?45% 45("=5)0(% F545% 9'?)=% 0'% (0#40% 0/5% =585,'.>5)0% .4'@5((D% P0% "(%
important to note that there was no predefined plan. The development
.4'@5((% F#(% ")"0"#05=% 0'-50/54% F"0/% 0/5% (5,5@05=% .#40"5(% #)=% '0/54%
(0#G5/',=54(*%,5#=")-%0'%#%4'#=>#.%")%F/"@/%0/5%1#(5%#)=%#>1"0"')(%F545%
defined. The ambition was to grow this area into a city community that
955,(%@'>>"005=%0'%0#G")-%@#45%'9%"0D%M/5%F#2%0/5%R&A%#45#%F#(%(/#.5=%
and developed into a creative, mixed city district is unique in Eindhoven,

"$#

#)=%>#215%585)%")%M/5%R50/54,#)=(D
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L(%0/5%1?",=")-(%F545%8#@#)0%=?4")-%0/5%04#)("0"')%.54"'=*%0/5%>?)"@".#,"02%
'99545=%0/5>%0'%.5'.,5%0'%F'4G%0/545%05>.'4#4",2D%M/4'?-/%#%9'?)=#0"')*%
0/5%1?",=")-(%F545%45)05=%'?0%0'%#40"(0(%#)=%@4#90(>5)D%M/#)G(%0'%0/5(5%
first temporary residents, the area has developed a friendly reputation,
#)=% .'.?,#4% #F#45)5((% =?4")-% >#I'4% 585)0(% (?@/% #(% 0/5% O?0@/% O5("-)%
E55G%#)=%[,'F%95(0"8#,%'9%,"-/0(D%
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M/5%@''.54#0"85%./",'('./2%#0%0/5%1#(5%'9%0/"(%.4'I5@0%F#(%8542%"))'8#0"85D%
M/5% 9?0?45% 45("=5)0(% #)=% .5'.,5% 0/#0% F",,% F'4G% #)=% ,"85% /545% =5@"=5=%
0'-50/54% /'F% 0'% ">.,5>5)0% 0/5% '.0"')(% 9'4% ,"8")-*% F/#0% F",,% 15% #,,'F5=%
#)=%F/#0%F')Q0%15D%A85)%0/5%'4-#)"(#0"')%#)=%>#")05)#)@5%'9%0/5%.?1,"@%
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TRANSFERABILITY

•

The end users are at the very start of the process, not real estate
developers;

•

The city has fully taken on its role as enabler and facilitator: the
original intention was to arrange as little as possible in advance.

•

The temporary use of the buildings before they were sold, opened up
the area for a larger audience;

•

Adapting the plan to people’s projects and ideas takes more time but
is rewarding in the end and more efficient in the long term.

•

IMPACTS

Impacts that this practice had for the local community.

This method of trial and error is one of the main lessons from Eindhoven:
the citizens have to make decisions that concern them. Citizens and
users are given more responsibilities and therefore commit more strongly
to the process of co-creation. The city had also taken a not-so-easy role,
as the end objective of the process is for the municipality to let go. It
required a lot of trust between the city and the end users.
The most remarkable result is the community building through the
intense way of working together. No participant dropped out of the
project during the period of 3.5 years that it lasted. In August 2017, the
first building activities started. The construction activities on the site are
in full swing and since the end of 2018 the first residents have actually
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been living in their homes. The most important building on the site, the
former gasworks, is currently being thoroughly renovated and since May
2019, Jazz Club Fifth NRE brings new notes to the area.
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The external and internal mobility issues in Marvila and Beato are
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HOW

The Interpretive Centre aims to identify and map both built environment and life stories in the area using a participatory method. The
local community (residents, local institutions, entities with local intervention) is called to participate actively and help the municipality
gather knowledge about the cultural, material and immaterial heritage
of the neighbourhood, making it available to the public in an appealing,
playful and innovative way, therefore providing better access to this
local cultural heritage. Lisbon methodology is based on a bottom-up
safeguard strategy, encouraging the direct participation of communities. A participatory/open inventory offers the communities an opportunity to highlight and present their own tangible and intangible
cultural heritage.
A participatory/open inventory is being developed through a process
in which the surrounding community assumes a central role in the
recognition, dynamization and legitimation of the local identity axes.
Thanks to the active involvement of the community, a set of oral testimonies about the territory in different historical periods and the diverse forms of appropriation of the local cultural heritage have been
recollected and disseminated. The method combines different tools,
such as participatory mapping, geo-referencing and cartography to
represent the knowledge of local communities and to include information that is now excluded from mainstream or official maps. Inno-
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vative digital tools are used to promote knowledge about the tangible
and intangible cultural heritage of the territory.
Invitations were sent to residents that know very well the territory and
to relevant stakeholders – to integrate the Interpretive Centre Organising Committee. The OC meets twice a month and includes residents,
historians and sociologists from the city council, researchers from the
ICS- University of Lisbon and representatives of the civil parishes of
Marvila and Beato, of the local institutions SCML-PRODAC and GEBALIS and of a local association. Four groups have been set up to gather
information on the cultural heritage of each area and to identify people
who can give a privileged testimony of events, practices and experiences related to the history and cultural heritage of these territories.
1. Division of the territory into areas and teams, each concerned with
one part of the neighbourhood – by the Organising Committee
2. Mapping of the Cultural Heritage elements – by each of the OC
groups. Groups build an inventory of tangible and intangible cultural heritage by finding people who can give interesting stories of
local events, practices and experiences.
3. Recollection of information about each of the Cultural Heritage
elements - by each of the OC groups and with the support of
the Interpretive Centre team to create a database. Each team is
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TRANSFERABILITY

Within the framework of socio museology, this project was devised
with a participative methodology in mind. The key tool within this
approach is the centre’s participative inventory, whereby people and
communities participate directly in the identification and documentation of their cultural resources. This participative inventory can be replicated in other cities, within the scope of local preservation of cultural
heritage and urban regeneration projects. For these to be successful,
it is necessary to take into account that a participative inventory must
possess the following characteristics:
•

To be unfinished and consistently updated, since it reflects a flexible and ever changing community;

•

To have a team of experts and communities with equal decision-making power regarding methodology, principles and objectives, at every stage of the inventory process;

•

To acknowledge and recognize the existence of multiple, and
valid, types of knowledge, not exclusively scientific (an ecology of
knowledge);

•

To recognize that all new findings gained from this process are the
result of co-production and co-authorship.

Impacts that this practice had for the local community.
•

Dissemination of knowledge of Marvila’s cultural heritage;

•

Improved open access to data / information about local cultural
heritage;

•

Valorisation, transfer and sharing of community knowledge on local cultural heritage;

•

Improved collection of historical and recent data on local cultural
heritage;

•

Collective management and production of CH;

•

Creation of enjoyable non- formal learning;

•

Improved sharing of knowledge about local cultural heritage to
wider audience;

•

Engagement of residents in telling about their cultural heritage.
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knowledge relating to sustainability and Cultural Heritage (CH), and
bringing together all the different interdisciplinary and cross-disciplinary
expertise in this field. The focus was on user and visitor cultural experience,
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Liverpool maximized the dialogue with diverse and non-traditional
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are” that significantly increased engagement in the debate around CH.
New thinking and solutions were applied especially in experimenting
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Grade 1 listed St. Georges Hall, a Council asset that is a quintessential to
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heritage experts and local groups of volunteers, of a new kind of mixed
reality experience that involved an array of emerging technologies, such
as projection mapping Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR),
#)=% ,"85% .549'4>#)@5(D% M/5% 9?("')% '9% 0/5(5% 0F'% 45#,"0"5(% 5)#1,5=% 0/5%
audience, equipped with Augmented Reality (AR) headsets, to immerse
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facts. The characters, full-sized very realistic holograms, were created
through volumetric filming and with the help of performance artists,
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(',?0"')% /#(% 155)% 05(05=% 1'0/% ")("=5% #(% F5,,% #(% '?0("=5% 0/5% B#,,D% 7(")-%
these techniques, the team created a world’s first innovation: a prototype
of volumetrically filmed mixed reality heritage experience tested in a
@?,0?4#,%1?",=")-%#)=%')%#%7RAC6:%E'4,=%B54"0#-5%C"05*%585420/")-%?)=54%
the guidance of users’ experience and the imagination of possible ways
of exploring the building.
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researchers; the Centre for Architecture and the Visual Arts (CAVA)
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(RIBA); award-winning local creative industry partners and young artists
and performers from the Liverpool Institute for Performing Arts (LIPA),
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mechanisms, allowed a continuous exchange of ideas, improving the
quality of the final production.
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process should be open-minded and allow for open-ended results.
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The impact of the first lighting plan in 1989 has contributed to extending
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functional tool. In 2003, Lyon’s second lighting plan overcame the
traditional approach of lighting (like lighting buildings), considering the
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a reflection on the place of light in the cultural heritage of a city. Light
shows the reality of the city in its complexity and heterogeneity. Cultural
heritage can be valorised thanks to a specific lighting scenography. Today,
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HOW

Within ROCK, Lyon engaged a reflection on an overall governance and
regulatory framework to tackle light scattering (also known as light
cacophony) and preserve the cityscape in terms of cultural heritage. Light
scattering can be defined as the inconsistency created by the abuse of
light in commercial spaces (shops, windows, bars and restaurants) and
by private light in general on the carefully created light scenography on
facades and streets of the city.
The dialogue between public and private lighting that constitutes the
nocturnal landscape and the use of commercial lighting was the focus of
a series of discussions with inhabitants and visitors organised by the Lyon
urban agency. The approach retained was to understand usages, needs
and perceptions and did not intend to regulate at all costs. Different target
groups were questioned, for the city to better understand inhabitants and
visitors’ perception of commercial light. Based on these exchanges, the
city was working on a booklet of recommendations on how to properly
enlighten a terrace or a building, and how public authorities should respond
to it. To this end, the city also formed a group of actors involving different
departments of the city administration, shopkeepers associations,
different organisations and stakeholders. This work provided some leads
and an identity for a revision of the 2003 lighting plan taking into account
new challenges and recent developments among which the ecology
transition.
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MANAGEMENT

The work on permanent lighting is led by the cultural affairs department
together with the urban lighting department and a strong involvement
from the urban planning department. The city has gathered a large
and solid network of local partners in the different strands of activities:
research partners like the university and the urban agency, cultural
partners such as the city museums and archives, dissemination partners
for the European link (LUCI network, based in Lyon).
Lyon is still for many pioneers on the subjects of permanent light,
commercial light and light scattering. We witnessed the first signs of an
opportunity for collaboration at European level on the subject. As part
of ROCK activities and with the support of LUCI, Lyon organised two
workshops to exchange with other cities on the subject and share views
on permanent light, commercial light and light scattering. The future will
hold more opportunities for collaboration at European level on the subject.
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to take up strategic issues while having the luxury of budget, staff and
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A strong local partnership now exists on the topic of light, with the university,
various city departments (culture, urban lighting, urban planning), LUCI
)50F'4G*% @"02% >?(5?>(*% @"02% #4@/"85(% #)=% 0/5% ?41#)% .,#))")-% #-5)@2%
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become a local strategic issue: elected officials have become aware of
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landscape) and this converges nicely with the planned updating of the
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on a study ‘exploring urban landscapes’ carried out with 12 European
cities), light is also becoming a subject at European level.
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546,824 inhabitants (2016)
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quality of life in the city. Engage Skopje is an online, open public platform
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Athens and Skopje (role models and replicator cities) as part of the
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Founded in 2013, synAthina has made its website code open source in
2018, making the technical aspect of it available to other interested cities
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the field for municipalities to co-create shared technological solutions.
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co-develop the local consultation methodology, the city of Skopje took up
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Project framework, using the City of Athens experience of “shared key
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practices and potentially replicate them in your own local context.
As proved by Athens and Skopje, difficult economic, social or political
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plan future activities based on the citizen’s needs and expectations.
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the ROCK project. Athens and Skopje exchanged their experience on local
@'>>?)"0"5(%#)=%(/#45=%,5((')(%,5#4)0%94'>%0/5%(2)L0/")#%.,#09'4>D%M/5%
combined strategy gave both cities (Athens and Skopje) the opportunity
to reflect on the potential and challenges of such endeavors and take
0/5% .,#09'4>% #% (05.% 9'4F#4=% 0'% 45(')#05% 0/5% @?445)0% 05@/)','-"@#,% #)=%%
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embraced citizens’ initiatives in the decision-making process. In times of
health, economic and financial crisis, Skopje wanted to create a systematic
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to co-create new solutions for better life in different areas in the City.
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citizens’ groups carrying out actions to improve the quality of the city life.
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local self-government and cultivates a two-way, dynamic relationship%
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CHALLENGE

Torino was addressing a challenge related to linking permanent heritage
of the city with temporary events, by understanding how visitors move
among different events and locations in the city. The aim was to monitor
the number of visitors attending specific places and events in the city for
a better understanding if those attending temporary events were visiting
the permanent heritage of the city as well.

SOLUTION

For gaining a better evidence on the city dynamics generated by different
types of events, Torino applied LBA sensors (provided by DFRC) for crowd
analytics in 3 main areas, allowing to monitor the crowd movements and
identify mobility patterns. The targeted locations involved both permanent
CH related sites (museums, gardens, historic buildings) and temporary
events with high impact on the crowd movement and attendance
(Contemporary Art weekend, International Book Fair). The reason behind
this selection was to understand if the main events provide visitors to
“off“ events and whether temporary events provide visitors to permanent
heritage sites.

HOW

Through the use of LBA sensors, Torino collected data related to the
number of visitors, duration of stay, % of returning visitors, mobility pattern
and distribution maps. The data collected have been made available in
real time and historical views, in daily, hourly and customisable resolution,
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via web-based dashboard and a mobile app. The data and analytics have
been shared with the relevant municipal services in order to find out how,
where and when can city services be improved during events (i.e. safety).

MANAGEMENT

The sensors deployment and data analysis have been coordinated by
Torino City administration, with specific involvement of the Local Police
(Scientific and Technological Unit). The Local Police was the department
in charge of the technical implementation (sensors installation,
maintenance) and for the monitoring and analysis of data. Since the
sensors have been used in different heritage locations, as well as during
different large-scale events, different stakeholders have been involved,
such as museums directors and managers, temporary events’ organizers,
the shop/bar owners (in the area of San Salvario).

TRANSFERABILITY

•

Crowd analytics can be extremely useful for security monitoring
during large-scale events and city planning (e.g. transportation) during
festivals and free outdoor events;

•

Work together with other stakeholders such as events’ organisers,
heritage buildings managers and create synergies for better events
planning, and possibly create “evidence-based” promotional strategies.
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temporary event, Contemporary Art Fair 2018 and 2019, although with a
different extent (only one sensor in 2019), allowed some specific analysis
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is not always easy and requires huge efforts. Traditional tools are not
#,F#2(% /5,.9?,% 15@#?(5% 0/52% >?(0% =5#,% F"0/% 4#."=,2% @/#)-")-% .',"0"@#,%
contexts, as well as new raising challenges, such as Climate change and
socio-cultural aspects. The challenge of Vilnius was finding an alternative
F#2%'9%?)=54(0#)=")-%/'F%.5'.,5%955,%")%.?1,"@%?41#)%(.#@5(D%
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(VGTU), have tried to find an innovative solution that allows understanding
@"0"$5)(Q% F5,,15")-*% F"0/'?0% ="45@0,2% ")054#@0")-% F"0/% 0/5>D% P)% 0/"(% (5)(5*%
they developed a Neuro-analytical system, measuring average emotions
#)=%./2("','-"@#,%.#4#>5054(%'9%">.54(')#,"$5=%.5'.,5*%0'%15%#..,"5=%")%
the Old town (UNESCO world heritage site) and in one industrial area of
the city, leading to the creation of a “happiness index”.
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urban development. The team installed ten neuro-analytics sensors in the
:,=%M'F)*%0/5%45@45#0"')#,%-455)%#45#(*%#)=%0/5%/5#8",2%.',,?05=%")=?(04"#,%
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#)=%/'F%>?@/%955,")-(%=5.5)=%')%F5#0/54*%.',,?0"')*%05>.54#0?45*%F")=*%
=#",2%4/20/>%50@D%M/5%45(?,0(%'9%0/5%45(5#4@/%/#85%155)%="(@?((5=%")%.?1,"@%
@#>.#"-)(*% ")% >#((% >5="#*% #)=% ,'@#,% #)=% ")054)#0"')#,% @')9545)@5(*%
45@5"8")-% #% .'("0"85% 955=1#@G% 94'>% 0/5% .?1,"@D% M/5% =#0#% @',,5@05=% F545%
9?40/54% ?)"05=% ")0'% #% (2(05>% F/"@/% #,,'F5=% 0/5"4% ")054.450#0"')% ")% 0/5%
form of colours, then exhibited on the most prominent places of the city
for the first Light festival (held in January 2019 and replicated in 2020).
During Covid-19 quarantine, sensors reacted to the amount of stress
#)=% )5-#0"85% 5>'0"')(% #@@?>?,#05=% 12% 0/5% .'.?,#0"')D% M/5% /#..")5((%
index showed a decrease of citizens’ wellbeing by 20%, while boredom
increased by 80%.
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administrations. Data from the Happiness Index have been used for the
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with the main socio-economic trends by capitalizing on Cultural Heritage.
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digital technologies. The diversity of solutions and scenarios co-developed
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Through ROCK, cities that adopt technological tools can develop unique
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innovative mix of technology, citizens and community engagement,
Cultural Heritage and new experiences.
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definition of new contexts in which they interact. Social cohesion takes
place in redefined urban spaces, in new scenarios through which citizens
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or visitors can experience various places, spaces and activities. Within
ROCK, technology has become a mediator and enabler of these new
experiences by redefining the ways in which citizens experience spaces
and life in cities, contributing so to strengthen the sense of belonging.
The quality of life has increased in ROCK cities due to the high cohesion
between citizens, and Cultural Heritage has been the meeting point and
digital technologies the medium.
ROCK is highly relevant at the city level providing an innovative circular
systemic approach to the extraordinarily complex city ecosystem, where
a large number of diverse stakeholders are interacting, and different
interests must merge into a consensus. Regenerating the city requires a
citizen-centric approach, converting existing silos into an open innovation
ecosystem, which is a complex process.
ROCK manages to bring them together through a clear methodology
in a new innovative space. Through the ROCK project, the horizon of
knowledge focused on Cultural Heritage has been expanded. Building
communities and the ecosystem of stakeholders around ROCK had as
a central element the cultural spaces, cultural heritage, and all these had
revitalized the life of cities and generated new urban functions
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The value of the innovations generated within ROCK
ROCK acknowledges a central role for the cities in the process of
generating a new creative energy capable of transforming and regenerating
urban life.
Such creative energy is based on the paradigm of open innovation, where
knowledge, experiences and technologies are shared and good practices
are critically identified, as the basis for replicating successes and
avoiding threats.
A circular model was developed during the project, where six pillars have
been used to build a program of innovative pilots run in the participating
cities. The six pillars – creative, cultural, regeneration, knowledge, security
and green – are interconnected circles where the cities are spaces of
co-creation, living laboratories to put in place co-creation actions.
In the co-creation of the ROCK pilots, local actors, associations, students
and entrepreneurs worked together to design and test innovative
solutions and to produce guidelines and recommendations for future
implementations.
The innovative solutions developed in the project have been used in reallife environments, involving citizens and visitors in the assessment of the
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benefits that the proposed innovations could generate, not only for the
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SMEs can find new customers, museums and galleries can offer new
cultural experiences, and the public administrations can find guidance
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The ROCK innovations offer a wide range of instruments to co-develop
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final event of the ROCK project. In particular, the final ‘Open Knowledge’
session highlights exemplar cases of implementation of the six pillars
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involved in their regeneration can find in the resources of the ROCK Open
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new technologies (or existing ones differently), including stakeholder
knowledge, modifying materials flow, changing organisational practices
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starts considering CH (Cultural Heritage) as a product to which the same
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different contexts (validated during the demonstration activities, in three
dimensional, socio-economic, and functional different locations).
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ROCK Interoperable Platform (IP) collects and manages data sets
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primary data collected during the project - deriving from sensors and
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project using existing approaches.
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based on algorithms and common indicators defined by the replicator
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Monitoring, evaluation and Reporting System (ROCKME). The data loaded
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The Query Layer provide endpoint SPARQL for querying the data
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Data coming from the ROCK Atlas tool, reporting Urban context elements
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As a first step, ROCK has organized an in-depth re-learning exercise on
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built heritage, there are a number of angles associated to heritage-led
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structured tool for cities, no matter their size, dealing with heritage-led
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mostly senior officers involved in destination management and investment
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a mix of communications. A specific session is dedicated to how to make
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WIX) has been produced to help city branding teams in promoting and
telling stories connecting heritage to future-oriented issues, such as
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futures, can be translated into unique stories and compelling images to
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Those urban futures have been categorized into 4 strands: i) heritage
boosting new urban workplaces and emerging tech-driven activities; ii)
heritage as a driver for cultural and creative industries; iii) cultural heritage
as a driver for social innovation; iv) heritage as a driver for the experience
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The ROCK Atlas is an analytical-descriptive tool that allows ROCK partners
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to existing good practices and Role Model cities. It provides insights in an
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their local context.
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basic contextual information from open datasets regarding cultural
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and their connections to best practices and role-model cities;
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Atlas is a single page web application (SPA) built with the Angular
framework (angular.io). The application uses Firebase (firebase.google.
com) as the main database and hosting platform.
M/5% &:6;% L0,#(% "(% 1#(5=% ')% #)% ")0?"0"85% >#.% ")0549#@5% F/"@/% #,,'F(%
to easily shift from the Europe-wide scale - highlighting the relation
among role-model and replicator cities - and a local demonstrator
site view, presenting the series of actions in their local context.%
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The administration backend mimics the user experience of collaborative
#)=% '.5)% 0'',(% (?@/% #(% E"G".5="#% #)=% :.5)C045503#.D% M/5% .?1,"@%
Frontend looks like a full-screen interactive map built on the powerful
Mapbox GL framework (mapbox.com).
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The IMP is a strategic/operational tool with several levels of in-depth
#)#,2("(%#">5=%#0%0/5%@"0"5(Q%=5@"("')%>#G54(D%+5@#?(5%'9%"0(%)#0?45*%"0%"(%
very practical, easy-to-understand, easy-to-use, unique and site-specific,
@2@,"@#,% #)=% ")054#@0")-*% @'>>')% #)=% (/#45=*% 45#,"(0"@% #)=% (?(0#")#1,5*%
45-?,#4,2% 458"5F5=% #)=% ?.=#05=D% P0% "(% 1#(5=% ')% #)% ")8',85>5)0% .4'@5((%
consisting of horizontal integration of actors and cross-sectorial
coordination of polices. The IMP foresees 3 levels:
TD% Principles: Mid-term Strategic visions about the 3 ROCK Pillars:
L@@5(("1","02*%C?(0#")#1","02*%R5F%6',,#1'4#0"')(
WD% !4"'4"0"5(H%="45@0,2%@'))5@05=%0'%0/5%!",,#4(%#)=%0/5%.4")@".,5(D%O5("-)%
.4"'4"0"5(%#0%.',"@2_(04#05-"@%,585,%
3.

Tactics: describe the processes extracted by the single experimental
#@0"')(*%F"0/%0/5%#">%0'%5)@'=5%0/5%="99545)0%(05.(%#)=%0/5%5)#1,")-%
factors. The tactics are linked to the Key Actions of re-activation
.4'@5((5(%94'>%0/5%/"(0'4"@%@"02%F"0/%#%/"-/%04#)(954#1","02%=5-455D

The innovation aspects related to the IMP are based on: (1) an iterative
work methodology and (2) the co-design process articulated in (i)
>50/'=(% 9'4% =505@0")-% 0/5% ")(0#)@5(% 0/#0% 5>54-5=% 94'>% 0/5% 8#4"'?(%
actors involved in relation to space, functions and uses and (ii) translation
'9%0/5%")(0#)@5(%")0'%-?"=")-%@4"054"#%#)=%8#,?5(%0/#0%@#)%15%")05-4#05=%")0'%
0/5%=5("-)%'9%(',?0"')(*%0'',(%#)=%.4'I5@0(%9'4%0/5%7)"854("02%d')5D
It aims to be a tool for integrating the existing city plans, strategies
#)=% >"((")-% .',"@"5(*% F/",5% #0% 0/5% (#>5% 0">5% .4'8"=")-% (?--5(0"')(% 9'4%
'.54#0"85%#@0"')(%0/4'?-/%0/5%0#@0"@(D
M/5% P3!% "(% ?)=54% .?1,"@#0"')% ")% ="99545)0% ")054)#0"')#,% I'?4)#,(% F"0/% 0/5%
aim to share the methodology with the scientific public.

")%

M/5%!",'0%!,#)%#..,"5=%0'%0/5%@"02%'9%+','-)#*%.4'8"=5(%9'4%="99545)0%9'4>(%
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'9% @''4=")#0"')*% 94'>% 0/5% 3?)"@".#,"02*% 0/5% R5"-/1'?4/''=*% 0'% ,'@#,%
institutions. The experimentation has a focus on the historical University
#45#% '9% Y"#% d#>1')"*% 0/5% 7% L45#% ")8',85=% ")% 0/5% #@0"')(% '9% 0/5% &:6;%
.4'I5@0D

*+,-%".)%/"!(
>.9-O=.Q-5;4=V.=<.:,-.I46=:.I6>V.3>V.N-.Q4-?-9.,-5-A.
,::I;AJJN=6=CV>K5=3@I5=[-3:K-MJN=6=CV>85=3@84OIJ

5(2")0228&
2(2#-")-5","#$&3'60,

M/5%"=5#%'9%(0#)=#4="(#0"')%"(%5((5)0"#,%9'4%P3!Q(%(?(0#")#1","02%1?0%#,('%
=5,"@#05%9'4%P3!H%&:6;%#">(%0'%(0#)=#4="(5%#%(04?@0?45%#)=%>50/'=','-2%
for the plan, but not the plan itself that will be always site-specific and
=5("-)5=% #@@'4=")-% 0'% 0/5% 58',8")-% .5@?,"#4"0"5(% '9% 0/5% ?41#)% ="(04"@0% '4%
@"02%9'4%F/"@/%"0%"(%>5#)0D

")&
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P0%"(%#">5=%#0%0/5%@"02Q(%=5@"("')%>#G54(H
h%

Municipalities (decision-makers and policy-makers),

h%

Academic actors (Universities, professors, research fellows, students),

h%

(548"@5%.4'8"=54(%

h%

,'@#,%5@'(2(05>%'9%(0#G5/',=54(%S@?,0?4#,%'.54#0'4(*%C3A(*%1?(")5((%
companies, third parties, etc.).

#$+0&'4&"))'9-#"')&

M5@/)','-"@#,*%'4-#)"(#0"')#,*%('@"#,

#$+0&'4&-6606&9-,(0

A@')'>"@*%('@"#,*%@?,0?4#,*%5)8"4')>5)0#,%l%741#)
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The ROCK Monitoring & Evaluation (ROCKME) system is a web-based
#..,"@#0"')%0'%@',,#05%#)=%(0'45%")9'4>#0"')%')%&:6;%")05485)0"')(%S@#(5%
studies, actions, activities, projects) together with all the data on the case
(0?="5(D%P0%9'4>(%.#40%'9%0/5%@5)04#,"(5=%.,#09'4>%#)=%")05-4#05(%0/5%:.5)%
;)'F,5=-5% !'409',"'*% 0/5% +?(")5((% 3'=5,(% =#0#1#(5% #)=% 0/5% ^")#)@"#,%
C@/5>5(%=#0#1#(5D%
&:6;3A% F'4G(% #0% #@0"8"02% ,585,H% "0% #,,'F(% @"0"5(% #)=% '0/54% @')('40"?>%
.#40)54(% 0'% >')"0'4*% 58#,?#05% #)=% 45.'40% ')% 0/5% '854#,,% ">.#@0% '9% 0/5"4%
")05485)0"')(*%F/'%0/52%/#85%5)-#-5=*%#)=%F/50/54%0/52%/#85%#@/"585=%
0/5"4%")05)=5=%'?0@'>5(%#)=%/'FD%
L(% .#40% '9% 0/5% >')"0'4")-% @'>.')5)0% '9% &:6;3A% "(% 0/5% #..,"@#0"')% '9%
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) on which to assess progress and
>5#(?45%(?@@5((%'9%0/5%(0#05=%'?0@'>5D%C0#G5/',=54(%@#)%5#(",2%(50%0/5"4%%
'F)%;!P(D
M/5% -5)54"@% (50% '9% ;!P(% F545% =585,'.5=% ")% @')(?,0#0"')% F"0/% 0/5% M#(G%
^'4@5%')%&:6;%;!P(D%&:6;3A%5)#1,5(%'4-#)"(#0"')(%0'%45.'40%>')"0'4")-%
=#0#%')%#%45-?,#4%1#("(%#)=%.4'8"=5(%0/5>%F"0/%#=="0"')#,%9?)@0"')#,"02%0'%
45@'4=%")9'4>#0"')%')%G52%'?0.?0(%94'>%0/5%")05485)0"')%S585)0(*%>550")-*%
publications, media).
L0% 0/5% @'>.,50"')% '9% #)% ")05485)0"')*% 0/5% 58#,?#0"')% @'>.')5)0% '9%
ROCKME requires the city /organisation to provide details on how
(?@@5((9?,%"0%#@/"585=%"0(%'?0@'>5(]%F/50/54%#)2%@/#)-5(%")%1'?)=#42%
partners and other beneficiaries were experienced e.g. behaviour change;
whether timeplans and budgets were adhered to; and reflections about
'854#,,% .4'I5@0% >#)#-5>5)0% #)=% @')('40"?>% ")054#@0"')(D% L% (?1(50% '9%
0/5%P)9'4>#0"')%(?..,"5=%0'%&:6;3A%"(%0/5)%?0","(5=%12%0/5%P)054'.54#1,5%

")'

Platform (IP) for analysis and knowledge awareness building by non&:6;%'4-#)"(#0"')(%(?@/%#(%'0/54%@"02%>?)"@".#,"0"5(D
&:6;3A% ")05-4#05(% F"0/% 0/5% 6;LR% .,#09'4>*% #)=% F/5)% #)% #@0"8"02%
is completed and evaluated, the final report, together with all the data
(including Financial Schemes and Business Model) can be published
(5#>,5((,2%')0'%6;LRD%

*+,-%".)%/"!(
/012BS.4;.>Q>46>N6-.>:.
,::I;AJJ5=3@O-K5=3@I5=[-3:K-M.
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P)%0'0#,*%'854%TgU%="99545)0%#@0"8"0"5(%/#85%155)%?.,'#=5=D%M/5%6"02%'9%M?4")%
/#(% 5)0545=% 9?,,% =50#",(% 9'4% WT% !4'I5@0(% ")@,?=")-% +?(")5((% >'=5,(% #)=%

5(2")0228&
2(2#-")-5","#$&3'60,

^?)=")-%35@/#)"(>(D%;!P(%F545%#,('%")@,?=5=%9'4%>')"0'4")-%.?4.'(5(D
M/5% 0'',% .4'8"=5(% ;!P(% 0'% 04#@G% .4'-45((% 0'F#4=(% 45#@/% 1?(")5((% #)=%
(?(0#")#1","02%'?0@'>5(D

")(
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3?)"@".#,"0"5(*%585)0%'4-#)"(54(*%.,#))54(*%9?)=54(D

#$+0&'4&"))'9-#"')&

M5@/)','-"@#,*%:4-#)"(#0"')#,*%C'@"#,

#$+0&'4&-6606&9-,(0

h%

Economic – examples of best practice, examples of different sources
'9%9?)=")-%#)=%1?(")5((%>'=5,(D%

h%

6?,0?4#,% <% =5>')(04#05% /'F% 6B% /#(% ">.4'85=% 0/4'?-/% ="99545)0%
")05485)0"')(%

h%

Social – identifies the stakeholders involved and the beneficiaries of
6B%")05485)0"')(D

h%

741#)%<%"0%#,,'F(%@"0"5(%0'%,5#4)%94'>%5#@/%'0/54Q(%#@0"8"0"5(*%,5((')(%
,5#4)0*%#)=%#=#.0%#)=%45.,"@#05%0/5(5%#@0"8"0"5(%")%0/5"4%'F)%0544"0'4"5(D
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M/5%#..,"@#0"')%.4'8"=5(%")9'4>#0"')%#1'?0%@?445)0%#)=%9'4>54%1?",=")-(%
and historical sites to enhance the historical assets of the city. The geo,'@#05=% @')05)0% "(% .4'8"=5=% ")% #% )?>154% '9% 9'4>#0(% ")@,?=")-% WO% >#.%
views, AR visualization of 2D models of buildings on-site, immersive
.#)'4#>#% ./'0'-4#./(*% #)=% ,"(0% 8"5F(D%M/5% '?0@'>5% (',?0"')% ,''G(% 9'4%
>#G")-%(?@/%")9'4>#0"')%5#(",2%#@@5(("1,5%0'%0/5%.?1,"@%")%#%)?>154%'9%
formats that could help people to have richer experience about cities. We
.4'8"=5% -?"=5,")5(% 0/#0% F",,% 15% ?(59?,% 9'4% .5'.,5% =585,'.")-% >'1",5% L&%
applications for city-scale tourism or outdoor guiding and discuss how
0/5%?)=54,2")-%05@/)','-2%@'?,=%15%?(5=%9'4%#..,"@#0"')(%")%'0/54%#45#(D
"))
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M/5% "=5#% 15/")=% 0/"(% #..,"@#0"')% "(% @',,5@0")-% 0/"(% ")9'4>#0"')% #)=%
reorganizing it into a geo-located structure, and making it easily accessible
0/4'?-/% >'=54)% .54(')#,% ")9'4>#0"')% 05@/)','-2*% ('% 0/#0% "0% @#)% /5,.%
.5'.,5% 0'% ?)=54(0#)=% #)=% 45>5>154% 0/'(5% /"(0'4"@% ("05(% '4% /"(0'4"@#,%
585)0(D% P)% #=="0"')% 0'% .4'8"=")-% /"(0'4"@#,% ")9'4>#0"')% #1'?0% 1?",=")-(*%
0/5%#..,"@#0"')%"(%#,('%=5("-)5=%0'%.4'8"=5%')("05%L&%8"(?#,"$#0"')%'9%0/5%
1?",=")-(*%#,,'F")-%?(54(%0'%(55%#%8"40?#,%")9'4>#0"')%#(('@"#05=%F"0/%0/5%
1?",=")-%')%0/5%45#,%("05%F/545%"0%')@5%F#(D

5(2")0228&
2(2#-")-5","#$&3'60,

M/5%1?(")5((%>'=5,*%+W6*%"(%0#4-50")-%3?)"@".#,"0"5(%#(%")"0"#,%@,"5)0(%F/'%
@#)%.4'8"=5%8#,?5%#==5=%(548"@5(%#,')-%0/5%@"02%#)=%0/5%>#")%@'>.50"0"85%
advantage is generated by the user’s experience.

#-*10#&(20*2

Citizens & Tourists (mainly Tourists)

#$+0&'4&"))'9-#"')&

M5@/)','-"@#,% "))'8#0"')H% (0#)=(% ")% 0/5% ?(5=% '9% -5'.'("0"')5=% =#0#% q%
")@'4.'4#0")-%0/5%,#05(0%L&%.#0054)%45@'-)"0"')%05@/)','-"5(

#$+0&'4&-6606&9-,(0

M/5%>#")%=5("-)%95#0?45%'9%0/5%#..,"@#0"')%"(%8"(?#,"$")-% ")9'4>#0"')% '9%
0/5%1?",=")-(%?(")-%L&%05@/)','-2*%(/'F")-%0/5%@"02%>#")%159'45%#(%0/52%
#45%4"-/0%)'F%'4%,')-%0">5%#-'%=#0#D

f49-=.Y-M5=>V>6L:43;.-]I-54O-V:>:4=V.4V.X=6=CV>.I,=:=;.NL.B>5C,-54:>1>I54664
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Video Neuroanalytics (VN) senses and analyses nine data layers over
time: emotional, biometric, and physiological signals of passers-by,
0'-50/54% F"0/% '0/54% 5)8"4')>5)0#,% =#0#D% M/5(5% >#.(% #45% @'>.",5=%
1#(5=% ')% 0/5% =585,'.5=% =#0#1#(5% '9% )5?4'% =5@"("')% >#04"@5(D% YR%
>#G5(% 45@'>>5)=#0"')(% 0'% ="99545)0% (0#G5/',=54(% ')% F#2(% 0'% ">.4'85%
(?(0#")#1","02*% 5995@0"85% 45-5)54#0"')% #)=% #=#.0"85% 45?(5% '9% #% .#40"@?,#4%
@?,0?4#,%/54"0#-5%
Opinion Analytics (OA) automatically detects in RT citizens’ opinions
expressed in media and social media towards issues of urban CH. By
#..,2")-%:L*%"0%"(%.'(("1,5%0'%?)=54(0#)=%#)=%>')"0'4%'.")"')(*%0/'?-/0(*%
(5)0">5)0(*% #00"0?=5(*% 5>'0"')(% #)=% .459545)@5(% '9% ?41#)% @"0"$5)(% #)=%
allow city officials to make superior decisions.
P)05-4#05=% 6?,0?4#,% B54"0#-5% L)#,20"@(% "(% 0/5% 45(?,0% '9% 0/5% @'>1")#0"')%
'9% :L% l% YR% #)=% #% 4#)-5% '9% C>#40% OCC% S3?,0".,5% 64"054"#% 6B% L)#,2("(%
#)=% &5@'>>5)=54% C2(05>*% B5#,0/2% +?",0% A)8"4')>5)0% 3?,0".,5% 64"054"#%
L)#,2("(%#)=%&5@'>>5)=54%C2(05>*%A995@0"85%&5-5)54#0"')%#)=%L=#.0"85%
Reuse Decision Support System, etc.).

*+,-%".)%/"!(
f46V4M;.,>II4V-;;.4V9-].3>V.N-.Q4-?-9.,-5-A
,::I;AJJ>I4KQ46V4M;K6:J,>II4V-;;84V9-].

07-3+,02&'4&(20
5(2")0228&
2(2#-")-5","#$&3'60,

Y",)"?(*%+','-)#*%N"(1')*%CG'.I5*%+4?((5,(*%C4"%N#)G#*%!,?)-5
M/"(% 0'',% 9'45(55(% +W+% l% +WP% >'=5,(% (")@5% 0/5% '?0.?0(% "0% -5)54#05(%
could be used both in decision-making and in providing more tailored
experiences to the needs of citizens or individuals which use or visit
@540#")%?41#)%'4%@?,0?4#,%(.#@5(D

")!

TARGET USERS

The

main

target

users

are:

municipalities

and

communities,

private business, developers, architects, contractors, landowners,
environmentalists, consultants and any other agent concerned with
effective management of the spaces, attracting residents, businesses,
students, tourists, cultural operators and events, etc
TYPE OF INNOVATION

Technological, social

TYPE OF ADDED VALUE

One of the keys of this tool is the collaboration with stakeholders to
improve sustainability, effective regeneration and adaptive reuse of
cultural heritage assets and better sites management. In this respect,
from the Open Innovation paradigm where stakeholders could co-create
the future experiences, Integrated CH Analytics could deliver this
dimension of value. Another link with the Open Innovation paradigm is
the citizen’s experiences as the focal point of the co-creation process and
the beneficiary of this process.
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The Creative Green (CG) Tools are a suite of free carbon calculators
developed for the cultural sector –they are specific to cultural activities
#)=%?(5=%0'%?)=54(0#)=%0/5%5)8"4')>5)0#,%">.#@0(%'9%@?,0?4#,%1?",=")-(*%
offices, outdoor events, tours and productions, covering: energy, waste,
F#054*% 04#85,% #)=% 04#)(.'40#0"')% #)=% >#054"#,(D% A)8"4')>5)0#,% ">.#@0(%
#45% 8"(?#,"$5=% ")% #% 8#4"502% '9% @#41')% 9''0.4")0% -4#./(*% #,,'F")-% ?(54(% 0'%
@'>.#45% 0/5"4% 5)8"4')>5)0#,% .549'4>#)@5% 150F55)% #@0"8"0"5(% S(?@/% #(%
city festivals), buildings, and also year on year analysis. Users are also
#1,5%0'%@'>.#45%0/5"4%5)8"4')>5)0#,%.549'4>#)@5%#-#")(0%V?,"5Q(%+"@2@,5%
15)@/>#4G(% F/"@/% @'>.#45% 2'?4% 5)8"4')>5)0#,% .549'4>#)@5% #-#")(0%
")=?(042%#854#-5(D

"*$

*+,-%".)%/"!(
O=5-.4V<=5O>:4=V;.3>V.N-.<=MV9.>:A
,::I;AJJ4C8:==6;K3=OJ6=C4V
>V9.4V.:,-.:;<=>
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The exemplar ROCK city using the Creative Green Tools is Liverpool:
publicly-funded cultural organisations in the city have been recording and
45.'40")-%5)8"4')>5)0#,%=#0#%(")@5%WUTWD%V?,"5Q(%+"@2@,5%"(%.'.?,#0")-%0/5%
6[% M'',(% F"0/% =#0#% 94'>% 0/5% &5.,"@#0'4% @"0"5(% 1#(5=% ')% 5)8"4')>5)0#,%
audits of three key cultural organisation (1 per city). Additional data has
155)% @',,5@05=% 94'>% +','-)#Q(% !#,#$$'% =QL@@?4("'% 0'% 1?",=% ?.% #% >'45%
")9'4>5=% ?)=54(0#)=")-% '9% 5)8"4')>5)0#,% ">.#@0(% ")% 0/5% @"02Q(% @?,0?4#,%
")94#(04?@0?45D%M/"(%=#0#%#)=%#?="0(%F",,%")9'4>%#%(04#05-2%='@?>5)0%.54%
@"02% F/"@/% F",,% (?>>#4"(5% 0/5% @',,5@05=% ")9'4>#0"')% #)=% .4'8"=5% G52%
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are additional exploitation opportunities –for example gamification and
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Economic value achieved through better informed investment on efficiency
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Sustainable events guidelines (with Eurocities)

h%

Sustainable food fact sheet (Lisbon)

h%

Plastics fact sheet (Lisbon)

h%

Guidance for Sustainable Light Festival (Skopje)

h%

Green governance (all cities)

h%

Green office guides -policy and action plans (all cities)

h%

Waste (all cities)

h%

Procurement (all cities)

h%

Sustainable events template questionnaire (Bologna)

h%

Sustainable events case study/strategic report (Bologna)
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sector (organisations and public administrations), developing awareness
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action areas, for example:
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international best practice examples
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training events etc.) This content is available on the Julie’s Bicycle website
and is made possible by key relationships, for example JB’s contract with
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N+LC5)(5% "(% 0/5% 0'',% 12% O^&6% 0/#0% .4'8"=5(% ")("-/0(% #1'?0% .5'.,5Q(%
15/#8"'?4% F"0/")% 0/5% #45#% ?)=54% >')"0'4")-*% F/545% "0(% .#(("85% >'1",5%
phone detectors are installed. The Crowd Analytics figures provided
include real-time people counting, trends and revisit patterns, duration of
stay, visitors traffic flows, nationality distribution.
N+LC5)(5%"0%"(%#%.#(("85%(2(05>%@#.#1,5%'9%=505@0")-%#)')2>'?(%("-)#,(%
transmitted by mobile phones over Wi-Fi. The signal is related only to
the digital, unique signature of the mobile device – no connection with
the person’s identity, no mobile number, phone call or text can ever be
=505@05=%12%N+LC5)(5D
M/5%(2(05>%.54%(5%@'>5(%F"0/%.4'.4"50#42%/#4=F#45%#)=%0/5%=5.,'2>5)0%
@')("(0(% ")% (5)('4(% 0'% 15% ")(0#,,5=% ")% G52% ?41#)% #45#(*% N+LC5)(5% "(% #)%
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LBASense is a passive, non-intrusive yet accurate measurement tool to
#)#,2(5%?41#)
@4'F=(*% 94'>% @'?)0")-% .5'.,5% 0'% >5#(?4")-% 0/5% 0">5% (.5)0% 12% 0">5% ")%
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M/5%>#")%9?)@0"')#,"02%=585,'.5=%F"0/")%&:6;%.4'I5@0%"(%0/5%")0549#@5%F"0/%
CKAN. An automatic tool generates multiple CSV data files in a format
0/#0%F#(%=5("-)5=%5(.5@"#,,2%9'4%0/5%&:6;%.4'I5@0D%P>.,5>5)05=%F"0/%#%
special API, the tool allows the dataset creation on the fly. Additionally,
O^&6% =585,'.% #% (548"@5% 0/#0% #?0'>#0"@#,,2% -5)54#05(% >?,0".,5% 45.'40(%
?(")-%#)'0/54%=5="@#05=%L!PD
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Real time monitoring on people flow in publics area min selected
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value generated by the data gathered from and the experience of crowds
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M/5% 0'',% /#(% 155)% @')@5.0?#,"$5=% #(% #% >'=?,#4% .,#09'4>% 9'4% 45>'05%
collection, storage and analysis of environmental (air quality, noise
levels) and climate parameters measured by distributed sensor networks
=5.,'25=%")%="99545)0%,'@#0"')(%F"0/")%#)%?41#)%#45#D%M/5%?(5%'9%45,#0"85,2%
low-cost sensors allows for denser sensor deployments in order to get
>'45%#@@?4#05%")("-/0(%")0'%0/5%>"@4'@,">#05%#)=%5)8"4')>5)0#,%("0?#0"')%
in specific urban areas, and thus assess with higher precision the impacts
'9%?41#)%45-5)54#0"')%#@0"')(D
M/5%0'',%@#)%15%#=#.05=%0'%")05-4#05%="99545)0%02.5(%'9%(5)('4(%0'%>')"0'4%
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order to avoid any vendor lock-in. LoRaWAN is the preferred technology
9'4%@',,5@0")-%0/5%=#0#%94'>%0/5%="(04"1?05=%(5)('4%)50F'4GD
M/5% @',,5@05=% =#0#% #45% (0'45=% ")% #% @,'?=% (54854*% 15")-% .'(("1,5% 0/5% ?(5%
of different technologies for data storage (e.g. SQL Server and InfluxDB
databases), data visualization, (e.g. Graphana), etc. One important aspect
'9% 0/5% =#0#% .4'@5((")-% ")% 0/5% @,'?=% "(% 0/5% @#,"14#0"')% '9% >5#(?45=% #"4%
quality and noise levels to compensate for possible effects of climate
.#4#>5054(%')%0/5%.45@"("')%'9%0/5%>5#(?45>5)0(D
N#(0,2*%0/5%=#0#%@',,5@05=%#45%04#)(>"005=%0'%0/5%6;LR%.'40#,%F"0/")%0/5%
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S05>.54#0?45*%45,#0"85%/?>"="02*%#0>'(./54"@%.45((?45*%F")=%(.55=*%F")=%
direction and rainfall), air quality (Particulate Matter concentrations: PM1,
PM2.5 and PM10), and noise levels. LoRaWAN is used in both cases for
=#0#%04#)(>"(("')*%#)=%#%(")-,5%(0#0"')%"(%5)'?-/%9'4%@',,5@0")-%0/5%=#0#%
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exploitation of the tool: provisioning of consulting services to cities for
0/5%.4'I5@0%=5("-)*%=5.,'2>5)0%#)=%'.54#0"')%'9%0/5%0'',*%#)=%")05-4#0"')%
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of urban green areas).
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providing support to decision-making processes related to urban
45-5)54#0"')% '4% 0'% -5)54#,% 5)8"4')>5)0#,% >#)#-5>5)0% '9% 0/5% @"02D%%
L)2% @"0"$5)% @#)% 15% #% .'05)0"#,% ?(54% '9% 0/5% 0'',% 0/4'?-/% 0/5% ?(5% '9% 0/5%
'.5)%=#0#%?.,'#=5=%0'%0/5%&:6;%.,#09'4>D%N#(0,2*%0/5%0'',%@#)%15%?(5=%12%
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of green areas, mobility, and logistics (e.g. last-mile delivery).
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This tool includes the ENVI-met software use and anonym questionnaires
0'%#((5((%/'F%.5'.,5%4#05%@'>9'40%(5)(#0"')%")%'.5)%(.#@5(D%P0%"(%1#(5=%
')%0/5%>'=5,,")-%'9%0/5%#45#%'9%")0545(0%")%'4=54%0'%'10#")%:?0=''4%M/54>#,%
6'>9'40%3#.(%9'4%5#@/%./2("@#,%8#4"#1,5%#)=%9'4%0/5%@'>9'40%58#,?#0"')%
indexes. The tool aims to estimate the opinions on the thermal comfort
expressed by people by indirect assessment using the evaluation of
the flows of people. It aims also to compare “homogeneous physical
areas” and “homogeneous judgment areas” - before during and after the
temporary transformation event - to assess the improvement recorded
")% 0/5% '?0=''4% 0/54>#,% @'>9'40% #9054% 0/5% ">.,5>5)0#0"')% '9% ./2("@#,%
modification actions. Moreover, this experimentation allows to lay the
first correlations between physical variables (including architectural and
urban design) and people’s thermal comfort.
The toolkit focuses on two aspects: (a) the characterization of thermo./2("@#,% .4'.540"5(% '9% >#054"#,(% #)=% 05@/)','-"@#,% (',?0"')(% 9'4% 0/5%
modelling; (b) the correspondence between the thermal comfort indexes
(e.g. Physiological Equivalent Temperature PET).
ARYP3AM% ('90F#45% F#(% ?(5=% 0'% (">?,#05% '?0=''4% >"@4'@,">#05% #)=%
0/54>#,%@'>9'40%9'4%k%&5.,"@#0'4%6"0"5(%#45#(H
h%
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F"0/'?0%3#,5145%M455%")05485)0"')]
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Skopje, area Mosque Mustafà Pascià – Museum of North Macedonia

M/5%M'',%#@0"8"02%")@,?=5=%0/5%(?..'40%0'%")(0#,,%>"@4'@,">#05%.4'15(%')%
("05%")%+','-)#D
M/"(% #@0"8"02% #,,'F5=% 0'% #((5((% 0/5% @'445,#0"')% 150F55)% .5'.,5% =5)("02%
(people flow, count and density) and outdoor thermal comfort in the
=505@05=%#45#D

"!"

EXAMPLES OF USE

The tool allows to assess the role on microclimate and outdoor thermal
comfort due to architectural patterns and urban design (materials,
buildings geometry, squares geometry, urban canyons, pavement textures,
absence/presence of tree or grass, material albedo or reflectance) and
due to events with assemblage of persons.

BUSINESS/
SUSTAINABILITY MODEL

The business model for this tool is addressing both institutions and
business. The tool is useful for organisations that want to understand the
correlation between properties of materials, technological solutions and
human comfort.

TARGET USERS

192

The Tool is aimed at the city’s decision makers:
•

Municipalities (decision-makers and policy-makers)

•

Academic actors (Universities, professors, research fellows, students)

•

Event planners/managers

TYPE OF INNOVATION

Technological, organisational, social

TYPE OF ADDED VALUE

Environmental, social, urban
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The Indoor Microclimate Monitoring (environment & conservation) is
a predictive tool including indoor microclimate monitoring (IMM). The
development of the tool included a specific microclimatic monitoring
system installation on site and the definition of a specific ‘Alert-range”. The
.45(5)@5%'9%0/5%(5)('4(%#,,'F(%0/5%F#4)")-%")%@#(5%")=''4%5)8"4')>5)0%
physics variables are out of the appropriate conservation specific ranges,
('% 0'% ">.,5>5)0% 0/5% )55=5=% @'445@0"85% #@0"')(D% P)% #=="0"')% "0% =585,'.(%
develop a site specific ‘indoor microclimate management Protocol
(IMMP)’ which contains recommendation for managing the microclimate
F/545%>#)?(@4".0*%1''G*%,"14#42%#)=%4''>(%#45%.45(5)05=%")%0/5%("05%'9%0/5%
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exhibition is taking place.
M/545%#45%0F'%5,5>5)0(%'9%)'85,02%")04'=?@5=%12%'?4%#..4'#@/D%:)%0/5%')5%
/#)=*%F5%#='.0%@?(0'>"$5=%")=''4%>"@4'@,">#05%05@/)','-"5(%0/#0%#,,'F%
?(%>')"0'4")-%")=''4%#"4%#)=%"0(%5995@0%')%/"(0'4"@#,%1''G(*%>#)?(@4".0(*%
0#1,5(*%@#40'-4#./2*%50@D%")%0/5%+7+%N"14#42Q(%45#=")-%4''>*%F"0/%/5#0")-%
(2(05>*% #)=% /"(0'4"@% +7+% L4@/"85*% F"0/'?0% /5#0")-% (2(05>D% 35#(?45=%
=#0#% /#85% 155)% 58#,?#05=% 9',,'F")-% -4#./"@(Q% 045)=(*% .(2@/4'>504"@%
charts, frequency and cumulative, etc. for each variable, in order to know,
in advance, the eventuality of microclimate risk (mould, moth, etc.). On
0/5% '0/54% /#)=*% F5% F'4G5=% ')% #% 0'',% 0'% (?..'40% N"14#4"#)% C.5@"#,"(0(%
#)=% O"45@0'4(% 0'% >#)#-5% 1''G% 45(0'4#0"')% #)=_'4% ,'#)% .4'0'@',% #)=_'4%
exhibition in libraries or other places
M/5%45(5#4@/%#@0"8"02%")@,?=5=%0/5%=5("-)%'9%0/5%>')"0'4")-%#)=%(5)('4%
.4'0'02.5%=58"@5*%=585,'.5=%12%LCA%(4,D%M'-50/54%F"0/%LCA%(4,*%5,5@04')"@%
and physics variable were defined: variable ranges, sensor output, etc.
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M/5%0'',%F#(%05(05=%")%0/5%7)"854("02%N"14#42%'9%0/5%7)"854("02%'9%+','-)#%
.4'8"=")-%0/5%")(0#,,#0"')%'9%#%(50%'9%(5)('4(D%%M/5%>')"0'4")-%@#>.#"-)%
started 20th December 2018 and ended a year later, so the results show
")=''4% >"@4'@,">#05% 045)=(% =?4")-% #,,% 0/5% 9'?4% (5#(')(D% M/5% (5)('4(%
>5#(?45=% 0/5% ")=''4% >"@4'@,">#05% .#4#>5054(% S#"4% 05>.54#0?45*% 45,#0"85%
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humidity, illuminance, Carbon dioxide CO2) and an online platform was
@45#05=% 0'% @',,5@0% =#0#D% &5(5#4@/% 45(?,0(% '9% 0/5% >')"0'4")-% @#>.#"-)%
show that indoor microclimate monitoring (IMM), referred to manuscripts,
1''G(% #)=% #4059#@0(% ")% 7)"854("02% N"14#42% '9% +','-)#% 7)"854("02*% #,,'F%
us to define specific indoor microclimate alert range and to develop
>#)#-5>5)0%.4'0'@',(D
M/5%0'',%#..,"5(%0'%'0/54%/"(0'4"@#,%N"14#4"5(%S5D-D%I?(0%")%P0#,2*%3#,#05(0"#)#%
N"14#42%")%65(5)#*%!#,#0")#%N"14#42%")%!#4>#*%C#)%3#4@'%N"14#42%")%^,'45)@5*%
etc.) and other heritage buildings, also with several rooms (e.g. villas,
castle, realm, etc.).
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Essentially B2I, including Public-Private Partnerships
M/5% 0'',% @#)% (?..'40% 0/5% >#)#-5>5)0% #@0"8"0"5(% '9% 6?,0?4#,% B54"0#-5%
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The aim of this tool is to provide location-based analytics based on Global
Positioning System (GPS) tracking. It exploits participatory mapping
#..4'#@/% 12% ?(")-% [!C% 04#@G(% '9% .#40"@".#)0(% S8"#% (>#,,% [!C% 04#@G")-%
devices that does not link to any personal information). This tool uses a
software solution called “Trace Annotator” (TA), developed by TU/e. TA
takes GPS trace data as input and generates activity-travel diary data of
?(54(D%ML%(">?,0#)5'?(,2%="99545)0"#05(%150F55)%#%@540#")%04#)(.'40#0"')%
>'=5%#)=%#)%#@0"8"02%5."('=5D%M/5%[!C%1#(5=%="#42%=#0#%@45#05(%.,5)02%
'9%")9'4>#0"')%')%#@0"8"02%02.5(*%04#85,%="(0#)@5*%0">5*%=?4#0"')%#)=%4'?05D%
If users opt-in, by using the online questionnaire platform of TU/e and
the location-based social network service data, we enrich the GPS data
04#I5@0'4"5(% F"0/% 1#@G-4'?)=% ")9'4>#0"')% '9% ?(54(% #)=% ")@'4.'4#05%
(5>#)0"@%>5#)")-%0'%[!C%04#@G54(%(?@/%#(%955,")-(%#0%@540#")%,'@#0"')(D%
6'>1")#0"')% '9% 0/5(5% =#0#% "(% ?(5=% 9'4% ?)=54(0#)=")-% 0/5% ="99545)@5(%
150F55)% #% 8#4"502% '9% ?(54(% (?@/% #(% ="99545)0% -5)=54*% ")@'>5% #)=% #-5%
-4'?.(% #)=% #,('% ?)=54(0#)=")-% 0/5% >5#)")-% #)=% '.")"')(% #00#@/5=% 0'%
0/5%.",'0%#45#%12%.5'.,5D%P)%.#40"@?,#4*%0/"(%0'',%@#)%15%?(5=%0'%?)=54(0#)=H%
which exact routes people take in the city; which transport mode people
0#G5]%/'F%,')-%0/5"4%04".(%#)=%#@0"8"0"5(%0#G5]%F/"@/%(.'0(%0/52%(.5)=%>'45_
,5((%0">5]%F/"@/%#@0"8"0"5(%0/52%@')=?@0%#0%0/5(5%(.'0(]%F/"@/%,'@#0"')(%
04"--54%955,")-(%#)=%'.")"')(%'9%.5'.,5D
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During large-scale cultural events to understand visitor flows; during
a normal week to understand activity-travel patterns; for accessibility/
mobility related experiments.
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^#,,(% ?)=54% 0/5% '.5)% "))'8#0"')% .#4#="->% F/545% @45#0")-% 8#,?5%
.4'.'("0"')%"(%0#4-505=D%P)%0/#0%(5)(5*%(/#45=%8#,?5(%F"0/%0/5%5)=%?(54(%
#45% @')("=545=D% P)% #=="0"')*% @45#05=% ?)=54(0#)=")-(% '9% 0/5% 0'',% ")% ,"8")-%
labs enable extensions and new developments via citizens.
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Social (due to its participatory approach); Technical (providing individual
activity-travel diary based on Bayesian network and machine learning
algorithms; enabling the integration of semantics to GPS data).

"!)

TYPE OF ADDED VALUE

Environmental & Urban (results give an understanding of the mobility
behaviour of individuals and therefore enable policy making for
environmentally friendly solutions; results give an understanding how the
urban locations are experienced and therefore enable policy making for
better perceived urban places).
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M/5%.,#09'4>*%#))'?)@5=%#0%0/5%^#"4(%'9%P))'8#0'4(*%")%0/5%94#>5%'9%0/5%
European Year of Cultural Heritage 2018, has several features and services
#8#",#1,5%9'4%0/5%?(54(*%F/'%@#)%I'")%0/5%.,#09'4>%9455,2%#)=%9',,'F")-%#%
8542% (5#>,5((% 45-"(04#0"')% .4'@5=?45D% M/5% .,#09'4>% /#(% #% 8542% i('@"#,Q%
@/#4#@054% #)=% '9954(% 0/5% /"-/5(0% ,585,% '9% ")054#@0"')% 0'% "0(% ?(54(D% E/5)%
45-"(0545=*% 0/5% ?(54(% @#)% .?1,"(/% )5F(% #1'?0% 0/5"4% #@0"8"0"5(*% #))'?)@5%
585)0(*% .45(5)0% 0/5"4% "))'8#0"')(% <% 15")-% 0/5>% .4'=?@0(*% (548"@5(*%
projects, and others -, create and share working spaces, and give access
0'%0/5"4%'),")5%#4@/"85(D
The platform is composed by 3 sections that give access to various types
of multimedia contents: 1.Events, 2.Workspaces and 3.Innovations. The 3
(5@0"')(%#45%,")G5=%#)=%F/5)%#%)5F%@')05)0%"(%.?1,"(/5=%")%')5%(5(("')*%
0/5)% "0% @#)% 15% ,")G5=% ")% 0?4)% 0'% '0/54% (5(("')(D% M/5% (#>5% /#..5)(% 9'4%
)5F(%#)=%='@?>5)0(D%
7(54(%@#)%#,('%.#40"@".#05%")%0/5%k%@'>>?)"0"5(%0/#0%/#85%155)%@45#05=%
as ‘pre-defined’ areas of interest. They are: 1. Circular, sustainable and
creative cities, 2. Heritage at risk, 3. Shared management of cultural
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L=="0"')#,% @'>>?)"0"5(% @#)% 15% @45#05=% ')% 0/5% 1#("(% '9% 0/5% ")0545(0(%
expressed by the users.
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FFFD"))'8#0'4(")@?,0?4#,/54"0#-5D5?%/#(%155)%?(5=%12%0/5%&:6;%.4'I5@0%
0'%.4'>'05%"0(%&'#=(/'F(%")%+','-)#*%N"(1')%#)=%CG'.I5D
M/5% .,#09'4>% "(% '.5)% ('?4@5% #)=% "0(% ?(5% "(% 9455% '9% @/#4-5D% M/5%
('90F#45% "(% >#")0#")5=% 12% 6R&% #(% .#40% '9% "0(% ")(0"0?0"')#,% 4',5D% 6R&%
#,('% .4'8"=5(% 0/5% /'(0")-% '9% 0/5% #..,"@#0"')% #)=% '9% 0/5% =#0#1#(5D% M/5%
maintenance of the contents in the platform is based on the pro-active
@')04"1?0"')% '9% "0(% ?(54(D% 3'45% .4'I5@0(% #45% ")8"05=% 0'% I'")% 0/5% .,#09'4>%
and to publish on it, for example of ILUCIDARE, REACH, HERCULES.%
M/5% (?(0#")#1","02% '9% 0/5% .,#09'4>% "(% (04"@0,2% ,")G5=% F"0/% 0/5% #@0?#,%
")8',85>5)0% '9% ?(54(D% M/5% ?(54(% #)=% 0/5"4% .4'I5@0(% F",,% #=8'@#05% 0/5%
(?..'40%'9%0/5%A?4'.5#)%6'>>"(("')%#,('%")%0/5%9?0?45D
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M/5%A?4'.5#)%&:6;%.4'I5@0%")%+','-)#%15@'>5(%:.5)%O#0#D%M/5%#@0"')(*%
the listening phases of the co-design laboratories of the university area
(U–Lab) can also be consulted in open format, as well as the results of
0/5%#@0"')(%0/#0%F",,%15%@#44"5=%'?0%")%0/5%d')#%7D
The key themes of the research-action - accessibility, sustainability and
collaborations for new productions - are now part of a dedicated online
project (Bologna Open Rock) in which data collected from various sources
(interviews, mapathon, innovative technologies) will flow in maps, dossier
#)#,2("(%#)=%")9'4>#0"')%")%(5.#4#05%=#0#(50(%?)=54%645#0"85%6'>>')(%
license CC BY 3.0 IT (Free Cultural Works).
M/5% #">% '9% +','-)#% :.5)% &'@G% "(% 0'% #,,'F% #)2')5% 0'% >')"0'4% 0/5%
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implementation status and give the possibility to re-use the data for new
#)=%?).45@5=5)05=%@'>1")#0"')(D
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+','-)#%:.5)%&'@G%"(%'.5)%#)=%9455%0'%#)2')5D%M/5%(?(0#")#1","02%'9%0/5%
model is based on the reuse and production of civic quality open data by
(0#G5/',=54(%#)=%.4'I5@0%.#40)54D%M/5(5%,#(0%')5(%@'?,=%15@'>5%">.'40#)0%
.,#254(%")%0/5%.?1,"@%.',"@2%">.,5>5)0#0"')%.4'@5((D%M/5%.4'I5@0%.#40)54%
can federate with each other partners (Italian, European...) so that the
=#0#%.4'=?@5=%@#)%(.5#G%0/5%(#>5%,#)-?#-5%#)=%G)'F,5=-5%>50#=#0#%0'%
=585,'.%")@,?("85%#)=%@',,#1'4#0"85%.',"@"5(%'9%0/5%9?0?45D
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It is aimed both at the city’s decision makers: Municipalities (decisionmakers and policy-makers), Academic actors (Universities, professors,
research fellows, students), service providers and also at the local
5@'(2(05>% '9% (0#G5/',=54(% S@?,0?4#,% #40(% 85)?5(*% >?(5?>(*% @?,0?4#,%
/54"0#-5% 1?",=")-(*% '4-#)"(#0"')(*% 585)0(% >#)#-54(*% @"02% .',"@2% >#G54(%
#)=%@?,0?4#,%,5#=54(*%@?,0?4#,%'4-#)"(#0"')(*%#40"(0(*%>?)"@".#,"0"5(*%@?,0?4#,%
funders).
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E?)=54+:% F#(% 0/5% F"))54% '9% 0/5% .?1,"@% @')05(0% J!,#2#1,5% +','-)#D%
+','-)#%("%>5005%")%-"'@'K*%@#,,")-%9'4%#..,"@#)0(%0'%=585,'.%#%8"=5'-#>5%
#">5=% #0% /"-/,"-/0")-% 0/5% /"(0'4"@#,*% #40"(0"@% #)=% @?,0?4#,% /54"0#-5% '9%
+','-)#%0#G")-%'99%94'>%('>5%"=5#(%9'4%)#44#0"')%'99545=%12%0/5%>?(5?>(%
Museo Civico Medievale (Medieval Museum) and Museo di Palazzo Poggi
(main University Museum).
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M/5% @')05(0% F#(% '.5)% 0'% 1'0/% .4'95(("')#,(% #)=% @'>.#)"5(% /#8")-%
registered office and based in any EU member state. The idea was
0/5)% >#054"#,"(5=% 0/#)G(% 0'% 9?)=")-% 94'>% 0/5% &:6;% .4'I5@0% #)=% 0/5%
@',,#1'4#0"')% 150F55)% 0/5% 3?)"@".#,"02% '9% +','-)#*% P(0"0?$"')5% +','-)#%
3?(5"%#)=%C3L%C"(05>#%3?(5#,5%=QL05)5'%'9%0/5%7)"854("02%'9%+','-)#D
M/455%9#>'?(%+','-)5(5%.54(')#,"0"5(%#45%-?"=5(%')%#%="(@'8542%I'?4)52H%
0/5% )#0?4#,"(0% 7,"((5% L,=4'8#)="*% 0/5% F')=54% @',,5@0'4% ^54=")#)='% 6'(."%
#)=% 0/5% 9'?)=54% '9% 0/5% P(0"0?0'% =5,,5% C@"5)$5% N?"-"% ^54=")#)='% 3#4(","D%
During the experience, players meet the characters, reassemble the clues
(@#00545=%0/4'?-/'?0%0/5%(0'42%#)=%@',,5@0%0/5%045#(?45(D
M'%@'>.,505%0/5"4%@',,5@0"')%'9%>"4#1","#%0/5%.,#254%F",,%/#85%0'%="(@'854%
,"85%('>5%G52%."5@5(%'9%0/5%@',,5@0"')(%12%8"("0")-%0/5%0F'%>?(5?>(%#)=%
?),'@G%0/5%>"((")-%@')05)0(%F"0/%#?->5)05=%45#,"02D
M/4'?-/% ('@"#,% >5="#% 0/5% ?(54% F",,% 0/5)% 15% #1,5% 0'% (/#45% 0/5% .4'-45((*%
.#40"@".#0")-%.54(')#,,2%")%0/5%="((5>")#0"')%'9%G)'F,5=-5%'9%0/5%@"02%#)=%
"0(%045#(?45(D
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knowledge of the local CH, starting from some pilot experiences through
the museums and eventually moving towards an extensive exploration of
5(2")0228&
2(2#-")-5","#$&3'60,

0/5%,'@#,%6?,0?4#,%B54"0#-5D
M/5% '854#,,% #>'?)0% '9% 9?)=")-% 9'4% 0/5% 45#,"(#0"')% '9% 0/5% L..% "(% 5?4'%%
32.786,88. WunderBO is a free App, available in both IOS and Android
version, in Italian and English. Moreover the first 100 players who
successfully end the game, including the unlocking of the exhibits inside
0/5%>?(5?>(*%F",,%F")%0/5%3?(5"%3504'.',"0#)"%+','-)#%6#4=%S3?(5?>%
Card for the whole Bologna area).
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“U-Area for all” is one of the experimental activities in the 2019-2020
U-Lab programme: it is a path to design and test a service of inclusive
8"("0(% 0/#0% #,,'F(% 0'% ="(@'854% 0/5% 7)"854("02% L45#% '9% +','-)#% #)=% 0/5%
'..'40?)"0"5(% 0/#0% "0(% >?(5?>(*% "0(% @?,0?4#,% @5)054(% #)=% 0/5% 7)"854("02%
"0(5,9%@#)%'9954D%M/5%>#")%"=5#%"(%0'%>#G5%0/5%@?,0?4#,%@')05)0(%'9%0/5%#45#%
>'45%#@@5(("1,5%9'4%.5'.,5%F"0/%="(#1","0"5(%1?0%0/5%F"=54%@/#,,5)-5%"(%0'%
#,,'F%0/5%="(@'854")-%'9%')5%'9%0/5%4"@/5(0%.#40(%'9%0/5%@"02%")%/"(0'42%#)=%
6?,0?4#,%B54"0#-5%12%#,,%@"0"$5)(*%F"0/%#)%")@,?("85%#..4'#@/D
M/5% ")"0"#0"85(% #,45#=2% #@0"8#05=% #45H% TD% #% @#,,% 9'4% .4'.'(#,(% 0'% (5,5@0%
@',,#1'4#0'4(% 9'4% 0/5% =5("-)% '9% 0/5% (548"@5% F"0/% 0/5% &:6;% .4'I5@0% E[*%
coordinated by the FIU; 2. a co-design path between April and October
2019, involving institutions and all the actors of the U-Area, along with
.5'.,5%F"0/%="(#1","0"5(D
Firstly, COBO and FIU, selected an integrated team with specific expertise:
motion enhancement, hearing, blind and visual-impaired expert, cognitive,
simplified language, museum accessibility, dance and artistic language.
The participants in “U-area for all” then gathered input from various
participatory maps (“Carotaggi”, “Pianeti solitari”, “Nel museo sottopelle”)
#)=% 04#)(9'4>5=% 0/5>% ")0'% -?"=5,")5(% #)=% =585,'.5=% 0/5% .4'I5@0% "=5#%
'9% #)% ")@,?("85% (548"@5H% #)% #@@5(("1,5% 0'?4"(0% -?"=5% (548"@5*% @'>.'(5=%
'9%")@,?("85%0/5>#0"@%"0")54#4"5(*%F/"@/%@#)%15%9',,'F5=%F"0/%0/5%/5,.%'9%
expert guides who address different types of disabilities. The 2 routes to
visit the experimental area characterized by:
TD%#%./2("@#,%4'?05%F"0/'?0%#4@/"05@0?4#,%1#44"54(*%(?"0#1,5%9'4%.5'.,5%F"0/%
45=?@5=%>'1","02%'4%F/55,@/#"4%?(54(]%
WD%#%(54"5(%'9%.'")0(%'9%")0545(0%0/#0%@#)%15%8"("05=*%F"0/%#)%")="@#0"')%'9%0/5%
accessibility and usability levels for the 3 main categories of disabilities
@')("=545=H%/5#4")-*%8"(?#,%#)=%>'0'4%="(#1","0"5(]%
P)%1'0/%@#(5(%0/52%.4'8"=5=%#%=5(@4".0"')%'9%0/5%4'?05%#)=%@')05)0(%?(")-%
the principles of simplified language.

$#)
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The outcome of the co-design process is a set of guidelines that guided
0/5%&:6;%.4'I5@0%05#>%")%">.,5>5)0")-%0/5%(548"@5%0/#0%F",,%15%.4'>'05=%
12% +','-)#% E5,@'>5*% 0/5% @"02Q(% 0'?4"(0% .4'>'0"')% #-5)@2% #)=% ")%
developing printed multi-accessible guides for city users and an inclusive
L!!%9'4%(>#40./')5%#)=%0#1,50(%0/#0%(?--5(0(%="99545)0%0'?4(%#,')-%0/5%
@"02%@5)045*%#@@5(("1,5%9'4%.5'.,5%F"0/%="99545)0%="(#1","0"5(D

5(2")0228&
2(2#-")-5","#$&3'60,

M/5%.4")05=%-?"=5(%#)=%0/5%#..%#45%9455%9'4%?(54(%#)=%#45%="(04"1?05=%12%
the tourist offices of the city and by museums; the printed guides can
be borrowed for free or bought by users financing the printing of new
editions. The updating of contents is covered by specific funds and by
local tourist tax incomes.
3'45'854*%#@@5(("1,5%-?"=5=%0'?4(%#45%'99545=%12%,'@#,%0'?4"(0%-?"=5(%#)=%
are sold by the tourist offices.
P0% "(% #">5=% #0% 0/5% @"02% ?(54(*% 0'?4"(0(*% (@/'',(% #)=% 45("=5)0(D% P0% "(% #,('%
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.#40"@".#05%0'%0/5%45-5)54#0"')%'9%!"#$$#%C@#4#8",,"*%.4'>'0")-%-''=%?41#)%
-455)")-% .4#@0"@5(% #)=% 4#"(")-% .?1,"@% #F#45)5((% #4'?)=% 5)8"4')>5)0#,%
"((?5(D%JO#"*%."#)0#,#\K%F5)0%152')=%>545%'),")5%=')#0"')H%58542')5%F#(%

$"#

")8"05=%0'%@',,#1'4#05%F"0/%0/5%3?)"@".#,"02%'9%+','-)#*%0#G")-%@#45%'9%0/5%
University square.
Structure of the crowdfunding -> Objectives:
h%

!4'>'0")-%.#40"@".#0"')%")%0/5%45=585,'.>5)0%'9%#%?)"854("02%$')5

h%

+?",=")-%#%@'>>?)"02%'9%#@0"85%#)=%")0545(05=%@"0"$5)(

h%

M5,,")-%0/5%(0'42%'9%!"#$$#%C@#4#8",,"%

h%

C5)("0"$")-%@"0"$5)(%')%5)8"4')>5)0#,%"((?5(]

JO#"*%."#)0#,#\K%F#(%/'(05=%')%"=5#-")-54D"0*%#%,'@#,%@4'F=9?)=")-%.,#09'4>%
94'>%3#2%WW)=%0'%C5.05>154%WT(0%#)=%F#(%="((5>")#05=%')%:.5)[#"#Q(%
^#@51''G%#)=%MF"0054%@/#))5,(D
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M/#)G(% 0'% 0/5% (?..'40% '9% =')'4(*% .,#)0(% #)=% 0455(% /#85% 155)% #==5=% 0'%
the corners of Piazza Scaravilli, one of the key squares of the university
area in Bologna city centre. The intervention has extend green areas in
0/5%8542%/5#40%'9%+','-)#*%")@45#(")-%0/5%,585,%'9%1"'="854("02%0/4'?-/%0/5%
?(5%'9%="99545)0%.,#)0%(.5@"5(%#)=%9#8'4")-%0/5%.4'.#-#0"')%'9%0/5%.,#)0(%
0/5>(5,85(%12%#004#@0")-%#%-''=%)?>154%'9%?(59?,%")(5@0(D
L%0'0#,%'9%b%45F#4=(%/#85%155)%")@,?=5=%")%0/5%@#>.#"-)D
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0/5%0/5>5(%'9%0/5%@#>.#"-)D%M'%0/"(%5)=*%0F'%>#")%02.5(%'9%45F#4=(%/#85%
155)%")@,?=5=H
h%

Cultural themed rewards - tickets to visit key places in the university
area of Bologna (BUB - Historical University Library, Specola Historical astronomy tower, Teatro Comunale);

h%

Green themed rewards - gadgets to promote environmental issues
(water bottle) and kits to stimulate the spread of greenery even in
private environments (Ecocube, plants, sprout pencil).

5(2")0228&
2(2#-")-5","#$&3'60,

“Dai, piantala!” campaign raised € 3,000 with 120 donors which
@')04"1?05=%0'%0/5%.?4@/#(5%#)=%@')(04?@0"')%'9%0/5%)5F%-455)%#45#(%'9%
!"#$$#%C@#4#8",,"D
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heritage and history surrounding an area of Lisbon. Has been co-designed
F"0/%0/5%")8',85>5)0%'9%0/5%,'@#,%@'>>?)"02_(0#G5/',=54(D

P0%@#)%15%(55)%#(%#%0'',%9'4%(.45#=")-%0/5%G)'F,5=-5%#1'?0%#%0'F)*%@"02%'4%
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8",,#-5*%"0(%.5'.,5%#)=%"0(%04#="0"')(%")%#%>'45%.54(')#,%F#2%0/#0%@#))'0%15%
#@/"585=%F"0/%#%(">.,2%-?"=5%'4%0'?4D
5(2")0228&
2(2#-")-5","#$&3'60,

L%1?(")5((%>'=5,%F/"@/%@45#05(*%=5,"854(*%#)=%@#.0?45(%8#,?5%94'>%3#48",#%
stakeholders, as a compliment to teaching in the historical fields, without
=5.,50")-%0/5%@?,0?4#,*%5@')'>"@*%#)=%('@"#,%@#."0#,%"0%45,"5(%')D
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Social, cultural and environmental in an urban context

*+,-%".)%/"!(
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L%="99545)0%#)=%@')05>.'4#42%,5#4)")-%9'4%0/5%(#95-?#4=")-%'9%0/5%@?,0?4#,%
and territorial heritage, with a cross-disciplinary spatial approach. The
@45#0"')%'9%#%.,#29?,%#)=%.5=#-'-"@#,%0'',%0'%?)=54(0#)=%"((?5(%45,#05=%0'%
public space and cultural heritage. An immersive experience, transversal
0'%#,,%#-5(*%F/"@/%#,,'F(%0/5%?(54(%0'%)#8"-#05%0/4'?-/%/"(0'4"@#,%>'>5)0(D%
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P)% #% @45#0"85% .4'@5((*% 0/5% @')05)0(% F",,% 15% .45(5)05=% =?4")-% 0/5% (@/'',%
25#4*%")8',8")-%#%8#4"502%'9%5)0"0"5(

5(2")0228&
2(2#-")-5","#$&3'60,

M/5%?(5%'9%)5F%05@/)','-"5(%@'))5@05=%0'%/54"0#-5*%")%.#40"@?,#4%0/4'?-/%
virtual reality experiences, in order to develop the knowledge, reflection,
?)=54(0#)=")-*% @#.#@"0"5(*% #00"0?=5(% #)=% 8#,?5(% 0/#0% @')04"1?05% 0'% 0/5%
citizens’ involvement in the exercise of citizenship in the field of culture.
P)%#=="0"')%0'%#%.5=#-'-"@#,%@')05)0*%0/5%45,58#)@5%'9%0/5%05@/)','-"@#,%
@'>.')5)0% #,,'F(% #% ="99545)0% #)=% @')05>.'4#42% ,5#4)")-% 9'4% 0/5%
safeguarding of the cultural and territorial heritage, with a cross="(@".,")#42%(.#0"#,%#..4'#@/D%
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Multi-touch Interactive Table - Creation of a digital database of oral history
,")G5=%0'%,'@#,%6B%5,5>5)0(D%M/5%@')05)0%"(%1#(5=%')%">#-5(*%8"=5'(%#)=%
pdfs, handling in a multi-touch environment.
The software extremely intuitive and easy to use: can show multiple
images, videos and pdfs (among others) simultaneously and write notes,
?)=54,")5*%>#4G%'4%/"-/,"-/0D
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It can be seen as a database tool, also accessible to regional decision>#G54(%#(%#)%")(04?>5)0%9'4%0/5"4%=585,'.>5)0%.,#))")-D
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information and sharing of knowledge permitted to ameliorate the
ROCK innovations on the basis of the experience accumulated in a vast
program of concrete pilots, carried out in real life environments. In these
pilots, the cities participating in the project adopted tools, platforms and
guidelines developed by the technical and academic partners of ROCK in
different context, at different dimensions, covering a large geographical
representation of European cities, from North to South, and from East
to West, including 10 European cities: Athens, Bologna, Cluj-Napoca,
Eindhoven, Lisbon, Liverpool, Lyon, Skopje, Turin and Vilnius.
Urban regeneration is a complex process that involves many different
actors, at different levels, in a kind of ecosystem whose well functioning is
at the basis of the satisfaction of social, economic and cultural priorities
in the cities. These actors represent the various dimensions of the urban
life:
•

the civic dimension, including formal and informal groups of citizens
with common interest;

•

the working dimension, including enterprises and SMEs;

•

the cultural dimension, involving museums, libraries, and many other
types of cultural institutions;

•

the educational dimension, including teachers, students, families and
the schools in general;
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•

the research dimension, including academies, universities, private
and public research centres, as well as SMEs involved in R&D;

•

and last but not least the administrative dimension, involving both the
local level (municipalities, districts) and its connection with regional,
national and European strategies.

All these actors have participated in the definition of requirements, actual
development and assessment of the ROCK innovation as represented in
the Innovation Tables. They all together represent the ROCK ecosystem
of stakeholders, whose innovations participate in the Open Innovation
paradigm that has been developed as part of the Marker Strategy of the
ROCK results. The contributions brought by the stakeholders of the ROCK
ecosystem represent the two sides of the innovation process: on one
hand the demand of innovation, what is needed in the cities, what the
individuals and organisations living in the cities need to ameliorate their
living and working conditions; on the other hand the offer of innovation,
what enterprises, associations, cultural institutions, etc. can provide - in
terms of innovative products, services, and good practices - to satisfy
those demands. The Open Innovation approach in ROCK highlights the
importance to keep ‘open’ the dialogue between demand and offer of
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•

Heritage at risk. Innovations are focused on preservation and
conservation of monuments and sites, vulnerable physical artworks
held by museums, rare books, and on the whole domain of long-term
digital preservation of digital archives that include both digitised
objects and born digital resources.

•

Shared management of cultural heritage. The focus in this field is
on cultural institutions and their interaction with people. Tools and
practices related to this area target mostly actors that collaborate on
cultural and creative initiatives, such as creative SMEs, museums and
archives.

•

Advanced future technologies for heritage and arts. Creative
processes represent the focus of innovations. Tools and best
practices in this field can support the delivery of interactive and
spectacular experience in the virtual reality, digital exhibitions, 3D
digital representations, artificial intelligence applied to the enrichment
of digital archives, and much more to come in the future.

The replication of ROCK innovations is one of the major challenges for the
sustainability of the ROCK results. The difficult undertaking for the future
is not only to multiply the initiatives in cities that have participated in the
Innovation Action supported by Europe in the frame of the Horizon 2020
programme. The cities of the ROCK project are already numerous, and
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the 10 cities beneficiary of the project co-funded by the EU are already
complemented by more cities that are considering the adoption of
ROCK innovations for the planning of their future investments. However,
these are not enough, ROCK innovations need to be spread around the
EU and beyond, with the help of partners, associate partners, interested
stakeholders, cultural and creative SMEs, research, educational and
cultural institutions, and the general public, the citizens that are the most
important target of the urban re-generation.
Being citizens, living, studying, delivering services, producing and
administering, their awareness on the fundamental role that culture has
on their life and the progress of their cities is strategically important.
Finally, the cultural sector demonstrated to be a source of resources
during the lock-down period due to the COVID-19 crisis, helping our
society to become more resilient. Culture demonstrated to other sectors
how important is the digital transformation to strengthen communities by
becoming more accessible to all. Culture will continue to play a central role
in the post-pandemic phase, when new paradigms of the living together in
the cities should develop for a socioeconomic recovery. The innovations
of ROCK, accompanied by the lessons learnt in the pilots of the ROCK
cities, guidelines, schemes, platforms and best practices of the ROCK
ecosystem of stakeholders represent a sound basis for the construction
of successful future replications of ROCK in the European cities.
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a Research-Action-Research perspective. The proposed approach is
typically based on: a) mapping and understanding the context; b) engaging
the local key player into a participated experience; c) testing co-designed
solutions within the pilots; d) analysing the outcomes and the related
impacts and further re-loop the process when needed. In order these
steps are effectively carried out according to their specific envisaged
goals, a proper monitoring system during each phase is required to keep
0/5%">.,5>5)0#0"')%.4'@5((%#)=%"0(%="45@0"')%?)=54%@')04',D%M/5%4',5%'9%
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single action is achieving the expected results but also to detect potential
obstacles or barriers to its development requiring prompt corrections and
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intended as a fundamental part of experimenting any innovative approach
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required to refine it or make it more efficient. This requires appropriate
(quantitative or qualitative) parameters are properly identified and adopted
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not initially considered but definitely emerged during the implementation
phase. A quite effective example is offered by some environmental
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human activities, quality of life and environmental context. Each of the
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conventional solutions. This requires to identify appropriate variables and
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and expanding the initial core concept.
ROCK can be considered a pioneering experience in this direction, where
monitoring has been extended to a combination of quite different fields
not simply focusing on quantitative and measurable elements – as largely
happens in the majority of projects – but also considering more complex
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Consolidated monitoring experiences are often based on the use of
real-time sensors which are largely adopted in Smart Cities realms to
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energy supply. ROCK monitoring is also based on real-time sensors for
some specific issues which are combined within a set of technologies
expanding the project monitoring capacity.
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influenced people in using them. In other cities, as happened in Vilnius,
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1 Gaspari, Jacopo; Boulanger, Saveria; Antonini, Ernesto, MULTI-LAYERED
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PLANNING», 2017, 12-n°8, pp. 1247 - 1259
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As pointed out by a recent study from Green (2020)22, technologies
and data should be used consciously as enablers and not simply as
objectives of interventions. Accordingly, their implementation within
ROCK cities has been anticipated by the creation of specific Regenerative
Scenarios, co-designed with the local key players. The scientific value of
this research-action-research methodology, including a large monitoring
structure, relies on the creation of unconventional ways of analysing
actions in cultural heritage cities where the specific features often make
impossible the adoption of a single way to monitor results. Thus, the
adoption of a multilevel monitoring approach is not only a suitable way to
overcome limitations but also an opportunity to open unexpected paths
of knowledge that can evolve during and after the implementation of
actions.
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2 Green, Ben, The Smart enough city. Putting technology in its place to reclaim
our urban future, The MIT Press. Cambridge, London, 2020.
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the ROCK project. The conference took place on 27-30 October 2020
online, engaging city officers, policy-makers, urban researchers, cultural
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from physical to virtual format for the final ROCK event was not immediate. The uncertainties linked to the COVID-19 pandemic made the organ"(54(*%,5=%12%P6NAP*%0'%=5,#2%0/5%=#05%'9%0/5%@')9545)@5%94'>%3#2%0'%V?)5%
2020, hoping for a face-to-face meeting at a later date. The persisting and
58',8")-%(/"90(%45(?,05=%")%#%(,"-/0,2%458"(5=%9'4>#0%94'>%9?,,2%./2("@#,%0'%
1,5)=5=%#)=%>#=5%0/5%05#>%")@'4.'4#05%="99545)0%#,054)#0"85%(@5)#4"'(*%
including a change of the conference venue. The continuing exceptional
@"4@?>(0#)@5(%45>'85=%,#(0%/5("0#0"')(%'9%0/5%05#>%F/"@/%")%V?)5%WUWU%
took the difficult decision of transforming the final conference into a fully
virtual event and started to review and refine scenarios, messages and
(04#05-"5(%,5#=")-%0'%#%9?)=#>5)0#,%4594#>")-%'9%0/5%&:6;%:.5)%;)'F,edge Week (henceforth, “ROCK OKW”). In line with the objectives of the
&:6;%@"4@,5%9'@?(")-%')%L@@5(("1","02*%C?(0#")#1","02%#)=%6',,#1'4#0"')(*%
0/5%'4-#)"(54(%.4'8"=5=%#%,'-"@#,%@')9545)@5%(04?@0?45%0'%8#,"=#05%0/5%9',,'F")-%#((?>.0"')(H
2((+,,)L)7)#8: The ROCK project deals with physical and non-physi@#,% ="(#1","0"5(% #)=% @')("=54(% ="99545)0% 02.','-"5(% '9% #@@5((% 0'% 6?,0?4#,%
B54"0#-5*% /#4)5((")-% 0/5% .'05)0"#,% '9% ="-"0#,% #)=% P6M% 05@/)','-"5(D% M/5%
")04'=?@0"')%'9%("-)%,#)-?#-5%")054.450#0"')%0/4'?-/'?0%0/5%5)0"45%:.5)%
;)'F,5=-5%E55G%#">5=%#0%%45=?@")-%="(.#4"0"5(%")%#@@5(("1","02*%#='.0")-%
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European Disability Strategy 2010-2020 which provides the framework
for empowering people with disability to fully participate in leisure and
cultural fruition.
Sustainability: The reuse, optimisation and regeneration of Cultural Heritage promoted by ROCK is closely related to sustainability and a shared
concern over the present use of natural resources. Cultural Heritage management can be combined with actions for climate mitigation and adaptation. By delivering the conference online, attendees of the OKW did not
need to travel to the conference venue to join it, avoiding CO2 emissions
and minimising impact on work-family balances. The digital format also
helped reduce waste to mount a conference-exhibition setting in a physical space.
Collaborations: The ROCK project acknowledges that Cultural Heritage is
the arena where new, creative and bottom-up cultural productions can be
boosted. Online events surely pose challenges when it comes to supporting new collaborations and reduced in-person interaction may generate a
sense of something missing. To amend the effects of physical distancing,
the organisers introduced multiple participation options, including online
speed dating sessions called “ROCKnROLL Networking”.
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The format
The format of the Open Knowledge Week was deliberately chosen to
reflect the needs and challenges of online events. The central concern
was to build a community around the conference while at the same time
generate diversified audiences and start new relationships. Instead of
simply “replacing” the physically planned event, the aim was to re-imagine
and re-invent the entire experience.
The consortium decided to spread the originally planned 1.5-day conference into a 4-day event, comprising a total 15 hours of live broadcasting.
To minimise virtual fatigue, the team defined a relatively short format of
maximum 3.5 hours for each day. The final day hosted specific Thematic
Seminars around the topics of Accessibility, Sustainability and Collaborations, as well as parallel Open Knowledge Sessions for in-depth and
focussed interest (see section 6). The variety of the sessions allowed the
attendees to experience their “personalised week” and choose their specific paths/journeys.
Furthermore, a ROCK exhibition described in more depth later, was
facilitated to complement the live sessions. It involved virtual booths
of internal and external partners presenting technological solutions and projects on Cultural Heritage. The Open Knowledge Week
took place on 27-30 October 2020 to avoid overlapping with major
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M/5%8"40?#,%@')9545)@5%F#(%.4'=?@5=%")%.#40)54(/".%F"0/%')5%'9%0/5%,5#=ing tech companies that offer virtual conference platforms. Extensive
45(5#4@/% #>')-% #8#",#1,5% >#4G50% (',?0"')(% F#(% ?)=540#G5)% #)=% =5>'%
sessions were arranged with five service providers, in order to clarify the
requirements and select the most appropriate platform for the ROCK Open
Knowledge Week. The primary requirement was the possibility to create
a customised virtual environment accessible exclusively to conference
attendees, simulating the physical experience of a welcome lobby/reception, a plenary space, different session rooms and an exhibition space.
C.5@"#,%#005)0"')%F#(%-"85)%0'%5)(?45%#%14#)=5=%5)8"4')>5)0%")%F/"@/%0/5%
&:6;%14#)=%#)=%0/5%A7%,'-'*%0/5%&:6;%@"0"5(%"=5)0"02%#)=%0/5%&:6;%'?0.?0(% F'?,=% 15% .4'>'05=% 0/4'?-/% -4#./"@% 5,5>5)0(*% 8"=5'% ="(.,#2(% #)=%
digital libraries. Offering a virtual experience that enables easy navigation
#)=%5)-#-")-%")054#@0"')(%#@4'((%(5(("')(%F#(%G52%0'%0/5%.,#09'4>%(5,5@tion process, also taking into consideration the technical requirements
'9%.4'8"=")-%C"-)%N#)-?#-5%P)054.450#0"')%")%5#@/%(5(("')D%6')("=54")-%
1?=-50%,">"0#0"')(*%.4"@")-%@'>.#4"(')%F#(%?)=540#G5)%0'%"=5)0"92%#%/"-/%
value-for-money solution, opting for services that combine a flat rate for
0/5%?(#-5%'9%0/5%.,#09'4>%.,?(%#)%#=="0"')#,%955%9'4%58542%?(54%45-"(054")-%
to the conference. GDPR compliance was one of the defining selection
criteria for a EU-based company, in order to ensure safe handling of participants data, while having the possibility to export useful anonymised
#)#,20"@(% S5-D% )?>154% '9% .#40"@".#)0(% .54% (5(("')*% % #854#-5% =?4#0"')% '9%
(0#2*%-5'-4#./"@#,%="(04"1?0"')%'9%#?="5)@5*%)?>154%'9%>550")-(%#44#)-5=%
etc). Last but not least, the major investment required in terms of staff
training on behalf of ICLEI was considered, influencing the selection of
a platform that builds on previous know-how and can be used for future
8"40?#,%@')9545)@5(%'9%(">",#4%(@'.5%#)=%(@#,5D%
M/5%&:6;%:.5)%;)'F,5=-5%E55G%F#(%0/?(%.4'=?@5=%")%.#40)54(/".%F"0/%
EventInsight, provider of the Let’s Get Digital (LGD) Platform. The LGD
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=50#",(%#)=%05@/)"@#,%95#0?45(%0/#0%>#=5%#%45#,%="99545)@5%0'%0/5%@')954ence experience. These included personalised digital badges for every
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advance on a dedicated, non-public playlist on the ROCK YouTube channel. Each video received a unique url which was embedded in the LGD
.,#09'4>%#)=%#%)?>1545=%0"0,5%@'445(.')=")-%0'%0/5%45,58#)0%.4'-4#>>5%
(5(("')*%9'4%5#(2%459545)@5D
O?4")-%0/5%.4'=?@0"')%'9%0/5%&:6;%:.5)%;)'F,5=-5%E55G*%#)%")9'4>#,%
broadcasting studio was set up at the headquarters of the ICLEI European
Secretariat in Freiburg, Germany. This ensured high-quality broadcasting
'9%,"85%")05485)0"')(%#)=%0">5,2%@''4=")#0"')%150F55)%'4-#)"(54(*%.45(5)054(*%@')05)0%>'=54#0'4(%#)=%/5,.=5(G%.4'8"=54(D%L%45,"#1,5%F"45=%")054)50%
connection, a high definition camera, a branded background wall, studio
,"-/0(%#)=%>"@4'./')5(*%(@455)(%0'%="(.,#2%(@4".0(%#)=%="(@4550%/5#=(50(%
F545%=55>5=%)5@5((#42%0'%5)(?45%#%@5)04#,%@''4=")#0"')%'9%0/"(%.4'=?@0"')D%L%(5@')=%(.#@5%F"0/%")=5.5)=5)0%@'))5@0"')%#)=%1#("@%14'#=@#(0ing equipment was set up on a different floor as a fallback solution in
case technical difficulties arose in the main studio. Lastly, as the event
was being co-hosted by the Municipality of Bologna, a similar low-budget
set up was devised in the project coordinator’s office in Italy, ensuring
8"(?#,%@'/545)@5%150F55)%0/5%8"40?#,%.45(5)@5%'9%0F'%>#")%585)0%/'(0(D%
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A micro-site within the ROCK website was used to disseminate the%
6')9545)@5%!4'-4#>>5%.4"'4%0'%0/5%585)0*%.4'8"=")-%#)%'8548"5F%'9%5#@/%
session and short profiles of the speakers. During the event, the same
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playlist which was made public. The ROCK website was used as a long054>% 45.'("0'42% '9% 0/5% :.5)% ;)'F,5=-5% E55G% .4'@55=")-(*% #(% (5(("')%
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of the project, which held meetings on a weekly basis during the run-up to
the event. This all-female team held meetings on a weekly basis during
the run-up to the event and co-created the flow of the ROCK OKW pro-4#>>5D%P)%#=="0"')*%(5854#,%(5(("')%>'=54#0'4(%F545%#..'")05=%#>')-%
the rest of ROCK Consortium partners, who were responsible for defining
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,"#"(')(%F"0/%0/5%(5,5@05=%(.5#G54(%'9%5#@/%(5(("')D%%P)%'4=54%0'%5)(?45%
optimal visuals and videos for the platform, external graphic design and
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Extensive training sessions were organised to introduce all platform functionalities, perform technical audio and video checks and ensure suitable
background and lighting. This ensured that everyone present on stage
was well-versed to the platform, and that there is a smooth and dynamic
flow during the digital event. Session moderators and speakers agreed
on an internal communication protocol that was established in case any
challenges arose during the event. Additionally, one rehearsal per session
was arranged the week before the conference informing them about the
flow of the session and time to intervene.

Communication and engagement
The ROCK Open Knowledge week used all communication channels
available to the ROCK project in order to disseminate the conference and
ensure registrations across Europe. The project website and newsletter
were the first to announce a “Save the date”, launching registrations and
showcasing an overview of the conference scope and structure. During
the two months leading up to the event, social media posts gradually
announced sessions and speakers, tagging key partners and using relevant hashtags to maximise outreach. In the final month, a comprehensive press release and detailed programme was disseminated through
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all ROCK partners websites and newsletters and through targeted invitations to relevant stakeholders from the public, private, academic and civil
society sector. Registrations were managed using the JotForm online
form builder, but participant data had to be exported to the LGD platform
to ensure that all registered participants received credentials to access
the virtual conference. Credentials were sent on the eve of the event
launch by email, to allow time for participants to get familiar with the platform and complete their personal profiles, as well as on the morning of
the event launch, to facilitate quick access. Registrations remained open
throughout the duration of the event, requiring regular monitoring of new
registrations and consequent access provision to last-minute attendees.
During the four days of the Conference, special attention was given to
providing ongoing support to participants and facilitating engagement
across virtual spaces. Technical support was provided through the platform Helpdesk which activated a private chat in the Lobby area, but also
through a centralised email for those who had difficulties with accessing
the platform. Although most inquiries were related to participants´ internet connection or hardware problems and thus lied beyond the intervention capacity of the ROCK team, many questions were related to orientation inside the platform and required personal assistance to guide access
to specific sessions. In that sense, just as a physical conference requires
multiple assistants spread across rooms to guide attendees and trouble-
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Lobby, email, parallel sessions etc.). Speakers received an additional level
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credentials and step-by-step guidelines was scheduled and sent 60 minutes prior to the respective session, requesting them to join the Session
30 minutes in advance for a final technical check. All speakers mobile
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each conference day, and displayed in the conference Lobby the next
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#..5#45=%#(%#%(5.#4#05%(5(("')%")%0/5%.4'-4#>>5%1?0%F'4G5=%#(%#%8"4tual speed-dating tool: as soon as a participant entered the session, they
were randomly matched with another participant in a one-to-one encounter that lasted five minutes. This allowed for brief introductions and lively
exchange of impressions on the conference, before switching the participants to a new one-to-one interaction. The ROCK Conference offered two
ROCKnROLL Networking sessions of 30 minutes, leading to a total of 106
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through participants profiles and using the LGD platform calendar feature
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discuss possibilities of collaboration, in a total of 171 one-to-one calls
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redefined, in order to deliver the event in digital format. As a principle, the
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headquarters of ICLEI Europe and the university of Bologna was essential for ensuring a virtual hospitality experience at the start and ending
of each conference day, while providing high-level narration linking the
different sessions. Furthermore, a dynamic 10-second animation video
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combination of live and pre-recorded content on a 60/40 ratio. On one
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displayed in City Videos set the stage for each subsequent presentation. Some presentations were also pre-recorded, using the PowerPoint
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$%$

combining pre-recorded and live content required considerable human
45('?4@5%")85(0>5)0%9'4@?4#0")-*%@',,5@0")-*%5="0")-%#)=%?.,'#=")-%#?="'visual material prior to the event, but significantly facilitated the flow of
0/5% .4'-4#>>5% =?4")-% 0/5% #@0?#,% @')9545)@5D%M/"(% @')("=54#1,2% ,">"05=%
0/5% 4"(G(% 45,#05=% 0'% ,"85% 14'#=@#(0")-*% #,,'F")-% >#)2% (.5#G54(% 0'% 9'@?(%
0/5"4%5)54-2%")%,"85%="(@?(("')(%#)=%45,5#(")-%0/5>%94'>%0/5%(045((%'9%.45(5)0")-% (,"=5(D% P)% 9#@0*% 0/5% N[O% .,#09'4>Q(% #1","02% 0'% 5>15=% #)=% ="(.,#2%
`'?0?15%Y"=5'(%#)=%!'F54!'")0%.45(5)0#0"')(%94'>%0/5%6')05)0%N"14#42%
of each session enabled timely and efficient content management in a
@5)04#,"(5=%>#))54D
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M/5%&:6;%:;E%95#0?45=%'854%WU%(5(("')(%")%5'7#)@7+./%$5-#,*%#=#.05=%
0'% 15(0% 04#)(>"0% 0/5% G)'F,5=-5% -5)54#05=% F"0/")% 0/5% .4'I5@0*% 1?0% #,('%
encourage multilateral exchange among speakers and the audience.
o.

9)#8.4-7S,%'99545=%0/5%(.#@5%9'4%&:6;%@"02%45.45(5)0#0"85(%0'%.45(ent their flagship urban interventions implemented at the local level.
A#@/%@"02%F#(%#(G5=%0'%(?1>"0%#%(/'40%.4'>'0"')#,%8"=5'%94'>%0/5"4%
existing touristic materials, which was played as an introduction to
0/5%?41#)%,#)=(@#.5%#)=%,'@#,%@?,0?45%'9%5#@/%@"02D%M/5(5%F545%9',-

$%%

lowed by 10’ pre-recorded presentations by ROCK city representa0"85(*%F/"@/%F545%>5="#05=%12%,"85%04#)("0"')(%')%15/#,9%'9%0/5%(5(("')%3'=54#0'4D%
o.

Campfire Sessions%-#0/545=%(5854#,%@"02%45.45(5)0#0"85(%")%#%="-"0#,%
@"4@,5%0'%(/#45%")(."4#0"')(*%,5#4)")-(%#)=%04#)(9'4>#0"85%(0'4"5(%0/#0%
emerged during the project, reflecting on futures of newly created
(2)54-"5(D% +#(5=% ')% 0/5% @#(5% (0?="5(% .45(5)05=% ")% 0/5% 6"02M#,G(*%
city representatives were asked to reflect around a predefined set of
questions from their own perspective.

o.

40+5-#)(.H+5)"-$, brought together academic experts, city repre(5)0#0"85(%#)=%,'@#,%(0#G5/',=54(%0'%="(@?((%0/5'450"@#,%#)=%.4#@0"@#,%
#..4'#@/5(% 0'% @?,0?4#,% /54"0#-5% 94'>% 0/5% .54(.5@0"85(% '9% L@@5(("bility, Sustainability and Innovative Partnerships. Each 80’ Seminar
included an introductory presentation by an expert, reflections by an
external provocateur, and a series of relevant case studies from the
ROCK project. An open discussion was facilitated using questions
#)=%@'>>5)0(%(/#45=%12%0/5%#?="5)@5%")%0/5%@/#0D%
^"-D%g
O"-"0#,%#@@5((%0'%@')9545)@5%
(5(("')(%
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o.

=@+".>"%M7+&:+.,+,,)%",.served as quick sessions to present key
&:6;%'?0.?0(%#)=%(0">?,#05%slL%150F55)%45(5#4@/54(%#)=%0/5%#?="ence. Organised as two rounds of three 30’ parallel sessions, these
5)#1,5=%8"("1","02%'9%45(5#4@/%.#40)54(%#)=%="((5>")#0"')%'9%=5,"854#1,5(D

o.

*7+"-$)+,%(5485=%#(%/"-/,"-/0(%'9%0/5%:;E%.4'-4#>>5%C5,5@05=%")(."4#0"')#,%;52)'05%")05485)0"')(%F545%.,#))5=%")%#)%")0548"5F%9'4>#0*%
'.0")-%9'4%=2)#>"(>%'854%>'45%04#="0"')#,%,')-54%(.55@/5(D%:.5)")-%
#)=%6,'(")-%.,5)#4"5(%(5485=%#(%0/5%>5#)(%0'%,'@#,"(5%0/5%@')9545)@5%
=5(."05%"0(%'),")5%@/#4#@054*%14")-")-%#%0'?@/%'9%/'(."0#,"02%'9%0/5%6"02%
'9%+','-)#*%0/4'?-/%0/5%F5,@'>")-%F'4=(%12%.',"0"@#,%45.45(5)0#0"85(%
and a final Music Performance by Teatro Comunale di Bologna.
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40+.<=9>.OJ0)L)#)%"..
A virtual exhibition showcased targeted solutions and innovative
approaches for heritage-led regeneration, further enhancing the conference experience. The exhibition presented specific tools developed by
ROCK city and technological partners (See Section 3.2 “Innovation Portfolio’’ of this publication for further information), as well as an intentionally closed group of EU-funded projects working on Cultural Heritage with
F/'>%&:6;%/#=%@,'(5,2%@',,#1'4#05=%F"0/*%)#>5,2*%L&6B*%L&6BAC*%6NP6*%
OLR74+q*%PN76POL&A*%:.5)%B54"0#-5*%!:6PM`^*%&AL6B%#)=%&7&PML[AD
A total number of 34 virtual booths were deployed and a tag function
F#(% ")04'=?@5=% 9'4% 5#@/% &:6;% M'',% #)=% C"(054% .4'I5@0*% 9#@","0#0")-% 0/5%
user-experience when navigating the exhibition. For each tool or project,
at least one exhibitor was appointed, with the responsibility for populat")-%0/5%1''0/%F"0/%#?="'8"(?#,%>#054"#,%.4"'4%0'%0/5%585)0%#)=%(548")-%#(%
0/5%@')0#@0%.'")0%9'4%5(0#1,"(/")-%="#,'-?5%F"0/%0/5%#?="5)@5%=?4")-%0/5%
@')9545)@5D% P)% 0/"(% F#2*% % 0/5% 8"40?#,% 1''0/(% .4'8"=5=% #% (.#@5% 9'4% .?1,"@%
@')854(#0"')(*%F/",5%'9954")-%#%.,#09'4>%9'4%.#40"@".#)0(%0'%#,('%(@/5=?,5%
one-one meetings with exhibitors to further learn, discuss or find syner-"5(%F"0/%0/5%=5="@#05=%(',?0"')%'4%#..4'#@/%.45(5)05=D%

Fig. 6-8
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The virtual exhibition has received very positive feedback, offering interesting content to be explored by participants at their own time and pace
=?4")-%0/5%9'?4%=#2(D%P0%#,,'F5=%0'%(/'F@#(5%#%,#4-54%(?"05%'9%&:6;%45(?,0(%
F"0/'?0% '854@4'F=")-% 0/5% .4'-4#>>5*% F/",5% ?),'@G")-% 0/5% .'05)0"#,% 9'4%
wider outreach, as Exhibitors became multipliers of the ROCK OKW to
14'#=54%#?="5)@5(D

^"-D%b
ROCK Exhibition Area
^"-D%TU
C#>.,5%O"-"0#,%1''0/%#0%&:6;%
Exhibition (BOforAll)

9%"(7',)%",%
M/5%>504"@(%'9%0/5%&:6;%:.5)%;)'F,5=-5%E55G%@,5#4,2%>#4G%#%(?@@5((9?,%585)0D%M/5%@')9545)@5%F#(%J(',=%'?0K%SXbk%45-"(04#0"')(%94'>%ZZ%@'?)tries) and drew 458 active participants. Based on the platform analytics
11,342 pages were opened during the event and each participant spent
an average of 1:00 - 2:49 hours per day on the platform. The networking
'..'40?)"0"5(%F545%#,('%(#0"(9#@0'42*%F"0/%TUZ%4#)='>%(.55=%=#05(%#)=%
171 one-one meetings organised during the conference. Engaging the
(.5#G54(%94'>%0/5%15-"))")-%F#(%@4"0"@#,%0'%0/5%585)0Q(%(?@@5((D%:854#,,*%
the conference gathered 57 speakers and 34 exhibitors. This solid line-up
of presenters and exhibitors attracted a large number of attendees and
guaranteed a diverse and high-quality content for each session.
Clearly there are a number of drawbacks in terms of attendees’ experience of online events: lack of real life experience, reduced direct interaction, limited truly critical exchange, different Internet connection speeds,
audio and video quality not perfect at all times. In addition, while in a phys"@#,%@')9545)@5%(500")-%0/545%"(%(0#99%0'%#(("(0%#005)=55(%F/'%#45%,'(0*%0/"(%
is more difficult to successfully achieve in a virtual setting. Despite mem154(%'9%0/5%'4-#)"(")-%05#>%15")-%#..'")05=%0'%J."@G%?.K%,'(0%.#40"@".#)0(*%
0/545%F#(%(0",,%#%/"-/%4"(G%0/#0%0/52%F'?,=%5)=%0/5"4%I'?4)52%12%(">.,2%@,"@G")-%0'%,5#85%0/5%("05D
$%(

O5(."05%0/5(5%@/#,,5)-5(*%0/545%"(%-45#0%.'05)0"#,%'9%/',=")-%8"40?#,%@')ferences instead of in-person events: the wider reach of participants, the
,#4-5% )?>154% '9% .,#09'4>(% )'F% #8#",#1,5% 0/#0% F545% )'0% #@@5(("1,5% ')5%
=5@#=5%#-'*%0/5%,#@G%'9%1'?)=#4"5(%'9%./2("@#,%(.#@5(*%0/5%'9954%'9%G)'F,5=-5%="(.,#25=%")%#%8#4"502%'9%F#2(%#)=%9'4>(D%L@@'4=")-%0'%0/5%.,#09'4>%
#)#,20"@(%@#,@?,#0")-%.#40"@".#)0(%="(0#)@5%94'>%+','-)#%S0/5%")"0"#,%@')ference venue), the ROCK event had the great advantage of reducing air
travel, by saving 169.268,89 kg CO2 which is equivalent to planting 208.97
trees). At the same time, the virtual edition of the event contributed to
=">")"(/")-% F#(05% '9% >'?)0")-_="(>#)0,")-% #% ./2("@#,% @')9545)@5% (50ting, respecting the work-life balance of participants, and democratising
#@@5((% 0'% G)'F,5=-5% ')% #% A?4'.5#)% (@#,5D% M/5% P6NAP% '4-#)"(")-% 05#>%
15,"585(%0/#0%0/5%"))'8#0"')(%=585,'.5=%")%0/5%.45.#4#0"')%9'4%0/5%&:6;%
:.5)%;)'F,5=-5%E55G%@#)%15%04#)(954#1,5%)'0%'),2%0'%9?0?45%585)0(%")%0/5%
field of Cultural Heritage, but can also be scaled-up and implemented for
sustainable, inclusive and delocalized events in other fields.

#",#5.3+",3
40+.<%7+.%/.9'7#'$-7.B+$)#-:+
)".C$L-".H',#-)"-L)7)#8
J%6?),"&)'J4//)&, UCLG - Culture Committee of United Cities and Local Governments
J,"86"&%'1%XX"#&"` Institute of Atmospheric Sciences and Climate - ISAC National
Research Council - CNR '

A?4'.5% /#(% #% 4"@/% #)=% ="854(5% @?,0?4#,% /54"0#-5% F/"@/% /#(% >?,0"9#@505=%
significance for Europe and its citizens as it was highlighted in 2018 by
0/5%A?4'.5#)%`5#4%'9%6?,0?4#,%B54"0#-5D%6?,0?4#,%/54"0#-5%"(%0/5%>5>'42%'9%
our civilization and is a non-renewable resource that needs to be placed
#0%0/5%@5)054%'9%0/5%('@"502%")%#%.54"'=%'9%04#)(9'4>#0"')D%
The ROCK Project, as outlined in the final conference, developed topics
@')("=545=%5((5)0"#,%0'%0/5%4',5%'9%@?,0?4#,%/54"0#-5%")%?41#)%(?(0#")#1,5%
=585,'.>5)0%(?@/%#(%L@@5((*%C?(0#")#1","02%#)=%P))'8#0"85%!#40)54(/".(D%
!#40"@".#0"85% #@@5((% #)=% "))'8#0"85% .#40)54(/".(% @')04"1?05% 0'% (/'F")-%
/'F%@?,0?4#,%/54"0#-5%@#)%15%#%=4"8")-%9'4@5%0'%#@/"58")-%?41#)%(?(0#")#1","02%
#)=%#@0%#(%#)%5)#1,54%'9%?41#)%04#)(9'4>#0"')D%6?,0?4#,%8"0#,"02%#,')-%F"0/%
economic viability, social equity and environmental responsibility must
be considered as cross-cutting issues for sustainable development to
flourish, and in the course of the seminar, the interdependent relationships
150F55)%@?,0?4#,%/54"0#-5%#)=%.#40)54(/".(*%F/50/54%F"0/%@"8"@%('@"502*%0/5%
@45#0"85(%")=?(04"5(*%'4%.?1,"@%#)=%.4"8#05%")(0"0?0"')(*%F545%@')8")@")-,2%
highlighted and exemplified.
M/5% ")@,?("')% '9% @?,0?4#,% /54"0#-5% ")% 0/5% 7R% CO[(% ?,0">#05,2% (/#.5(%
F/#0% F5% >5#)% 12% =585,'.>5)0% #)=% =5054>")5(% /'F% .5'.,5% F",,% #@0%
")% #% F'4,=% ?)=54% 0/45#0D% M/"(% #..4'#@/% >?(0% 5)(?45% 0/#0% @?,0?45% #)=%
@?,0?4#,%/54"0#-5%/#(%"0(%4"-/09?,%.,#@5%")%#,,%.?1,"@%.',"@"5(%#)=%#==45((5(%
">.'40#)0% (?(0#")#1,5% =585,'.>5)0% '1I5@0"85(% (?@/% #(% 0/5% 45(.5@0% '9%
human rights, the basic needs of local communities and the non-depletion
of natural resources. As was seen in the examples given on the final

$%)

Catherine Cullen, Cristina Sabbioni

morning, present-day cultural heritage issues are indeed closely linked
to environmental sustainability, viable economic development, socially
inclusive policies, and respect for human and cultural rights.
Timeless traditions meet new creativity every day in cities around the world,
contributing on the one hand to the preservation of identity and diversity
of its citizens and on the other to ongoing engagement in sustainable
innovation, based on the intrinsic values of culture of which cultural
heritage is an important part: shared knowledge, citizen participation,
transversal decision making. This emergent model of sustainability,
related to historical culture-specific approaches and worldviews, local
level community trends and innovative approaches to urban futures, is
at its most promising when combined with a holistic approach to cultural
and cultural heritage policies inclusive of intercultural dialogue, one of
humankind’s greatest challenges. Creativity and responsible innovation
can then be identified as inexhaustible resources nourishing society
and the economy. Each and every aspect of cultural heritage enriches
the world, and co-creations, partnerships, localization, accessibility,
sustainable re-use as well as the significant symbolic impact of cultural
heritage all contribute to the struggle against unsustainable practices
leading to catastrophic events such as climate change and its multiple
consequences.
The impact of climate change on cultural heritage and the required
238

adaptation measures is in fact a paradigmatic example on how societal
transformation requires a holistic approach for facing future threats and
cultural heritage may play a leading role in urban futures.
Climate change is already impacting communities and heritage globally,
and these trends are rapidly worsening. It is paramount to systematically
cataloguing the impacts of climate change drivers, in order to aid in
evaluating and managing both climate risks to cultural heritage and the
positive role it can play as a source of resilience and sustainability.
In many places, frequency and intensity of climate related disasters like
extreme floods, landslides, heavy storms, heavy precipitation events,
thunderstorms and lightning will increase. Long and dry heat periods
with increased fire risk also threaten to damage many historical and
archaeological sites. Contrary to other agents of deterioration like a
changing indoor climate over a long period that have a small but constant
damaging impact, these disastrous events have the potential to destroy
completely valuable artefacts and evidence from the past in hours or even
minutes. Therefore, it is of utmost importance to adapt Cultural Heritage
sites, city centers, structures and artefacts to climate change.
Given the nature and scale of climate impacts it will require fast updating
how heritage needs to be conceived and managed. Multi-disciplinary
research and approaches will be required in areas such as heritage
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#((5((>5)0*%@')(548#0"')*%5=?@#0"')%#)=%04#")")-%#(%F5,,%#(%")%0/5%F#2(%
/54"0#-5%("05(%#45%.45(5)05=%0'%8"("0'4(D%
There are significant cultural heritage dimensions to every aspect of
@,">#05% #@0"')% @'8545=% 12% 0/5% !#4"(% L-455>5)0*% ")@,?=")-% /5"-/05)")-%
#>1"0"')% 0'% #==45((% @,">#05% @/#)-5*% >"0"-#0")-% -455)/'?(5% -#(5(*%
5)/#)@")-% #=#.0"85% @#.#@"02*% #)=% .,#))")-% 9'4% ,'((% #)=% =#>#-5D% ^'4%
instance, historic and existing buildings represent an important source
'9% 5>1'="5=% @#41')% #)=% 0/5"4% 45?(5% "(% #% G52% (04#05-2% ")% >#)2% 45-"')(%
9'4%#8'"=")-%9?0?45%5>"(("')(%#(('@"#05=%F"0/%)5F%1?",=")-%@')(04?@0"')D%
6?,0?4#,% /54"0#-5% (?..'40(% @,">#05% #=#.0#0"')% ")% #% 8#4"502% '9% F#2(*%
")@,?=")-%,5#4)")-%94'>%.#(0%('@"#,%#=#.0#1","02%0'%5)8"4')>5)0#,%@/#)-5%
#)=%,5854#-")-%.4"=5%'9%.,#@5%#)=%('@"#,%8#,?5(%0'%-?"=5%1'0/%@')05>.'4#42%
45(","5)@5%.,#))")-%#(%F5,,%#(%(?(0#")#1,5%-4'F0/D%%
P)% #% .54"'=% '9% =55.% 04#)(9'4>#0"')*% 0/5% ">.#@0% '9% 45(5#4@/% ')% .',"@2%
linked to specific local practices are of primary importance for a balanced
#)=%(?(0#")#1,5%=585,'.>5)0%'9%'?4%('@"502*%")%.#40"@?,#4%F/545%@?,0?4#,%
/54"0#-5%"(%")8',85=D%%R'F%"(%0/5%>'>5)0%0'%15%.4'#@0"85%#)=%5)(?45%0/#0%
0/5%45(?,0(%#,45#=2%.4'8"=5=%12%0/5%45(5#4@/%>#2%9'4>%0/5%1#("(%'9%'?4%
('@"502Q(%.',"@"5(%#)=%0/5%&:6;%!4'I5@0%.4'8"=5(%#%8#,?#1,5%@')04"1?0"')%
in this context.
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Office of the Municipality of Bologna since 2015, being mainly involved in the
management and coordination team of the H2020 ROCK project. Before 2015, she
-1B$Z)).$C'&^2./$('&$1$#'./$32:)$('&$3-)$+'"&2*:$8)91&3:).3$'($3-)$X".2,291#230$
'($6'#'/.1@
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Full Professor of Architectural Technology, Director of the Department of
Architecture (2015-2021) of University of Bologna, and from May 2018 to February
2019, Coordinator of the PhD in Architecture. Member of the Academic Senate
of the University of Bologna, (2015-18). Scientific Director of the Laboratorio
U!!_#2.)P@$ T''&B2.13'&$ '($ 3-)$ \:2#21WK':1/.1$ T-193)&$ ('&$ 3-)$ A&)).$ 6"2#B2./$$
T'".,2#$WD+$F<=>>W>IJ$1.B$'($3-)$.132'.1#$/&'"9$('&$N23)$N"*312.1Z2#230$'($3-)$M\\8$
protocol (2010-13). Coordinator of scientific research groups on sustainable
&).'5132'.$ '($ 3-)$ Z"2#3$ ).52&'.:).3$ 1.B$ 3),-.'#'/2,1#$ 2..'5132'.$ ('&$ ).)&/0$
efficiency, smart and resilient cities to meet the challenge of climate change.
Member of the Commission of ASN_National Scientific Qualification, SC 08/C1
8)*2/.$1.B$+),-.'#'/2,1#$8)*2/.$'($;&,-23),3"&)$F<=>?W>HJ@
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than 150 papers. She created in 2012 the Department Research Center for
2.3)&.132'.1#$ TU'9)&132'.$ 1.B$ 8)5)#'9:).3$ '.$ \./2.))&2./7$ \.52&'.:).3$ 1.B$
\:)&/).,0$FTU8\`VJ$('&$2.3)&.132'.1#$,''9)&132'.$2.$\.52&'.:).31#$\./2.))&2./@$
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'Z312.)B$ 1$ %-@8@$ 2.$ N',2'#'/0$ F*1:)$ 4.25)&*2307$ >GG?J@$ Q)$ 2*$ 1$ :):Z)&$ '($ 3-)$
Scientific Committee of the Ph.D. in Sociology and Social Research, University of
6'#'/.1$1.B$-1*$Z)).$:):Z)&$'($3-)$K)*)1&,-$)51#"132'.$T'::2**2'.$ '($3-)$
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fields - labour, social vulnerability, activation policies, urban cultural policies,
3&1.*('&:132'.*$ '($ 3-)$ 9"Z#2,$ B2:).*2'.7$ *',21#$ ,&232]")$ 1.B$ ):1.,29132'.$ W$
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2.$;&,-23),3"&)$1.B$T"#3"&)*$'($3-)$9&'Y),3$13$3-)$*1:)$4.25)&*230@$Q)$31"/-3$1.B$
&)*)1&,-)B$ 2.$ *)5)&1#$ D31#21.$ 1.B$ ('&)2/.$ 4.25)&*232)*$ F!#'&).,)7$ X'B).1$ 1.B$
K)//2'$\:2#217$6'#'/.17$!4$6)&#2.7$['332./-1:7$U32*$T'##)/)$'($3-)$;&3*$1.B$8)*2/.$
- LA, Ucla) and he has developed scientific collaboration with many institutions.
Q)$2*$1#*'$1$:):Z)&$'($3-)$;B52*'&0$6'1&B$'($3-)$D.3)&.132'.1#$T'.*'&32":$('&$3-)$
Study of Post-Conflict Cultures at the University of Nottingham.
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%&'()**'&$1.B$K)*)1&,-$!)##'C$13$3-)$8)91&3:).3$'($;&,-23),3"&)7$4.25)&*230$'($
6'#'/.1$ C23-$ &)*)1&,-$ 2.3)&)*3*$ ,'5)&2./$ ;B51.,)B$ N)&52,)$ 8)*2/.$ ('&$ ,232)*7$
N:1&3$ T232)*7$ 3),-.'#'/2,1#$ 199#2,132'.$ 3'$ 3-)$ )c2*32./$ Z"2#3$ ).52&'.:).3@$ N-)$ 2*$
Climate KIC labelled PhD and Climate KIC Certified Professional for the Climate
T-1./)$+&1.*232'.@$N-)$2*$1"3-'&$'($3-)$:'.'/&19-7$9"Z#2*-)B$2.$<=<=7$LN:1&3)&$
1.B$ A&)).)&@$ ;$ +),-.'#'/2,1#$ %13-$ ('&$ 4&Z1.$ T':9#)c230P7$ !&1.,';./)#27$ X2#1.@$
Her works are published in national and international scientific journals.
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3-)$N"9)&2'&$N,-''#$'($%"Z#2,$;B:2.2*3&132'.$B29#':1@$N-)$-1*$Z)).$:1.1/)&$2.$
3-)$ X".2,291#230$ '($ 6'#'/.1$ *2.,)$ N)93):Z)&$ >GHV$ C23-$ &)*9'.*2Z2#230$ ('&$ 19)c$
*3&",3"&)*$ F2.$ 3-)$ #1*3$ 3C'$ 1B:2.2*3&1325)$ 9)&2'B*f$ 82&),3'&$ '($ T"#3"&)$ N),3'&7$
A).)&1#$ N),&)31&213$ 1.B$ D.*323"32'.1#$ ;((12&*$ 1.B$ 8),).3&1#2*132'.J@$ Q)&$ #1*3$
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4.23)B$T232)*$1.B$M',1#$A'5)&.:).3*$F4TMAJ7$23*$%&)*2B).3$('&$3-&))$0)1&*$F<=><W
2015), and she is presently its special advisor on culture in sustainable cities. In
<=>?7$*-)$Y'2.)B$3-)$4[\NTU$%1.)#$'($\c9)&3*$('&$3-)$D.3)&.132'.1#$!".B$('&$T"#3"&1#$
825)&*230$FD!T8J$1.B$2.$<=>H$Z),1:)$23*$,''&B2.13'&@$N-)$2*$,"&&).3#0$1$:):Z)&$
'($ 3-)$ X"#32W;,3'&$ ;B52*'&0$ 6'1&B$ '($ 3-)$ \"&'9)1.$ Q<=<=$ KUTg$ 9&'/&1::)@$
N-)$ 2*$ 1#*'$ 1.$ 2.B)9).B).3$ 2.3)&.132'.1#$ ,'.*"#31.3$ 2.$ ,"#3"&)$ 1.B$ *"*312.1Z#)$
B)5)#'9:).37$ 1$ *"ZY),3$ *-)$ 3)1,-)*$ 13$ 3-)$ %'#232,1#$ N,2).,)$ D.*323"3)$ '($ M2##)@$
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Miruna Draghia
Urbasofia
Miruna Draghia is an urban planner specialised in territorial planning and
development. Worked on several integrated urban development strategies for
cities and metropolitan areas, as well in sectoral/ thematic strategies and plans
(temporary use of vacant spaces, fringe areas development, regeneration of
cultural heritage, etc). Miruna is currently holding the position of General Manager
of EU projects at URBASOFIA (Bucharest-based town and territorial planning
company), where she is coordinating, designing and implementing projects on
various programs, such as: Horizon2020, Interreg Danube, URBACT, UIA, etc.

Roberto Falanga
Institute of Social Sciences (University of Lisbon)
I hold a master degree in psychology and a PhD in Sociology. My main area of
research is participatory democracy and community engagement in urban
regeneration. Linked to that, I have conducted original investigation on the
monitoring and evaluation of participatory processes, scaling up of democratic
innovations and citizen engagement for the achievement of sustainable goals. In
tandem with my research career, I have worked as a consultant to international,
national, and local agencies, and I am currently involved in several international
networks, think tanks, and action research projects.

Antonella Fresa
Confindustria
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Antonella Fresa got her full degree at the University of Turin in 1980. ICT expert,
she has been working on European cooperation projects for more than 15 years.
Previously Project Officer at the European Commission and researcher at Olivetti
in Pisa and Cupertino (CA), she’s currently Technical Coordinator of several
projects supported by the European Commission in the areas of digital content
and e-Infrastructures. Since 2002 she’s been an advisor of the Italian Ministry of
Cultural Heritage and Activities. Her personal interest and current research focus
is related to ICT research, innovation, knowledge exchange processes and digital
online communication of cultural heritage.

Cristina Garzillo
ICLEI
Senior Coordinator for Culture and Cultural Heritage. Employed with ICLEI since
2005. Having 20 years of experience working in and for local governments, Cristina
is recognised for her work as expert in local sustainability processes, culture and
cultural heritage, integrated management and governance as well as author of
numerous publications in the field of local sustainability, knowledge brokerage
and transition. Cristina is appraiser for the URBACT Programme and the Urban
Innovative Actions Initiative, member of the European Commission’s Expert Group
on Culture and Cultural Heritage and expert for the European Committee of the
Regions. She can also draw on a wealth of academic experience gained from her
previous role as contract professor at the University of Parma.
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Programs. He focuses on the field of building renovation and retrofitting, of energy
efficiency and sustainability, of adaptation and climate responsive strategies,
'($ "&Z1.$ 3&1.*232'.$ 1.B$ ,230$ &)/).)&132'.$ ,''9)&132./$ C23-$ *)5)&1#$ 2.3)&.132'.1#$
&)*)1&,-$2.*323"32'.*$1.B$,'.3&2Z"32./$3'$1$.":Z)&$'($&)*)1&,-$9&'9'*1#*$C23-2.$
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91&32,29132'.7$1.B$,'::".2,132'.@$N2.,)$<=>>$-)$-1*$Z)).$82&),3'&$'($3-)$4&Z1.$
T).3)&$'($6'#'/.1$1.B$$*2.,)$<=>H$82&),3'&$'($!'".B132'.$('&$4&Z1.$D..'5132'.@$
!&':$ <=>=$ 3'$ <=>V7$ -)$ C1*$ ,'.*"#31.3$ '($ 4&Z1.$ T).3)&$ \b!)&&1&1$ B)5)#'92./$
1,,':91.02./$913-*$3'$&)B)5)#'9:).3$9&'Y),3*7$2.$91&32,"#1&$3-)$'.)$&)#13)B$3'$
3-)$('&:)&$N@;..1$Q'*9231#$1.B$3-)$'.)$&)#13)B$3'$*)2*:2,$9&)5).32'.@$Q)$B)1#*$
C23-$3-)$,''&B2.132'.$'($91&32,2913'&0$913-*$1.B$(1,2#23132'.7$3-)$,'.*3&",32'.$'($
,1##*$ ('&$ 9&'9'*1#*$ 1.B$ 1,,':91.2:).3$ 3'$ 3-)$ B)*2/.$ 1.B$ 2:9#):).3132'.$ '($
91&32,2913'&0$913-*@$Q)$2*$1#*'$)B23'&$'($3&1B232'.1#$1.B$:"#32:)B21$9"Z#2,132'.*@
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Degree Course in Service Design, where she teaches Design Thinking. Her fields
'($ )c9)&32*)$ 1&)f$ 1B51.,)B$ B)*2/.$ 199&'1,-$ 3'$ *"99'&3$ "&Z1.$ 3&1.*('&:132'.*$
3-&'"/-$ :"#32W*31^)-'#B)&*$ ,'##1Z'&132'.7$ ,2&,"#1&$ 3&1.*('&:132'.$ '($ Z"2#3$
).52&'.:).37$ ,'WB)*2/.$ '($ "&Z1.$ 1,,)**2Z2#2307$ B)*2/.$ ('&$ 9&)91&)B.)**@$ N-)$ 2*$
2.5'#5)B$2.$3-)$B)5)#'9:).3$'($D.3)&.132'.1#$9&'Y),3*$#2.^)B$3'$TQ$#)B$&)/).)&132'.$
2.2321325)*$C23-$1$(',"*$'.$1,,)**2Z2#230$3'$TQ$FKUTg$9&'Y),3$J7$2.$"&Z1.$3&1.*232'.$
9&',)**)*$ FAK\+;$ 9&'Y),3J7$ 2.$ )B",132'.1#$ ,&'**W,230$ 9&'/&1:*$ 1Z'"3$ B)*2/.$
('&$ &)*9'.*2Z#)$ 2..'5132'.@$ N-)$ 2*$ 8)#)/13)$ ('&$ B2*1Z2#230$ 13$ 3-)$ 8)91&3:).3$ '($
;&,-23),3"&)$F8;J@
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Head of Sustainability Office Environment and Green Sector - agent of change of
3-)$X".2,291#230$'($6'#'/.1@$N-)$B)1#*$C23-$).52&'.:).31#$2**")*$2.$1$*0*3):2,$
C107$ 31^2./$ ,1&)$ '($ 3-)$ 3),-.2,1#7$ &)/"#13'&0$ 1.B$ :1.1/):).3$ 1*9),3*7$ 1*$ C)##$
1*$ &)#132'.*$ C23-$ ,232O).*$ 1.B$ *31^)-'#B)&*@$ N-)$ 2*$ :1.1/)&$ '($ 2.3)&.132'.1#$
projects on environmental innovation. Thanks to the definition of Public-Private
%1&3.)&*-29*7$*-)$-1*$*31&3)B$1$,'.32."'"*$,'##1Z'&132'.$C23-$4[D6U$1.B$:1.0$
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Cecile Houpert
EUROCITIES
After a Master’s degree in European Affairs and International Relations, Cécile
joined EUROCITIES, the network of major European cities in 2015 within the culture
team where she works as a project coordinator on cultural and heritage issues.
Cécile is currently coordinating Eurocities’ activities in the framework of the ROCK
project (Horizon 2020 funding programme), where Eurocities provides support
to the 10 ROCK cities in the implementation of their pilot initiatives in identified
historic districts. Cécile is also involved in activities related to the Culture Forum
and working groups within EUROCITIES.

Ane Izulain Alejos
ICLEI
Governance and Social Innovation Officer for Culture and Cultural Heritage.
Since joining ICLEI in April 2018, Ane has been involved in projects related to
heritage-led urban and rural regeneration, circular adaptive reuse of Cultural
Heritage and sustainable and just cities. Prior to joining ICLEI, Ane has, alongside
her studies, collaborated with several NGOs, law firms and international
organisations, including the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural
Rights (UN) in Geneva. Ane holds a Joint Degree in Business Management and
Administration and Law (San Sebastian, ES), specializing in International Law
(Amsterdam, NL) and is currently undertaking a M.A in Governance and Human
Rights by the Leuphana University (Lüneburg, DE).

Pamela Lama
City of Bologna
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Head of the International Projects Unit of the International Relations and Projects
Office of Bologna Municipality, she manages EU projects since 1996, mainly
addressing urban resilience, environmental sustainability and regeneration topics.
Since 2017, she has coordinated the H2020 ROCK project, on the role of Cultural
Heritage in fostering circular, participatory and sustainable urban development
processes. In 2020, she got her PhD in Architecture at the University of Bologna,
focussing on the definition of an integrated, people-centered, transdisciplinary
and evidence-based approach in the elaboration an of the Action Plan on Cultural
Heritage capable of providing input to the Urban Agenda process underway,
demonstrating how EU-funded research projects support the implementation
of EU policies locally while, at the same time, contributing to orienteering future
choices at the wider European framework.

Giovanni Leoni
University of Bologna
Full chair in History of Architecture at Alma Mater Studiorum Università di
Bologna, where he has been Director of the Department of Architecture,
Coordinator of the PhD Program in Architecture and member of Alma Mater
Board of Governors. His works focus on the relationship between Personality
and Anonymous in design cultures and processes on a period that goes from the
XIX Century to Postwar Architecture. He is chief editor of the academic journal
Histories of Postwar Architecture and co-editor in chief – with Carola Hein - of
European Journal of Creative Practices in Cities and Landscapes (CPCL). He
has coordinated University of Bologna ROCK Team and participates to others
H2020 funded projects (e.g. RURITAGE Rural regeneration through systemic
heritage-led strategies - H2020 SC5-21; SPEME Questioning Traumatic Heritage:
Spaces of Memory in Europe, Argentina, Colombia, H2020-MSCA-RISE-2017).
www.unibo.it/sitoweb/giovanni.leoni
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the Scientific Council of the Institute of Advanced Studies (ISA) of the UNIBO
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Her fields of expertise are technologies for energy efficiency improvement and
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1#*'$&)#13)B$3'$1,325132'.$'($/&)).$3&1.*232'.$913-C10*@$N-)$2*$2.5'#5)B$2.$*)5)&1#$
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+),-.2,1#$ 4.25)&*230$ '($ T131#'.21$ 2.$ 61&,)#'.1@$ N-)$ -1*$ Z&'1B$ :1.1/)&21#$
experience (a former member of Management Board of Aurensis/TelespazioDZ)&2,1J7$2.,#"B2./$2.3)&.132'.1#$).52&'.:).3$1.B$KR8$9&'Y),3*7$*31&32./$(&':$!%?@$
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“Improving Innovation and Knowledge Economy” in Urbact (http://www.urbact.
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Relations and Projects Office of the Municipality of Bologna since 2005, managing
the financial aspects of the H2020 ROCK project and dealing with administrative
and financial issues of EU co-funded projects: FP7, H2020, Interreg Europe, Urbact
DD7$ %&'/&)**7$ %"Z#2,$ Q)1#3-7$ MM%7$ \&1*:"*$ j@$ %&)52'"*#07$ *-)$ -1B$ Z)).$ C'&^2./$
many years in finance departments of private companies.
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Valentina Orioli
City of Bologna, Vice Mayor
Valentina Orioli, PhD and associate professor of Urban Planning at the Department
of Architecture of the University of Bologna, is Deputy Mayor for Urban planning,
Environment, the Historical City and the UNESCO candidacy of “Portici” at the
Municipality of Bologna. Her teaching and research activities mainly focus on
urban planning for sustainable development, in a perspective of comparison
with the disciplinary tradition but also with urban history. She is vice president
of Urban@it, a National centre for urban policies studies led by University of
Bologna, which associates many Universities with the aim of contributing to the
implementation of a new urban policy planning cycle and the construction of an
Italian urban agenda.

Osvaldo Panaro
City of Bologna
Head of the Culture and City Promotion Department of Bologna Municipality, he is
also Acting Director of the Culture and Creativity Sector, Promotion and Tourism
Sector and Sport Sector. Since 2017, also Head of Intermediate Body “Municipality
of Bologna” within the framework of the National Operational Programme National
Operational Programme Metropolitan Cities 2014-2020. From 2016 to 2018, Head
of the Department for the Economy and City Promotion and Acting Director of
the Urban Marketing and Tourism Department. From 2008 to 2016, Director of
Digital Agenda and Information Technologies and from 2000 to 2007 Director of
Information Systems Sector. From 1995 to 2000, Head of Information Technology
Area - Information Systems Sector.

Alexandru Roja
Aries Transilvania
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Associate Professor la Facultatea de Economie și de Administrare a Afacerilor din
Timișoara. PhD, practioner and researcher in strategic management, innovation,
digital strategies and transformation, digital platforms and ecosystems and
posthumanism. His scientific interest is focused on general, strategic and
innovation management, business leadership, entrepreneurship, leadership and
managerial development, Information and communication technology, internet
technologies, network theory.

Rossella Roversi
University of Bologna
Rossella Roversi, architect, PhD in Urban and Architectural Design and specialized
in Technology of Architecture, is currently Adjunct Professor and Research
Fellow at the Department of Architecture of the University of Bologna. She also
collaborates with the Interdepartmental Centre for Territory Building Conservation
and Environment (CITERA) of the Sapienza University of Rome. Her research
mainly deals with issues related to urban regeneration, building requalification,
Cultural Heritage valorisation and sustainability of the built environment. She is
involved in several international research projects and she is the author of many
scientific articles.
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Heritage. Her main scientific interests are on material-atmosphere interactions,
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presented at international conferences and published in international scientific
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representative bodies or public administrations. From 1987 to 2005, manager
of SCS consulting and founder of Impronta Etica and GBS. From 2007 to 2015
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Governance and Social Innovation Officer at ICLEI Europe. As part of the Cultural
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and Social Innovation. She has worked as Managing Director of EllinikoTheatro;
Audience Development Manager of the National Library of Greece; External
Advisor to the City of Athens; and Community Engagement Catalyst at the GROW
Observatory. She is also co-founder of Place Identity, a non-profit organisation
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